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L INTRODUCllON

1.01 TeU purpose of this paper is to present a conceptual famework that alows a rgoous and
compreiiw.tve anaysis of the industrial restuctuing problenmy 'Me paper uti this conceptual
famework to ideatify the major brars to effcnt resucturing decisions, namely thse elated to lack of
disipline, rigidities consining mobility ad lmited avamaty of resourees. lbe paper propeses a set of
policy and nttutond measures to ensu tha whenve the sad for restuctu aries, enterprises wM
have both the incentive and abity to undera'e acdons that are sodaly desrable and restore profitability,
as well as access to the necessy capabilitei and resous In other words, te proposed measures are
intended to create an aww whrich Is cducve to effiiet restruclting decions The analysis and
concusions of the paper are elaborated through numeous country mamples in the main too, and more
comprehensively, in the anne_es

Brf Hsor*al BaD ound

i.02 Sice the mid 1970s, Industry worlwide has been undergoig profound changes Sucessive
steep rises in energ prices and growing envimental concerns duig that decade led to the restructuring
of energy and material-intensive industie-jwhich often entailed being downsied and, in some instances,
relocated away fom major developed counutries. cdust counties wth aocess to raw materials-and
where govnments were wling to subsidize the cost of capital-appewed to profit from this initial restumc
turing movement by establsbing greenfi&d and technologialy updated plants. Such was the case, for
example, with steel, aluminum, pulp and paper, and peurchemials

1.03 The dramatic inca in the prices of energy and other inputs in the 19706 were followed
by Inflationar pressures. Me beginnig of the folowing decade was charlatzed by adjustment efortLs In
the US, these efforts were based on a tight monetat pot, whlch led to hgh interest rates and the
consequent appreciation of the dollar. Combined, they contributed to bwering inflation, while softening the
U-S. market for domestic produces. The rooeson afecte1d a broad spectrum of industries, though hitting
partcularly hard the pwducdon of capita goods and consumer durables After 1985, export-oriented
industries from other OECD counties, which had been partiay selOerd from the recession by catering to
the U.S. market, becme less cost competithe and profitable as major currencies appreciated via-vis the
dollarY By the end of the last decade, most Industries in prcally all OECD counties faced dMicult
restructuring dedsions, and were forced to enage In broad anion efl in order to remain
competitive

1/ For an earlder extensive discusion of policies for industral restrcturing, see L Uebefman, oIndustrial
Restru cing: Poliy and race Poliy and Research Ser4 No. 9, The World Bank, 1990.

The impact on the Yen appreciation on Japanese labor costs is Musrative of the post 1985 exchange
rate danges. Altbough Wt yen labor costs fell by almost 11 percent betwee 1982 and 1989, in
dollar tems they trse by 61 percent
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1.04 Competive pfessure were reflected also in a rise in economic nationalism in industriazed
countries. Although mostly a respo to job losses and a percied threat to their man tur base, such
nationalism is also a sigp of the renewed importance of industry as the core of economic power. The
formation of uadig blocs and intensiibg commercial conflicts are symptoms of a less benign international
environment; so is a muta closer attention to inteUectual propert and the coipetitive value of technology.
Industial policy', which has been associated generaly with targeted capacity creation or coordinated capacity
reduction, become increasigly focused on industrial competitiveness and the restructuring of industu.

1.05 The response of industial country firms to a more competitive environment included changes
in the structure of ass and liabilities, and aggressive cost-cutting measures. Progressively, finns attempted
also to decentralie and make basic corporate functions (buying, selling, financing, developing, producing and
sericing) more effective by changing their mode of intenal organization, with "flattere hierarchical
team-focused structures, greater reliance on worker initiative, increased responsibilities and a less rgid division
of labor. These organizational innovations were accompanied by a less parochial perception, by management
and labor, of the firm's environment, and a willingness to extend the fim's boundaries through alliances
ranging from pure marketing&rvicing agreements to technological joint ventures, co-production and other
forms of cooperation. Finally attempts to offer increasingly differentiated and quality-oriented products
generated intense interest in product development and new, more efficient processes. Technological progress
accelerated.

1.06 Since the erly 198(s, industrial enterprises in developing and -emerging market economies."
(Central and East European and former Soviet Union countries) also have been confronted with intense alry
in international markets, rising economic nationalism (or regionalism) and a rapidl shifting best-practice
frontier. Pressed by such forces, these countries have either retreated behind protective barriers or worked
to facilitate the restructuring of the industril sector. Most often, restructuring has been delayed with govern-
ments shielding firms from the forces of competition and softening their budget constraint Neither protection
nor financial undscipine, however, are suslainable. Increased cross-border information flows and alternative
Bade channels deny the possibility of dosing off the economy, a generalized fiscal crisi is impelling
govenments to stop irrigating fims with resourcs Moreover, there is a growing realization that without
restructurg, ustrialing and Eastern Euro 'van economies will fall irremediably behind, the industries
that would survive belong to a narrowing class, that is, those naturaly protected from import competition and
not dependent on export markes

1.07 The need for industrial restructuring has become most apparent as countries undertake
structural adjustment programs, implement budgetary discipUne and move to a more open and competitive
envronment Mow: economic gains require fitms both to reallocate and to improve the use of resources, which
are predicated upon efficiency-enhancing restructuring decisions. Yet in many instances, the absence of
regimes supportive of such decisions have resulted in the survival of insolvent producers and uncompetitive
actti; in other cases, potentially viable fms are forced to exit.

108 The future of industy in developing and emerging market economies hinges on restructuing
decisions (including exit from certain activties) which erhance efficieny, are sustainable and improve the
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competitive position of the induswtrial sector. Such decisions face a number of barries These bafriers often
are generated by either distortionaty government policies or market failures. The challenge facing countries
is first, how to reform policy regimes, and second, how to respond to market failures that slow down
restructuring or induce inappropriate restructuring decisions (by impeding the rehabilitation of potentially
viable firms or prolonging the survival of 0rms that should exit). In sum, how should the goverament improve
the policy and institutional environmnwt within which restructuring takes place?

Ov0viw and O r0aation ef the Pper

1.09 The analytical framework developed In this paper is intended to serve as a tool to guide
government actions in establishing an environment that encourages efficient restructuring in industry. It
identifies major barriers to desirable restructuring decisions. The.e batriers are subsumed under three broad
categories: dtp0* moabilky ad surew Discipline-related barriers are those that shelter firms from the
forces of competition, prolong their survival, and allow managers to postpone restructuring decisions. Barriers
that constrain mobility reduce the capacity of firms to move facters in response to a changing environment.
Discipline and mobility have proven, however, to be insufficient to bring about relatively efficient restructuring
outcomes when resources-sldlls, information, finance--are unavailahle. For each set of barriers, the paper
clsfies required government actions along three dimensions: removal of policy distortions, introduction of
rules and mechanisms to offset perceived market failures, and the creation of institutions to implement and
enforce those rules.

1.10 This paper advances two inter-related, basic propositions. The first can be stated s-, follows:
government measures that strengthen discipline, enhance mobility and improve the availability of resources
are strictly complementary to each other. Emphasis of one set of measures to the neglect of others is likely
to be ineffective, or at worst, counter-productive. Hence when resources are not available and mobility is
restricted, increased discipline may aggravate financial distress, which, in turn, may force the government to
rela discipline once again. In such an environment, government's intentions to strengthen discipline may in
fact not be credible ex-ante. Similarly, an environment with ample resouices but insufficient discipline is likely
to result in their inefficient allocation and use.

1.11 The second basic proposition is that in most cases, elimination of distortionary policies are
insufficient to remove a barrier, introducing new rules that address market failures and, perhaps more
important, establishing institutional and administrative capabilities to enforce these rules often are as
important. However, government interventions to compensate for market failures associated with the process
of industrial restructuring often are controversial. Opponents of such types of governmuent policywould argue
that the market will not only provide discipline but ensure that restructuring will occur when it should.
According to this perspective, government suppon could inhibit or crowd out possibly more efficient private
sector initiatives. Even worse, government actions may generate "regulatory capture' and result in rent
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seeking This paper, on the other hand, argues that restructuring-related market failures are substantial and
justify policies to enhance factor mobility and the provision of financial and other resources for restructuring.
This alternate view also is pragnatic in Its recognition that even governments that profess ex-ante to behave
on a hands-ofl' basis are dramed ex-post by political pressures to intervene, and that the provision of such
assistance may in fact be more costly than ex-ante intervention Polides proposed in this paper aim at
precluding such an eventuality, by providing mechanisms which create inoentives for potentially viable
enterprises to cany out proper restructuring measures sooner rather than later. In other words, the framework
is designed to minimize the risk of ex-post extensive govenment intervention by encouraging corrective ex-ante
actions and thereby limiting or reducing the extent of distress.

1.12 The proposed government actions, however, should not be implemented without regard to
requisite institutional and enforcement capabilities. Attempts to carly out policies without such capabilities
can result in outcomes that are inferior to market solutions. In such cases, relying on the market is clearly
preferable, unless government's capabilities can be improved. Hence, the desirability of policies should depend
critically on a cost-benefit calculation that lndudes the govemment's capabililes and the potential for their
imp.ovement (para. 4.03).

1.13 -rhe remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II defines industrial restructuring
as non-marginak changes undertaken by firms to ensure that some or aU of its activities regain competitiveness.
Section III focuses on the nature of restructuring decisions. It argues that the efficiency of outcomes is Ltound
intrinsically to the economic environment within which decisions are made. Sections IV to VI then examine

such environments-markets, policies and institutions-in detail, in order to identify barriers impeding enhanced
restructuring outcomes. These barriers relate to weakened discpline facing frms, lack of mobility and limited
access to resources. The discussion is centered on the role of government, both in removing policy-generated
barriers and In creating mechanisms and instruments supportive of more efficient restructuring outcomes.
Section VII derives the main conclusions of the paper.

A typical example occurs when unconditional subsidies provided to distressed industries discourage
private sector restructuring efforts and create incentives for affected enterprises to preserve the status
quo in the hope of obtaining further subsidies in the future (and even expend additional resources for
lobbying activities).
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H. DEFINING INDUTRIL RESTRUCTURING

2.01 Industrial restructuring is a set of articulated actions undertaken by 0tms, sometimes
coordinated by outside principals (banks, governments), aimed at restoring competitiveness, once it has been
eroded substantially. Less often, restructuring takes place in an attempt to prevent firms from falling behind
the international price-performance frontier (or the domestic frontier for producers naturaRly shielded from
import competition). In developed countries, particularly those with dense capital markets, restructuring is
also understood as an attempt to realign the firm's market value with its intrinsic (or economic) worth. Often
it entails changes in ownership and management, in the structure of assets and liabilities, as well as selling off
certain units or activities outside the strategic core of the firnL

2.02 Restructuring is a set of discrete, decsive measures to restore a firm's competitiveness and
enhance its value. Such measures are often undertaken in reaction to discontinuous changes in the firm's
envitonment or, even in the absence of major shocks, -in response to a failure to continuously adapt to shifts
in markets and technologies. A firm may in fact survive for a period of time eve:l tnough paying little
attention to changes around it. However, unless facing a soft budget constraint and protected from the forces
of competition, it will be obliged ultimately to restructure its operations. In a lim', sense, a complete phase
out may be required if the distance to the best-practice frontier precludes it from undertaking a financially
viable turnaround.

2.03 A firm that is in need of restructuring is one where the current dimensions of the firm
(including capacity, organization technology, indebtedness, etc.) are far removed from those that maximize
value. Restructuring usefully can be conceptualized as an attempt to choose a set of actions that would move
the firm's value from a point near or at a local maximum to one near or at the global maximum, when the
latter is relatively "distant! (i.e., not achievable by marginal actions). In Figure 2.1, the firm's value is at point
A whereas the global maximum value is at point D. Actions that would move the firm from A to B, although
enhancing the value of the firm and leading to a decrease In losses, do not belong to the restructuring set.
Rather, these are actions that improve the value of the firm at the margin. Marginal and relatively low cost
changes in employmnent, capacity or technology that do not address the root causes of low profitability are
examples cf such actions. By the (efinition adopted here, restructuring would be a set of decisions attempting
to move the firm from A to D, or to points in D's vicinity.

2.04 Restructuring is generally accompanied by streamlining cutting costs and restoring
productvity and profits. Layoffs, particularly of administrative staff, are common at an initial stage. Overhead
costs are targeted. Firms that are excessively integrated hive off intermediate activities; producers with
uneconomic product sope attempt to refocus product lines, increasing the extent of horizontal specialiation.
It is not unusual for firms undergoing physical restructuring to have accumulated excess debt, requiring a
financial workout in order to 'clean the firm's balance sheet. Such workouts redistribute claims on the
enterprise and may entail equity infusions, conversion of debt into equity or equity-like instruments, and debt
reduction or rescheduling. Restructuring operations may also entail redistribution of ownership and control
rights over the enterprise, resulting in changes in ownership and management.
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2.05 CoUodating the postion of such finms may require other non-matia steps bevrnd
cost-cutting, revenue-enhancing measures and baane sheet adjustments In a world !iere the market place
Is global, resucturing Is creasingy oriented to shape fms into more fexible and responsive entities The
very natue of the firm and its objeces often are redran as part of restructuring. Fims are inceasin
regrded as integrating locl; higl vetialized entities or producers attempting to manufactre 'completew
produa lies are beig teplaced by those able to exploit their stwatefic competence (in design, engineer
prod4ction planning and oration, marketin, contracting out areas of ksser capability. As a result, de-
veticazaticn and horizntal specaliation in production are often part of restructuing acions fewer firms
are attempting to 'go alone', but are continuously seurching for suppliers not only of intermediates but goods
that complement ther prduct MCneI

2.06 Accomplishing these organizational changes requires a succession of efficiency-enhancing
resucturing decisons ove a consideable period of tm They are also costly, entailing expenditure of
resources In areas such as tehnology, pWcal capital, retainig and relocation. More Imporantly,
restuctring brings sigifint wss to decision makers with the authority to restncture, demanding from

A/ For example, in the U.S., takeovers In the 196(s and 1970s were chaacterized by incrad
diversification and conglomeration, whereas those In the 1980s mainly entailed divestitures and
ineseo speciazation For a lucid evaluation, see Shbifer and Vlshay (1991)
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them Increased managerial effort, reduction in unproductive managerial consumption and een unemployment
of their pees Often the Interests of decision makers and that of other parties affected by restructuring
'Aeclions, incuding the government, owners or consunersm do not coincide. Ows, public or private, also
may have to bear significant costs, especially when restructuring results in a restribtion of ownershp rights
and therefore lass of political or economic power. Hence. the obstacles that hinder enterprises from taking
socially desirable restructuring decisions are not small. The nature of those decisions and how they relate to
the degree of efficiency with which restructuring is undertaken is the topic of the nea seton.



IIL ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY AND THE NATURE OF RESTRUCT URING DECISIONS

3.01 A crucial feature of the modern enterprise is that those agents authorixed and entrusted to
make restructuring decisions make up a small proportion of the parties thut are affected by such decisions.
In most cases, the interests of these agents (hereafter called "decision makers") do not coincide with those
directly affected by the decisions themselves.1 Whereas decision makers generally attempt to maximize their
own welfare, what Is required from an efficiency standpoint is the maximization of the suitably-weighted
welfare of all parties affected. This section focuses on the nature of restructuring decisions, the criteria that
decision makers use to choose between alternative options, and the impact of the economnic environment on
the efficiency of restructuring decisions.

The Nature of Restructuring Decisions.

3.02 It is useful analytically to thiu . of any restructuring decision as involving three sequential
stages. Such a three-step calculation will be referred to as a reArucurin algorithm or ecision rud, and is
displayed in Figure 3.1. First, the decision maker has to decide whether or not to restructute. If restructuring
is preferred, then second, a choice has to be made between reorganization and exit. Third, one must decide
which form of reorganization or exit is best. As with any sequential decision, an informed answer to the first
question requires prior consideration of the second and third questions.

3.03 Thus, the point of departure is the decision regarding which forms of reorganization and exit
yield the maximum net Wft, prior to %hoosing betm zen reorganization or exit. In the case of reorganation,

the decision maker picks the particular technology mix, form and magnitude of labor adjustments, extent of
disposition of assets, change in capacity, new investments and reorganization of liabilities maximizing net
benefit. The ne bnut ^ ofreoewazati is defined as the ex-post value of the enterprise to the decision maker
net of the cost of required resources and other related expenditures, once the best form of reorganization is
chosen.

3.04 Both benefits and costs of reorganization will depend on the identity of the decision maker.
If the authority for restructuring decisions lies with shareholders, the relevant ex-post value of the enterprise
and the costs of reorganization are reflected in the equity value. If the authority lies with managers, the
relevant ex-post value depends on the specification of managerial contracts; often it includes the values of
future salaries and any shares held by managers, minus the disutility of managerial effort. If die authority lies
with govrnment officials, the benefits and costs may actually depend on ministers' personal or political
agendas.

For example, in an economy with widespread private property, such authority typically lies either with
managers (whose Interests may be in conflict with shareholders) or with owners (whose interest may
be in conflict with creditors). In the majority of enterprises in Eastern Europe, the decision-making
authority lies with workers councils, managers or ministry officials, each having al 1as of their own.



[igure 3.1

The Restructuring Algorithm

Do Not Resoucte A

Exit ARewpdz

Altmadve Foms Akmadve Fw=
of Exit of bRoranhadon

3.05 In the case of ant, options are more limited; the dSion makr MY have to doose between
declating bankruptcy or self Uquidation. Depending on the legislation, banuptq Iself may end up In total
liquidation of aets, or in a reorganization with partial liquidation where some of the assets of the enterprse
are liquidated and the enterprise reemerges in a leaner fom. Even in a bankruptcy procss, the deciion
maker is faed with important choices. For example, the decision maker may choose beween a cooperattie
approach (and try to strike a deal with creditors as fast as possible) and a more agessive posture (which
entails exploiting legal loopholes and delaying the process as much as possible). Since delays in the lgal
procedure often reduce the value of the creditors' claims, this may incre the bargining power of the
decision maker and may help extract a better deal from creditors. Also It is poible that the decision maker
loses its authority if entering bankruptcy automatically trnssfers control rights over the enterprise from owners
or managers to creditors or a trustee.

3.06 Whenever ext takes the form of liquidation, its net benefit may indude proceeds from te
liquidation of assets minus payments to creditors and other paries that hold claims on the enterprise, minus
any exit costs incurred by the decision maker. Exit costs may arise due to bad acquired reputadon, difficulty
in re-entering markets, loss of liquidation value due to fire sales of asets, or loss of vwalue due to mothbaling&

3.07 Having chosen the preferred alternative forms of reorganization and eadt, the decison maker
ther. compares the net benefit of each and selects the one yielding the higher payoff The fnl step is to
decide whether to restructure or not. is decision requires the calculation of the aet hu ad
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res&ucnw*W. In attempting to preserve the status quo, actions taken may include substantial rent seeking
activities, asset stripping and marginal operational adjustments. When restructuring decisions are taken by
shareholdets, the net benefit may include continued access to soft credit provided by the government or even
prvate banks (see Chapter IV), minus losses that need to be financed. When managers have the decision-
making authority, an important element of the net benefit may be the consumption of salaries, with continued
expenditure of mini effor The restructuring decision rule is to chdw between reswuriq and not
.wtruc*w by tawapa On maximm nd Wans f ech of hee optons

3.08 This restructuring algorithm yields the maximum payoff to the decision maker from the set
of available actionsO By itself, howevr, the decision rule does not say much about the efficiency implications
of these acdons In order to evaluate the efficiency of restructuring decisions, one has to take into
consideration not only the welfare of the decision maker but total social welfare. Social welfae can generally
be defined as an appropriately weighted sum of the welfare of all parties affected by restructuring decisions
Restructuriing decisions which are optimal for the decision maker may differ from those which are desirable
from the perspective of sodal welfare. For example, while availability of soft credit may induce decision
makers not to restructure, reorganization or even exit may be preferable from society's perspective when the
socdal costs of the soft credit are taken into account Private and social divergences may exist not only
regarding the desion whether to restructure or not, but also regarding the specific form of reorganizaion
chosen; for instance, private decision makers may choose a form that overuses subsidized financial resources
and includes too little managerial effort

Efficienc and RestuturIng.

3.09 In a world where markets are competitive, free of transactions costs aud information probklms,
and where contracts are complete and easily enforceable, prevailing prices of goods and factors reflect their
economic scarcity values Valuation of restructuring options with market prices would also reflect social
values. In such a prfitwa.weos eonomV, a private decision maker that applies the restructuring decision rule
always would choose a set of actions which is optimal from the perspecve of society. Government policy
would be incapable of improving outcomes that resilt from private decisions in such a world.

3.10 In practice, judgments about efficiency are more complicated. Any discussion of efficiency
needs to refer to the eisu ecenemi eavirownent, including government policies, regulations and exsting
endowments Equaly relevant is the degree of development of markets, the nature of market imperfections,
the legal system, as well as existing contractual and other institutional arrangements.

fl 'Mhe proposed algoridthm is a simplification because it condenses what in reality is a multi-stage
decision process into three stages. In particular, it does not capture the possibility that the decsion
maker may choose to restructure not now but later, in that case, the net benefit of not resbucturing
would indude the effects of restructuring actions taken in the future. Moreover, the timing of
restucturing also becomes a relevant variable in the decision maker's calculations. See Hayr (1992)
for a model of restruturing which incorporates some of these dynamic co a
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3.11 Divergences between private and socially desirable actions are generated by specific features
of the economic environment that differentiate it from a perfect-markets economy. Prices that decision makers
face often do not reflect true scarcity values. Sometimes prices may not exist at all because markets are
incomplete. It is these features of the prevailing economic environment that limit the maximum social net
benefit of private restructuring decisions. If the social value of restructuring decisions is to be increased,
changes In the enitonment are required.

3.12 In most cases, it is not feasible to change all aspects of the economic environment that give
rise to socially sub-optimal restructuring outcomes. Moreover, even feasible changes In the economic
environment are in many cases costly themsehve In terms of restructuring, the rule that should be adopted
in evaluating proposed changes in the environment is simple: a feasibl chdaWe in ece_mc eiaeat s
dakbkhl 0th .vlw auWuwa It "ulcm in rearucwingdeciiie have eaWcaaa tha bgpewe secda( wew% oWf tim
cost _ ofImp g tOe pwpeed dachaes. Among desirable changes, those that result in the maximum welfare
improvement are referred to as res&uda*W-Wfknt. To assess the scope for desirable changes in the
eonomic environment, it is necessary to Identify the bariers to improved restructuring decisions. The next
sections will examine those barriers and their effects on restructuring decisions, and propose government
policies to induce restructuring-efficient changes in the economic environment.
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TV. IBIRRERS TO IMPROVED RESTRUCFURING DECISIONS AND
THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT: DISCIPLNE

Introdctin

4.01 The purpose of this and the next two chapters is to review the essential elements of an
economic environment that is conducive to effcient restructuring decisions. Barriers that prevent enterprises
from taking actions that increase efficiency, and the role of the government in overcoming these barriers, are
discussed. Barriers that constrain sodally desirable restructuring actions are classified into three categories:
those that weaken discipline, hinder mobility and limit the availability of resources.

4.02 Government actions to remove barriers are themselves classified along three basic dimensions:
acdons geared at the removal of policy distortions (for example, eliminating fiscal and financial subsidies to
tighten the budget constraint), actions to introduce rules offsetting perceived market failures, and actions to
Institute an administrative and legal capacity to enforce the rules (and derived contracts). Clearly, the effi-
dency of a rule is a function of the relevant enforcement capability. Table 4.1 summarizes mechanisms and
instruments available to the government that would improve restructuring decisions. They are classified as
measures to strengthen discipline, enhance mobility and augment resources, and are distinguished along the
three dimensions which span government actions.

4.03 lhe government's role cannot be delineated neatly In the abstract. It depends fundamentally
on the relative efficiency of market outcomes when compared to government interventions, in the presence
of identifiable market failures (associated with externalities, information imperfections, and non-conveities
in production or consumption). The scope of restructuring poLicy should be determined by the relationship
between the benefits and costs of actions designed to improve restructuring actions, when compared to
market-driven solutions. Such an approach admits the possibility that the market itself may not generate
restrucuring-efflicient decisions, and that nevertheless the net benefit of not intervening is larger than that of
intevening. For eanple, rulas which are well established in developed economies in many cases may prove
to be too costly to implement in a developing county when the administrative and institutional resources are
not available or too expensive to establish. Rules which appear ex-ante attractve therefore should be
sautnized closely to ensure that expected net benefits (once enforcement and other administrative costs are
taken into account) are larger than those flowing from non-interntion.

4.04 This chapter is devoted to a discussion of barriers and associated government policies in the
area of discipline; those related to mobility and resouroes are discussed In the following two chapters,
respectively Discipline-related barriers shield finms from adjustment pressures. The importance of discipline
is clear. it encourages voluntary restructuring at an early stage before enterpries start experiencing financial
distress or, after its onset, it avoids the ballooning of restructuring costs associated with procrastination. The,
problem of lack of discipline is most often related to inadequate competition in product and factor markets,
soft budget constraints, and agency problems that arise when principals cannot perfectly monitor decision
makers in enterprises.



|Tabl 41: MEASURES SUPPORTIVE OF IMPROVED RESTRUCIURING DECISIONS

Remmal of Policy Distortions Ruks to Offset Mar1et Failures Market lzpotrv Institutions
I _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n Capabilities

L DiscUlMnes athe Measures

1. Increasing competition * diminating protective trade and * antitrust policies, structural (such as * antitrust adminitrion
regulatory policis, including prce deverticazation) and behavir (s
controls and ently arriers (such as as measures against collusio)

2. lIghtening budget constraints * eliminating uncnditional subsdies * regulation and supervision of finan- a adminitrtive and enfoaemt capa-
to loss-ming entepries ch insttutio biities for financial sector

re-ltks
3. Reducing agenq problem and * removing practices that limit mana- privatization * agencies that rcis owneshipimprovin imperfct contracts geral autonomy and accountability in * corporatization of PEa fwnctions over PEs

public enterprises (PEs) management contracts for PEs
rules for Informatio diosure

_ . ~~~~~~* protection of small shareholders _______________

IL Mobiltv-enhancdnc Measurs

1. General * rmoig policy-induced entrytW mechanim to coordite capaciy
bafrier reduction 

* Support to frms switching buiness
acivity

2. Incrang labor mobility * removn rearictive labor regulations * establishing a social safety net * emplyment agencies
that prolibit layoffs and telocation te untemployment insuance)

* tatin re-entry (job placement sod

3 Increasing captal mobility * removing regulations that restct * bankruptcy laws bankruptcy courts, judic sysm
transfer f assets C resolig coordination problems w.r.t.

edt
* egal, fiscal and regulatory frameworks

._________ __________ _________ _______________ _ __ for leasing_
IIL Resource-ausmentina Measures

1. Fosteg skills * elimination of restrtions on direct * tapping foreign p
foreigo inestment, technology liceng * management traiom programs
aod uff mitransactionwsl supporting f gn Investment

* promoting turnaround ism and skills

2. bIcreasg information flows . * disemination of technologMi and * te devdopment support
market information trtutions

* trade development orgnzains
3. Improving financial flws * relafdng interest rate contrs * restructuring of financial institutions * agendes to restucture financ

In case of financial distress institutions
* exit subsidies * mediatin between creditors and large

debtor
* speciatized agents for asset recoveuy
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4.05 Lack of competition allows managers or owners of enterprises to function at low levels of
efficiency with minimum managerial effort and still appropriate a satisfactory level of rents. Existence of
monopoly rents raises the net benefit of not restructuring significantly above levels prevaiUng in more
competitive emironments, and makes restructuring or exit less attractive alternatives For firms which would
gain by taking preenvels restructuring actions in view of the growing distance between best practice and their
actual performance, these barniers create a *veiP on their competitive standing for those with a weakening
market position or shrinking profitability, or which already are flna& cially distressed, these barriers function
as an unwarranted and often unsustainable cushion. Protection from competition might be justified only if
it is strictly temporary and contingent upon flrms undertakig required restructuring actions.

4.06 Absence of competition in product markets may also exacerbate delegation problems and
restrict the extent to which owners are able to rely on markets to discipline managers. To the extent that
competition increases the sensitivity of proflts to unit costs, It reduces x-inefflciency by permitting managerial
reward to be linked more closely to effort, thereby facilitating the control of managers by owners. Lack of
competition elminates this source of disdpline over managerial behavior.

4.07 and eute'muu of appopriate compet Wn policy is therefore essential for the
sucess of restructuring efforts. In a large number of developing economies, greater competition is contingent
upon reforming industrial regulatory and trade policies, which constitute important, and sometimes binding,
barriers.Y' These policy-generated barriers are an important impediment to improved restructuring decisions.
Tv view of their adverse impact, the removal of such barriers is strongly warranted, despite the considerable
friction that may be caused by government attempts to recapture rents created and distributed by certain anti-
competitive rules. Phasing out industrial licensing sytems, for example, on the basis that they can be
oonstrued as entry barriers is not administratively costly (other than in the sense of dealing with potential
unemployment of the licensing agency staff). However, the dissipation of rents may, and often does generate
considerable opposition for incumbents. The political economy costs may not be triviaL StiLl, the
identification and removal of barriers to competition should be placed high in governments' agenda for refio)ms
enhancing the prospects for improved restructuring efforts

4.08 The scope of compedton policy supportive of improved restructuring decisions is not,
however, restricted to the removal of policy distortions. Antitrust policies may be necessaty as well, as there
are a number of restructuring-specfic circumstances which may justify an activist approacy Producers
organized around tight tertical, horizontal and other concentrated structures, for example, may avoid

7/ See C Frischtak et al., Competition Policies for Industraizing Countries, Policy and Resea
Soia No. 7.1989.

Al For a detailed discussion of antitrust policies, see, for example, Roger Boner and Reinald Krueger,
The Basics of Antitrust Policy A Review of Ten Nations and the EEC,' WoQld Bank Temhical
er No. 160 1991.
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restructuring by exploiting their monopolistic position. The market or non-intervention outcome in this case
would be inefficient, and break-up of the concern thus ray be justified.

4.09 In the particular case of the emerging market economies of Eastern Europe and the former

Soviet Union, and certain developing countries populated by highly integrated producers, an activist policy of
deverticalization or horizontal specialization should be pursued prior to privatizing those concerns. Just as

it is far easier and efficient to control for mergers ex-ante than ex-post, it becomes considerably more costly
to break up firms once they are privatized and internal changes in the firm's configuration introduced.9 An
active policy of de-verticalization or de-conglomeration to stimulate efficient restructuring should, however,

only be pursued if these changes would not occur simply as a result of market pressures, as protective policies

are removed and managers are forced to discard unprofitable units and ineffcient operations.

4.10 An activist structural policy supportive of restructuring-efficient outcomes should be coupled
with an aggressive attitude towards price fixing and other actions which In most countries are considered illegal

on a per se basis. Again, such explictly anticompetitive conduct often shields producers from restructuring
choices that would be taken in a more competitive environment. Clearly, effective antitrust actions require

governments to be endowed with adequate administrative resources. In view of their scarcity, such resources
need to be targeted to a few critical restructuring-relevant antitrust areas so as to maximize intervention
efficiency.

Soft Budget Constraints

4.11 Soft budget constraints provide a different type of barrier shelteringowners, management and
workers from market discipline. Soft budgets refer to a situation where earnings generated by the current asset

structure of the enterprise persistently fall short of expenditures and the gap is compensated by outside agents
(typically the government, development finance corporations or even private financial institutions.) Whereas
in most cses credit has been the most important instrument of soft budgets, price controls and fiscal
instruments such as ex-post negotiable subsidies have also been widespread, especially in the emerging market

economies.

4.12 Often, the causes of soft budget constraints are purely politicaL kovernments may be
unwilling to implement restructuring measures that are unpopular with their constituents or with powerful

elites. However, soft budgets can also arise due to economic reasons. Banks may be willing to refinance bad
loans with expectations of government bail-outs or because loan collection and bankruptcy procedures are very

costly. When banks find themselves over-exposed to a sector or even to a single large firm which is in
financial distress, they may be willing to "throw good money after bad" with the hope of recovering their

21 See the discussion on competition-oriented restructuring and the rationale for such restructuring to
be undertaken before privatization, in Jean Tirole, 'Privatizatlon in Eastern Europe: Incentives and
the Economics of Transition", Februaty 1991, NBER (processed). While enterpries may undertake
(internal) efficiency-oriented restructuring, they will not promote competition because this would
reduce profits; government intervention therefore is required.
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previous loans. This becomes an attractive option when banks' resources are underpriced due to explicit or
implicit deposit insurance, Governments, on the other hand, may be willing to bail out enterprises because
other distortionary measures such as protection or monopolistic supply structures in the public sector make
the social surplus that enterprises generate larger than the private surplus.-9

4.13 Whereas lack of competition raises th. benefit of not restructuring, the most frequent effect
of soft budget constraints is to reduce or eliminate the costs to the decision maker of not restructuring.
Typically these costs would include unemployment, reduced salaries, loss of decision making power, as well
as other exit and re-entiy costs that would arise if the enterprise were to close down or be taken to a
bankruptcy court.

4.14 It is not unusual for enterprises failing to restructure to face both lack of competition and
soft budget constraints. The experience of the capital goods subsector in Brazil provides an example of how
the combination of a sheltered environment and soft budget constraints has functioned as a barrier to exit
while eliminating incentives for restructuring. The subsector was heavily promoted in the late 1970s through
extensive protection, availability of term finance at negative real interest rates, investment tax breaks,
preferential credit for the purchase of domestically manufactured capital goods and accelerated depreciation
in their use, and by a large public investment program with procurement directed towards creating production
capabilities in its many segments.

4.15 Continued protection and provision of financial and fiscal incentives have prevented exit and
enabled firms until recently to avoid taking the restructuring measures that the industry requires. In particular,
financially distressed firms in the capital goods subsector have been major recipients of inexpensive financial
assistance from BNDES (National Development Bank of Brazil). These funds have been provided without
firm-level commitments for rationalization and have allowed the survival of non-viable firms. On the other
hand, entrants that could successfully challenge established finns and force them to reshructure often have been
deterred by the still-prevailing reluctance of government agencies to allow new competitors in an already
crowded market.

4.16 Since 1980-81, the Brazilian capital goods subsector has entered a period of decline and has
been facing problems of excess capacity, low profitability, and increasing technological obsolescence. However,
the subsector has not adjusted to the radical changes in the economic environment In the 1980s, namely the
acute fall in public and private domestic investment and the incrase in price and non-price (quality)
competition internationally. The subsector is in fact an extremely large and diversified industry, even by

jQ/ Ex-post, when such a wedge exists, the government has an incentive to finance losses up to an amount
which equals the difference between the social and private surplus. This would entail no economic
loss if it did not create any adverse incentive effects However, the government's ex-post willingness
to finance losses discourages enterprises ex-ante from undertakirg costly restructuring actions. See
S. Nagpoka and L Atlyas ¶ightening the Soft Budget Constraint, Industry Series Paper No.35 May
1990 for a formal discussion and examples.
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developed countty standards. In Important segments, the number of manufacturers Is larger than those in
Japan and the US., suggesting low degrees of both intra-industry and Inter-firm specialization.ly

4.17 The case of Tanzania also illustrates the difficulties of taking efficient restructuring decisions
when industrial public enterprises face a soft budget constraint. Despite a negative net worth of Tsh 65 billion
in 1990 for the 72 largest public enterprises (accounting for 90 percent of the public sector industrial output)
and the fact that 49 of them have been unable to pay Interest (in view of the heavy debt burden carried), these
firms have continued to operate. In fact, despite the critical financial position of major industrial public
enterprises, no action has been taken to restructure them (except in the case of six smaller enterprises, and
that in the last five years). This is due not only to the fact that these enterprises operate in a protected
environment, but they also receive direct and indirect subsidies (tax exemptions, deferred payments for
Commodity Import Support (CIS) goods, and Treasury loans), and preferential access to foreign exchange,
credit, materials and markets. Low-interest Treasury loans, for example, have reached Tsh 184 billion by mid
1990-38 percent of which are not being serviced. The two investment banks (TIB and TDFL) also hold large
non-performing portfolios of these firms. Yet far more important in terms of recurrent support has been the
provision of CIS goods without counterpart payment-in 1990, for example, nine producers in the metal sectors
had Tsh 12.5 billion of outstanding CIS payments versus Tsh 9 billion in outstanding bank debt.

4.18 rsgIuteng hejlrm's budgetay cans4 can be affected, inter alia, by eliminating fiscal and
financial subsidies used to ball Out enterprises. For such policies to be credible, enterprises need to expect
them to be sustained over time. Credibility may be increased first by reducing ex-post incentives for the
government to bail out enterprises. Governments often flnance loss-making enterprises because of perceived
gaps between the private and social surplus that are generated as a result of distortions such as overvalued
exchange rates and monopolistic supply structures. Governments' incentives to bail such enterprises out
therefore can be reduced through reforms, including realistic exchange rates, trade reforms, removal of price
controls, and d,-monopolization.it' Second, attempts to tighten budget constraints are not credible if
enterprises expect to face other significant barriers, such as lack of finance, once they start to carry out
necessary restructuring actions; policies to tighten budget constraints will not be sustainable since agents will
not be able to implement them. Finally, credibility is gained by leaving allocation of financial resources to
financial institutions and therefore reducing the government's discretion over such funds. As long as financial
institutions are well supervised and regulated, they would be more effective than governments in imposing
financial discipline.9

LI/ See The World Bank, Industrial Regulatory Policy and Investment Incentives in Brazil, Report No.
7043-BR, March 15, 1990.

12/ See S. Nagaoka and L Atiyas, 2iL

1& Nevertheless, the government's role in the allocation of financial resources for restructuring depends
also on the degree of development and stability of the financial system. When the financial system
is under severe distress, for example, the government needs to play a larger role. For a detailed
discussion, see paras. 6.21-6.23 below.
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4.19 Establshing a tight budget depeds criticall on financial nstitutions' unwiitngpess so
relinance non-perfong loans To esure they do not, h is figs of all necessary to establish an adequate
system of supenion and regulafion.0 Captal adequacy requirements increase t stake of owners and
thereby discouage banks from makdng risky loas; and better asset qualification rules and requirements for
banks to make appropriate provisions for lan losses increase bank vgilance in debt reovy. Whereas
improved supenision and regulation Increases the cost of reflnancitg bad loans, better bankruptcy rules
icaease the beefit of lquidating or reorgnizin them. ltus, the legad framork for bankruptcy should
provide credis with sufficient oontrol rights to Impose reorWnzations and allow for fast liquidation if
necessay (see Chapter V).

Agey Prea Ds and Cent al Impq _*cto.s

4.20 Economic discipline is not only related to the intensity of competition or the tightness of the
budget constraint but also to how dosely the interests of decision makers are aligned with those of owners (or
their principals). ManWers' objecdves are often diffrent from the objectives of those who employ them;
employers need adequate means to control the behavior of managers, otherwise managers pursue their own
interests. This control usually is applied through contracts that define the rights and duties of both parties
and specify commensurate payments of income.

421 Hower, such contracts often are inadequate in resolving conflicts of interest between
employers and managers, either because they are poorly defined or Incomplete, or because they are costly to
enforme and monitor.-V Moreover, contractual arrangements exhibit substantial inertia; once they are wel
established, it becomes difficult to introduce changes that Improvements in efficiency would demand. Because
eanmbm~a wwe,wmplej cauv t du aiEreq, managers of both private and public enterprises may slacdr
shlrkr, pursue prestige and power, sbare inefficiency rents with labor in the form of high wages and ovstaffing,
and decide not to undertake appropriate restuctwuring actions.

4.22 In most emerging market economies, for example, contractual arrangements are inadequate
because they are often associated with a lack of definition or carification of asset ownership rights. This
prevents governments from insuring that enterrses cany out urgent restructuring measures. Ambiguity in
ownership rights also encourages various agents that have stakes in the enterprie to attempt to increase the
scope of their claims, even when such attempts decrease the total value of the enterprise.0 In Hungary, the

Ji See, for exumple, Andrew Sheng, Bank Sugeris_on: Prdcipls and Practlf, The World Bank, EDI
No. 340/044, 1990.

1/ Contracts may be incomplete either because they address actions or contingencies that are not easily
recognzed by the contracting partes themselves or because they fai to specify a large number of
contingencies, thus causing ambiguities about actions that prtles are obliged to carry out. Contracts
may be costly to entorce and monitor because contingenies may not be verdfablc by third paries that
taoe pan in confict resolution, such as coums or administrative bodies.

IV For a detaied discussion of this problem in the context of Russia, see A. Shleifer and R. W. V1shny,
"laXtiztio in Russis First Steps,' mimeo, 1992.
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government does not have the authority to impose major restructuring decisions; these can only be
implemented with the consent of enterprise councils, most of which prefer resisting change. As a result, even
tiough a large number of enterprises suffer from low operating earnings, high indebtedness, over-etmployment
and outdated technology, in many cases no major actions have been taken to Improve efficiency. in many of
these countries, re-assertion of the ownership function requires corporatization of the state enterprises and
establishment of ownership entities to whom the government delegates the ownership tunction. Such entities
include board of directors for individual enterprises as well as other intermediate entities to monitor
performance according to well defined criteria.0

4.23 In general, even when governments have the right to impose restructuring decisions, they may
not have efficient mechanisms to monitor the behavior of managers and to ensure that these decisions are
correctly implemented. Imperfect or costly monitoring makes it impossible to enforce detailed contracts where
managers would be liable for their actions, and therefore it becomes undesirable to write such contracts.

4.24 'Te most decisive way to resolve this problem for public enterprises is to privatize them. In
some cases, it may be necessaiy for the government to carry out certain restructuring measures prior to
privatization (Box 4.1) When privatization is not available as a short run option, better mechanisms to
exercise the government's ownership rights over public enterprises are required.IV Contractual relations with
public enterprise managers should stress operational and financial autonomy, as well as accountability in the
context of a fully corporatized entity. Governments can facilitate monitoring by minimizing, wherever possible,
the complexty, multiplicity and variability of managerial objectives. The simpler and more stable are
management objectives, the easier it will be to measure managerial performance.

4.25 A similar problem exists in industrialized economies with diffuse ownership. Even though
shareholders as a clss have control rights, it is costly to exercise these rights on a day-to-day basis. Separation
of ovwnership and control is a potential source of managerial slack as well as a poten1ial disincentive to
undertake efficient restructuring decisions. However, to the extent that managers do not maximize the value
of the enterprise, share prices will be lower and takeover bids more attractive. Since takeovers often result
in changed management, takeover threats often are seen as effective in disciplining managers and ensuring that
they behave in the interest of owners.A

17/ For a discussion, see D. Kochar and A. Sood, Enterprise Reform in Central and Eastern Europe.
January 1992, Country Department 2, Europe and Soviet Union Region.

la/ The ownership function includes, for example, setting enterprise objectives, appointing top managers,
evaluating performance, and approving large Investment decisions. For further details on
Governments' ownership functions and other aspects of public enterprise management, see A. Galal,
Public Enterprise Reform", World Bank Discussion Papers. No. 119, 1991, and M. Shirley, The
Reform of State Owned Enterprises: Lessons from World Bank Lending," PPR Series No. 4. 1989.

12/ However, the empirical literature on the efriciency implications of takeovers is inconclusive.
Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987) document that the profitability of acquired companies did not, on
average, increase. Shlcifer and Vishny (1991) argue that a substantial portion of takeovers in the
1960s and 1970s possibly reflected agency problems-managers' desire to control a larger stock of
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4.20 Yet, the discIplInIng effect of takeovers is also predicated on the existence of competitive
markets for managerial labor. Tbeir absence makes it more difficult for employers to penalize management
for not making desirable restructuring decisions. Their existence, on the other hand, Induces managers to care
about reputation and thereby improves managerial Incentives. Similarly, lack of a market for corporate control
makes managers less responsive to shareholders' value maximization objectives. As a result, the incentive
effects of the threat of takeovers are greatly diminished.

4.27 The scope for direct government intervention to improve monitoring of managers in private
enterprises is much more limited. Direct solutions to improve Imperfect private contracts are not in the public
domain, since private parties Involved in existing contracts are likely to be best informed on how to recontract
and ameliorate arrangements. In case of publicly-traded private firms, governments can support mure effective
monitoring (particularly by minority shareholders) by requiring fuller information disclosure regarding firms'
performance.V

4.28 Monitoring of decision makers in both public and private enterprises can be facilitated
through a number of indirect channels. To the extent that competition in product markets increases,
cn.eprises can be compared more easily with others to disentangle the impact on performance of external
events from those within management's controL In addition, a well-functioning managerial market that is
common to private and public sectors will improve performance incentives for all managers. If the passage
of managers from the public to the private sector and vice-versa is facilitated, as is the case in France with the
"grands corps" networks, managers have greater incentives to take improved restructuring decisions, since
present and future emoluments depend on performance.9

assets-rather than providing a solution to them.

ZQ' For example, in the U.S., the Securities Echange Commission determines proper disclosure rules.

ZL For a discussion of the potential benefits of managerial markets common to private and public sectors,
and additional references on the French 'grands corps networks, see Paul Estrin and Virginie Perotin,
'Does ownership always matter?, International Journal of Industrial Organization 9 (1991), pp. 55-72.
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Qt A:J PRIVATIZATION AND RFFRUCrURING

Thee are two linb bcheten privatizatlon and industrial restructuing. Ihe fliGt i that prlvatization is potetially
the most dedsie way to reduce agey problems and contractual Impetfections In the management of state owned entaprise
By establishing equity claims and control right over the entepme, pratimtion allows private owners to assign, chmge,
mnonitor and dipline the maagement of the entaprise aad potentialy enabis the ownership func;ion to be cerdsed in a
decentralized manner, while removing a major banir to restructuring. The deree to which thibs private ownership funcion
is effectively ewcsed depends on te deign and outcome of prvatization schemes (For detail on pro atization schemes, sae
"Privatization: The Lessons of E3xperienoe" Tne World 1Dank. Countty coomlos Departme, 19 In particular, private
owners are more constrained in carying out these functions in those schemes that result in very diffuse ownership structures
(pam. 4.2), as In some mam privatization schemes that aim at speedy transfer of ownership to the private sector. If the stock
market also is underdeveloped, the new owners also cannot rely on the market for corporate centrol and takeover threats to
dis<iplie managers. Under these ircumstances, one or more strategic buyers with concentrated ownership (ie, that would
purcbase large shares of total equity) often are required to maidmize the economic gains fom pvatization. However, while
finding such buyers for each enterprise would substantially reduce agency problems, this also woWd slow down the pace of
privatization Hence there is a trade-off between the speed of priatization and the etent to wbich agency problems can be
solved.

The second hnk rlates to the frllowing sequencing queton: to what extent should enterpris be retructured prior
to privatization? Pre-privatization restucturing may be undertaken whenever there is need for.

(i) horizontal and vetical de-monopolization. It is easier to break-up monopolies when they are under Government
control than when they are owned by the private sector,

(Bi) massive layoff lhese are politicaly sensitive actions and potential owners may be discouraged from buying
enterprises with access labor (on the other hand, precisely because massive lyoffs are sensitive," they may only be
politically possible when performed through a highly decentawlized proes by coonomic agents not visibly connected
with the Govenment);

(iii) reontracting with creditor suppliers, customers and labor. Heavy contractual burdens inherited from past bad
ma agement hinder privtation. Often the Government is in a better position than potential buyers to negotiate
these contracts In terms that are acceptable to clinholderso (Reeontracting to teduce extessive debt lvs is
frequent in privatizations in some emerging market economies. Recoontracting with the labor unkms and financing
of sevrance payments were inportant components of pre-priatization restructuring of a steel cotpany in
Argentina.)

(iv) restructuring environmental liabilities Imrge enironmental liabilities may deter potential buyers from showing a"y
interest in othewise sellable enterprise

The need for pre-privatiation resructuring is likely to be much more limited in small and mediu i sied enteqrtpse
It also is likely to depend on the speed of the privatization schem In mass privatization schemes that envIsage the transfer
of ownership in the near future, such restructuring may be limited to those enteprises that cantnot be sold even at zero prce;
in such cases, the privatization scheme itself may be used as a market test to identify those enterprises that need retructuring
pri to privatization. This approach also enables the government to liit its involvement in debt write-offs (such an approach
may be especially useful in cases where ralsing fiscal revenue is ItO a major objedive of privatization), Even in such cases, the
governtment may consider the option of selling the enterprise at a negative prke-that is, with a subsidy-and lt the new owners
renegotate the debt with creditors, rather than getting involved in debt write-offs dictly If the enterprse is umniable even
after a debt write-off then it should be cosed down; seliable asets may be prnvatized in a piecealtg fashion.

Lage enterprses with bstantia reructuring needs may require specal focus Even in countries wvth
prwatzation schemes, and espedally if pritatization is not envsaged in the near future (say within the amst 6 to 12 months),
governments may prefer to identify the most urgent cases and Implement restriucturing emaues that would increase the
lielxihood of privatization; in such cases, waiting is ikely to raise the cost of restructuring substantially.

In countties where mass priatization is not the prefened mechatisas, the need for pre-privatiraton e rcturg
for enterpries that are expected to remain understate ownership in the medium term (say for the nAst 2or more years) is likely
to be much more widesprad. The most urgeot step is to establish corporate govnance to solve agency problm
(corporatization, management contracts, etc.) Mwo additional masures can help ensure that the restructuring actions
undertakn in this transitionat period will be relatively more efficitt. First, retucturing programs should have the clear
objective of eventual privatization. Unking managerial compensation to the eventual sale price of the enterprise may also help.
Second, putting the enterprise under the control of a ministry that is most intereed in privatization and maintaining budgetary
discipline would help the elimination of soft budget constrain Experience (especially in Maco) suggests that often the
Ministry of Fmiace-rather than minties responsible for industry-can play such a role.
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V. BARRERS TO IMPROVED RESTRUCTURING DECISIONS AND
TlE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT: MOBILITY

5.01 Desirable restructuring actions may be prevented by an inability to move productive inputs.
Two sets of mobility-related barriers most often impede a more efficient remllocation of inputs: those that
inhibit the mobility of labor and capital, respectively.

Labor Mobility

5.02 The decision to undertake industrial restructuring leads often to substantial layoffs and
increased labor unemployment, generated by closing down or downsizing inefficient plants as well as by
shedding redundant labor. Even if the restructured enterprise eventually expands, it is unlikely that new jobs
will be created without laying off workers in the early phases of restructuring. Hence, workers tend to suffer
substantial income losses. The problem is compounded when an industrial subsector as a whole is forced to
rsatructure, when the skdlls of displaced workets are no longer in demand elsewhere in the economy, when
restructuring is regionally concentrated, or when the economy is in recession. In light of such anticipated
dislocations and associated exit costs, workers can be expected to resist restructuring actions that involve
layoffs.

5.03 In many countries, labor market immobility also .rises from specific regulatory barriers that
prohibit or increase the cost of temporary and permanent layoffi. The legal and regulatory framework
governing all aspects of labor relations in the organized manufacturing sector in India illustrates the extent
to which such rules can hinder flexible labor use. Indian laws define working conditions and hours of work
in fairly rigid terms, mandate relatively high levels of real compensation, and restrict management flexbility
in hiring workers under different terms of employment. Reportedly 800 different sets of regulations apply to
central public enterprises, nost of them relating to compensation, benefits, and working conditions. All
productive units with 100 or more employees must obtain prior government approval for retrenchment (even
if only laying off a single worker) or for closure; such requests are routinely turned down by state

governments.9 The legal prohibition against retrenchment or closure generates barriers that adversely
influence hiring decisions, and leads many firms to take on nonregular workers who are then rotated to avoid
building up a basis for regularization. Such prohibitions also lead firms to adopt very inefficient means to shut
down productive capacity-payments for utilities are avoided to trigger a cut-off of supply and consequent plant
shut-down, strikes or lockouts are precipitated to stop operations-with plant and workers in disarray.

5.04 The difficulties and eventual restructuring of a large textile mill in Pondicherry illusttate the
barriers posed by restricTive labor regulations and multiple unionism. Competition among the 29 registered
unions represented in the firm pushed up wages in spite of declining profitability. Though rationalization of
work and labor retrenchment were necessary, they were prohibited. Attempts by management to improve

ZZI hMe preceding, and related information, is contained in The World Bank, India: Industrial Regulator:
Reform Sector Repots Report No. 9264-IN. Washington, D.C: World Bankl
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efficiency were blocked in the labot judicary (long delays in the courts, with disputes commonly dragging out
for 5 years, have resulted in a bacidog of some 200,000 unresolved cases at the national level). Faced with
impossible demands from the unions, the proprietor fled the country and the firm's plants were closed.
Exempted from labor legislation (due to its sunsequent *state relief undertaking designation), the firm reduced
its workforce size, returned quickly to financial viability and has moved into high-value segments of the textile
Industry. The firzms tuaund is attributed largely to freedom fom labor legislation and multiple unions.B

5.05 Intra-firm mobglity, on the other hand, may be impeded by work rules which restrict the
degree to which employers may move workers between different taslk - ithin an enterprise. Repiawy banfis
to bog bAw. ad inaw-Am hobi Ae a mibua Yet, phasing out rules and practices reducing flexibility

of labor allocation is not sufficient. With high unemployment, workers themselves may face large exit and re-
entry costs and therefore may resist restructuring decisions that entail layoffs. In this context, a well-
functioning social safety net increases the willingness of workers both to accept layoffs and to attempt to
change jobs.

5.06 There is in fact an important link between industrial restructuring and the socilfety nt.
To ensure that improved restructuring decisions will not be blocked nor involve excessive labor adjustment
costs, government-sponsored measures may be needed both to dewre osrs cm (through, for example,
unemployment compensation schemes) and to accrate aveny (through job search and retraining).
Unemployment compensation schemes can be critical in improving restructuring actions, first, by decreasing
income losses during unemployment and hence acting as exit subsidies. These may be justified because they
reduce worker resistance to restructwuring decisions that involve layoffs. Seownd, these schemes guarantee a
minimum income and therefore provide insurance against risks generated by uncertain unemployment
durations. In many countries, private markets do not provide such insurance in view of moral hazard
problems. Finally, labor markets are often charactered by imperfect information. When current employers
are better informed about their employees than future potential employers, even productive workers may not
be re-hired. Hence, in all three cases, govenment's provision of unemployment compensation reduces barriers
to labor mobility.IS In order to prevent inefficient postponement of re-entry into productive employment,
such compensation must be provided only for a limited amount of time, and preferably should be
complemented by job search and training servicesP

3/ Did., p. 67.

S4/ Riordan and Staiger show that under imperfect infornation, the government can improve upon
market outcomes by providing adjustment sssistance for workers who leave a declining industry, in
-Sectoral shocks and structural unemployment', mimeo, Stanford University, 1988. See also John
McMillan, wTe Anayts of Industrial Restructuring, mimeo, the Rand Corporation, 1991, for a
review of market hmperfaction that may require government intervention.

~/ For the desirability of acompanying unemployment compensation systems with a greater emphasis
on retainng in the OECD countries, see OECD, Structural Adlustment and Economic Performance
1987, especially Chapter 3 (The Labor Market and Industrial Relations') and Chapter 9 ("Social
Policies"), particularly the section on help for the unemployed.
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5.07 In Eastern Europe, for exmple, goernment welae policy ̂raditionally was limited to In-kind
help to disadvtaged groups such as the elderly or the handicapped, with the enterprise being the main locus
of socdal assistan There was no unemployment compensation policy because unemployment itself virtually
did not exist (as a result of constitutionally guaranteed job security). However, high levels of total employment
have masked substantial levels of hidden unemployment, or redundant workers in total employment. It has
been estimated recutly that hidden unemployment in Eastern Europe solely due to systemic causes
(overstaffing and inefficient production structures, as opposed to macroeconomic causes) accounts for between
20 and 25 percent of total public sector employmenr.L As past policies of constitutionally guaranteed job
security are abandoned in the transition to market economies, these high levels of redundant workers imply
equally high levels of unemployment (even if temporary). Both for equity considerations and in order to
facilitate restructuring, the Czech and Slovak Federal Repub-c, Hungary and Poland recently have introduced
their own systems of unemployment compensationg

5.08 While governments have a role to play in easing restructuring-related labor exit costs, policies
to facilitate re-entry are equally important. The willingness of workers to leave existing enterprises depends
on the expected benefits and costs of the move, which in turn are related to the expected length of the
(unemployed) transition period, the search costs for a new job, and the match between existing skills and those
demanded by potential employers. Hence labor exit and re-entry policies should be examined in tandem, since
both types of policies affect the costs of restructuring decisions that entail job losses. Private markets often
fail to deal efficiently with problems related to information dissemination, hence expected search costs may
be high. Also, capital market imperfections may make it difficult for individuals to borrow and finance their
ualinngW For these and other reasons, job serch and re-training activities have falen at least partly in the
public domain in most advanced capitalist economies. During periods of widespread restructuring activity,
goverment action may be even more justified and urgent the skils of unemployed workers laid off due to
restructuring are likely to be more outdated than those of cyclically-unemployed workers. In industrializing
and emerging market economies, governments should be strongly urged to promote, provide financing, and
if necessary run employment placement facilities and subsidized training schemes.i

2; For sources of these estimates, see 'Unemployment and Socal Safety Nets*, in Ihe World Bank,
Inteugatin Czechoslovaka into the Global Economy: A Transition Strategy May 199L

/I See Table 2.1, AbId. On the necessity of unemployment insurance within the East European context
see D. Newberry, The Safety Net during Transformation: Hungapy," paper presented at the conference
The dynamics of policy and institutional reform in emerging democracies, Prague, mimeo, 1991.

ZS The imporance of financing constraints on training are emphasized in D. H. Metcalf, 'The Economics
of Vocational Tkaining, World Bank Staff Worlkig Papers No 713 1985 and Donald 0. Parsons,
Mre Fir's Decision to Train In Research in Labor Economics Ronadd Ehrenberg (Ed.), Jai Press,

1990.

19/ For a detaied exposition of the need for flexibility in labor markets and of existing policies to
facitate job search and retraining in industralized countries, see O.E.CD., op For a critique
of potentially emessive government interventionism in Nordic countries (especally Sweden), See Las
Heikensten, Studies in Structural Chanse in Labor Market Adjustment Stockholm School of
Economic Research Institute, 1985.
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5.09 The nature of government intervention in unemploymeat compensation, retraining and
placement services has differed widely in OECD countries, with programs varying, for example, in terms of
both sponsors and targeted recipients.B In the US, both compensation schemes and retrainingfreemployment
services target workers directly. The business sector's role in retraining programs, such as those established
under the Job Training Partnership Act of 1983, has been limited to influencing the planning and the
administration of these programs. By contrast, in Japan, assistance schemes developed under legislation for
'depressed" industries and regions provide financing to firms as well as individuals. Subsidies have been given
to employers who retain rather than displace workers, or to those that employ workers that have been
displaced; and subsidies were also used by firms for retraining and relocation. In addition, large firms in
declining industries paid substantial amounts not only for layoffs but also for relocation and retraining. In
fact, relocating displaced workers to other subsidiaries of the company, in case of conglomerates or industrial
groups, has been a widespread practice among Japanese firms. Whereas the Japanese approach has some
advantages because current employers would have better information about their workers than employment
agencies, it may prove difficult to replicate in countries where business is neither organized in large industrial
groups nor has a tradition of 'lifetime employment')]

5.10 The interrelation and funding of different forms of labor assistance also vary across countries.
For example, in the US, both unemployment compensation (mainly consisting of unemployment insurance)
and retraining/re-employment services are complementary. The former is financed by a tax on employers; the
latter through federal funds with private contributions at the state level. By contrast, in Spain, a major
assistance program gav laid-off workers a choice between either collecting considerable severance payments
and unemployment compensation for up to 18 months, or surrendering their severance peyments to an
Employment Promotion Fund which was then used to pay 80 percent of the previous wage as we1l as provide
free training and subsidies to firms willing to hire them on a permanent basis. Hence, a major portion of
placement/retraining services ir Spain was financed by those workers presumably most in need of such services.

5.11 Finally, lack of alternative affordable housing is often an important re-entrybarrier, preventing
workers from moving to enterprises where their particular skills may be best employed. To the extent that
declining industries are concentrated In one region, housing and other markets wil tend to have depressed
values. To enhance labor mobility and enable workers to find alternative employment opportunities elsewhere,
housing subsidies or measures to encourage real estate credit may be appropriate policdes.W

NQJ See Annexes for cross countty examples of labor policies towards declining industries.

I/ In Japan, under the lifetime employment' system and implicit contracts with labor unions within the
companies, large firms have a continued obligation to support or compensate laid-off and discharged
workers. This discourages firms from laying off regular employees, and encourages them to relocate
workers within the firm.

Sf Although the inability to rent, buy or sell housing whenever necessary is clearly a barrier to labor
mobility, even the form of rental contracts can stifle mobility. In Poland, for example, all renovations
tO housing must be done by the renter rather than the owner, creating an inentive for multi-year
leases and thereby making rapid relocation in response to changing employment opportunities less
attractive. In this instance, regulations that restrict who should bear maintenance costs should be
removed.
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Capita Moblibt

5.12 Both sunkess of assets and cooination problems amog i fims mnadeclng

market are important barriers to capital mobility. Wherea asset sunkess can be reduced through both the
development of leasing and resale markets as well as the introducdon of more adequate regulatis and
bankruptcy laws, coordination problems often bave been addrsed by capadty reduction scheme..

5.13 Asset sunknm When sunk costs are hbig, income that can be generated by sdo or

liquidation of assets is lowe' Low resale value, in turn, reducs the benefit of cudt or of reorgAniaons that
entail asset sales, and makes not resuctg a relatively more attrtve opdon. he degee of asset
sunkss depends to an important extent on the prevailing set of input-mamket Insettuons, specially lease,
rental and second-hand markes These markets reduce asset sunkness by poiding lower cost opportunities
for asset resale or exchange.1 In thekr absence, all expenditures for assets may constitute sunk costs

5.14 As experts in buying, managing and selling equipment, kusbogwwpwks can work with the
customer to figure out the most suitable piece of equipment, provide equipment management and maintene
services, and remarket unwnted equipment at the end of the lease, al at cost savings to users of such
specaized senvioes Compared to most other markets, lease markets are relatively underdeveloped in many
Industraling countries. By nature, lease contracts are more complex than buyfsell agreements or simple
fnancial debt contrac4; when legal sytems are relatively underdeveoped, the hurdles Involved in the desig
and enforcement of kase contaucs may render the ris and costs of their introducon prohibitive to potential
lessors. Governments can play an important indirect role in promoting lease markets by providing a legal,
fsa and regulatory framework that at least does not discourage leasing. Tne sucocsfsl introduction of
leasing requires appropriate, non4-icriminatozy contract and pwperty laws, tax and ivestment incentive
legislation, and regulations governing leasing companiesW

z3 Asset sunkmess referS to the irreaability of csts, that portion of expenditures that can never be
recouped either because of the intrinsic, technological nature of the asset or because of the length of
time rqired to dispose of the asset and the associated oss in value.

S/ Multiproduct fims that operate in seveal markets with similar production technobgies have relativel
low barries to the movement of capital from one market to another, since input markets are
Internalized.

/I Rules must ensue that kasig is gie at least equal treatment with other types of credit. There
should, for instance, be clear lgal remedies enabling the lessor to reciaim the asset without lengthy
court proceedigs if the lssee fals to mak renal payments. Whle specidl tax advtage have been
important hactors in the devbpment of the leasing Idstty in Australia, the U.K, and the US (with
the lessee tading aallable tax benefits associated with asset ownership to a lssor that can better use
those benefits, in wrtn for lowerk lease paments), France and Japan have healthy industies that
devAoped within a neutral tax environment. Of critical importance is that tax laws be dear d not
biased in favor of other tpes of equipment fina Th basic mponents of a lega and regulator
fmework to encourage leaig are desibed in JHakm (ed.), q&L IPC Occasiona
Paps Capita Market Series, 1985. For a more detailed crss-untry suvey of leasing, see T.Clark
(ed.). Lagn Euomoney Publicatios 19X5.
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5.15 Poorly developed ale nawkes may also make the financing of reorganizations more
expensive. When assets are sunk, their value as collateral will be low. That is because when secured creditors
exercise their liens on these assets in cases of default, the amount of cash that can be generated through their
sale will be low. Low collateral values, In turn, make financing more costly. As a result, the degree to which
existing assets can be used as collateral to raise flnancing for reorganizations becomes limited. Resale markets
and other mechanisms that decrease the sunkness of assets therefore are desirable not only because they
facilitate physical mobility per se but also because they may enhance access to credit that is needed for
reorganizations.

5.16 Asset sunkness also depends on the prevailing wgulordy and kg4fr.woefwj such as for
transfer of assets. In socialist economies, restrictions on sale or transfer of assets were widespread, and remain
common in most emerging market economies. In India, land sales in major cities are subject to government
approval; state governments have rarely authorized such sales. In Tanzania, access to industrial sites also is
vety limited, largely due to conflicting government rules and procedures regarding layout, surveying, allocation
of land, and site development, as well as a cumbersome and excessively bureaucratic land titling process.
In such instances, eoawtanc if copl mobiliJty requires changes in O aw and repudtiow tt cenvain or
dowuge the tnstfer of aueLS

5.17 Bankbpt kws also play an important role in affecting capital mobility. The establishment
of rules by the state in the area of bankruptcy is seen as one of the most uncontroversial and legitimate forms
of intervention. The main function of bankruptcy laws often is perceived to be the protection of creditors'
rights. However, strictly speaking, protection of such rights could be sufficiently guaranteed by rigorous and
efflicient enforcement of debt contracts and would not require special legislation.

5.18 The economic reason that justifies government intervention in instances of bankruptcy is the
existence of significant coordination problems that cannot be solved easily through the workings of the market
The problem is that the assets of a debtor in default may have a higher liquidation value if held together than
split apart Without bankruptcy law, each individual creditor would rush to exercise her claim for fear that
otherwise other creditors would do so, a problem which may result in excessive fragmentation of assets and
low liquidation values (so that the liquidation option may be used less frequently). In providing a set of rules
in which debtor assets can be liquidated in an orderly manner, bankruptcy legislation allows the realization
of the maximum value for the assets and therefore preserves the rights of creditors as a whole. Securing
higher liquidation values for assets enhance their mobility by encouraging creditors to resort to bankruptcy
proceedings more frequently. As well, higher liquidation values imply higher collateral values for assets,
thereby facilitating firms' access to finance and hence their entry into new activities. When bankruptcy
procedures, either as a matter of legislative design or because of insufficient capacity In the court system, are

;' For India, see M. Dutz, "Industrial Restructuring and Exdt Policies in India, mimeo, IENIN,
Washington, D.C: World Bank, 1992; for Tanzania, see M. Dutz and C FPrschtak, ¶ndustrial
Adjustment and Restructuring: Reflections from Tanzana," mimeo, IENIN, Washington, D.C: Worid
Bank, 1992.
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inadequate in providing for relatively fast liquidation of assets, asset disposition becomes a high-cost low-return
activity.

5.19 Besides liquidation, most modern bankruptcy laws also have provisions for bankruptcy
reorganization of the debtor. Reorganization procedures are important because they may encourage
restructuring of the assets and liabilities of financially distressed enterprises through a formal judicial
process.Z' The relevant issue in designing bankruptcy reorganization legislation is how to distribute
bargaining power and control rights over assets between creditors, debtors and the court so as to exploit fully
the economic potential for the rehabilitation of the bankrupt enterprise, without allowing debtors to abuse
the process at the expense of creditors. Even though countries differ in the way that they have solved this
issue,E the emerging consensus seems to be that efficiency in restructuring decisions is maximized by
allowing creditors to retain substantial authority in deciding whether and how to reorganize the bankrupt
enterprise.m This approach may be suited especially to industrializing countries where contract enforcement
and processing capacity of the legal system is limited, and where there may be constraints in the availability
of expert bankruptcy practitioners such as trustees or administrators.4'

5.20 Coordination problems and capacity reduction schemes. Whether or not physical assets are
sunk, strategic considerations in markets where firms' decisions are interdependent can delay or prevent exit
or downsizing even though it may be socially desirable for one or another enterprise to do so. Established
enterprises may not have sufficient incentives (absent outside intervention) to withdraw physical assets in
sectors affected by worldwide excess capacity, shrinking demand and aging technologies. In Jch imperfectly
competitive markets (where firms' decisions are interdependent), each enterprise may wait for others to bear
the burden of reducing capacity with the expectation that returns to remaining firms will be increased.AY
Absent outside intervention to ensure exit, individual market incentives may not be sufficient to stimulate

L7/ Existence of bankruptcy reorganization rules also is justified by problems of coordination between
creditors. For example, even though efflciency gains may make debt reduction desirable for creditors
as a whole, individual creditors would not have incentives to reduce debt unilaterally. Achieving debt
reduction therefore would require coordination between creditors.

3/ For example, under Chapter 11 of the US Bankruptcy Code, debtors retain control of assets unless
the court appoints a trustee. In the administration procedure in the U.K., management of assets is
automatically transferred to a court-appointed administrator. By contrast, In France much of the
decision making authority ultimately lies with the court.

/9 For an international comparison of bankruptcy laws, see Bankruptcy Law: A Sticky Endo, 'e
Economist. February 24,1990.

4.Q/ Depending on the availability of government administrative resources, capacity constraints in the legal
system may be relaxed by establishing specialized commercial or even bankruptcy courts.

4/ Geroski and Jacquemin provide a few illustrations of how such strategic exit barriers can prevent
welfare-superior outcomes in *Industrial change, barriers to mobility, and European industrial policy,
Economic Policr November 1985, 170-21&
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efficient restuuring decisions and to enforce the industry rationaliation which may be required. In these
rcumstances, goventments can play a critical role In enforciag such rationalization.

5.21 Tne Japanese Government (through the Ministry of International Trade and Industry) has
played an explicit acx. Jination role to reduce production capacity in structrally depressed, capital-intensive
industries. Following designation as a 'depressed Industry (for wbich a majority of fms within the industry

had to apply), the responsible minisy would try to forge a consensus on capacity reduction goals and plans
for their attainment. In general, downsizing in designated industries was achieved through planned allocation
of capacity reductions in concentrated indwutes and through the eait of small frm in unconcenuated
industries.S To facilitate Impmentin of significant capacity scrapping and to help individual finns
finance adjustment costs, production cartels or tie-ups were permitted as short-tem measures to raise or at

least stabilize prices. Firms in designated industries were exempt from provisions of the Andmonopoly Law
following approval by Japan's Fair Trade Commission, which had the right to reject or modify ministly plans
if considered anticompetitive Although there were no legal requirements to compel firms to carry out
these capacity reductions, the consensus strategy and procs of government "administrat*e guidance
(inuding specific explicit as well as implicit enforcement mechanisms) ensured that targets were usually met,
since they reflected what firms were wiling to doff

4Z While MII officals discussed volumes to be scrapped directly with individual firms in concentrated
industries, their influence was smaUer in unconcentrated industries where trade associations served
as intermediaries In concentrated industries, firms typically volunteered larger capacity reductions
in response to ria increasing their commitments; the stability of market shares suggests that firms
may have reached agreement on pro-rated capaty reduction. On the other hand, with individual-firm
commitments less common in unconcentrated industries, exit seems to have been concentrated among
firms with the highest costs See MJ. Peck, RC Levin and A. Goto, ?icking Lors: Public PoliCY
Toward Deding Industries in Japan, in J.B Shove (ed.), overnment Polic Towards Industy in
the United States and JaaM Cambridge: CUP, 198& For a fuller discussion, see Annex 1.

4y In contrast to many other countris where goverment agencies fnance most adjustment costs, blrger
Japaese frms themsel carry a substantial portion of such costs, including schemes to relocate or
retire workers. While production cartels, tie-ups and other contractual arrangements among fims in
the same industry yielded the revenues to finance adjustment-related expenditures, the cost wer
thereby imposed on consumers in the form of higher prices The Fair Trade Commission did,
hovwer, monitor the competitive impact of cartels, and would refuse to grant carels an etension
if prices recovered. See _

i/ In addition to sanctioed cartes, various carots and sticks provided incentives for compliance. Firms
that scrapped capacity in line with goals qualified for loan guarantees While smaller frms received
more generous subsidies, the major govanment contribution to large firms was exemption from the
Antimonopoly Law. On the other hand, firms that did not meet obligations (as monitored by industrY
association inspectors) were required to pay fines MT could also withhold access to infestment
funds, hold up building permits, regulate raw material imports and provide financial Incentives to
competiors
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5.22 The Lazard Scheme to rationa}ize capacity in the U.K steel castings industry illustrates the
drawbacks of an incentive system that fails to encourage compliance by all firms.-q At the request of several
larger enterprises within the industry, a rationalization scheme was sponsored in 1982 by the government and
the merchant bank Lazard Brothers to coordinate and speed up capacity reductions. Under the scheme, cash
payments to firms which closed plants were to be financed by a voluntaty levy on firms that did not wish to
close (based on recent sales of foundry products). While the original scheme did not include government
contributions, intense lobbying by Lazard and a few larger firms resulted in public assistance. The voluntary
nature of the scheme led many firms not to contribute to the closure fund, nor to close.* There was no
attempt to forge an industry-wide consensus; apparently, some of the reluctance of many finns to participate
stemmed from their animosity to a scheme designed by the industry leades In addition, due to the non-
selective nature of the scheme, a significant proportion of plants that closed were not amongst the least
profitable. Inportantly, the differing capabilities of firms at executing closure decisions were not taken into
account. Undiversified firms with limited financial resources were reluctant to close their plants since the high
costs involved made bankruptcy and the loss of jobs for both executives and workers more likelr; such firms
also had, in general, less advantageous opportunities to redeploy assets and less experienced managers at
executing closure decisions. Another lesson from this experience is the need for rapid and decisive action by
outside intervening agents. The delay of two years in negotiating the Lazard Scheme halted a process of
market-driven adjustment that had already been underway prior to this period; firms delayed or postponed
closure decisions during the prolonged and uncertain negotiating period. Intervention, while potentially
beneficial, can be worse than no intervention when improperly structured.

5.23 Most industrialized countries have not attempted to pursue the same type of consensus
strategy for rationalization as used in Japan. However, rather than helping to overcome the coordination
problem, many governments have in fact complicated the exit process through trade protection and financial
support schemes.AJ These schemes have allowed existing domestic capacities to be (artiflcially) sustained and
have impeded desirable industrial restructuring. For instance, government aid enabled the European market
share of the four main Italian synthetic fibers companies to improve despite their relative inefficiency and
continuing state of near financial collapse, complicating the European-wide rationalization process In the
West German steel industry, selective government subsidies led at times to the preservation of firms that would

45/ For an overview, see C.W.F. Baden-Fuller, 1989, "Exit from declining industries and the case of steel
castings", The Economic Journal 99: 949-61. A comprehensive discussion is provided in Annex 2.

4§/ While it was intended that all firms within the industry participate either as contnbutors or closers,
a large number of firms did not participate, with only 52 percent by tonnage signing the agreement.
Most of the financial contributions came from four of the largest firms, in the form of five annual
payments of 2.5 percent of average 1980-82 turnover, the government oontributed almost as much as
industry members combined. See CGW.F. Baden Fuller, The Wisdom of Collective Action: The
Lazard Scheme for Rationalizing the UK Steel Castings Industry', Strategic Manaaement Research
1986, pp. 93-107.

4/ At times, the waiting game between firms at the national level merely has been shifted to the
international level, as governments delayed adjustment in the hopes that the capacity of other
countries would be reduced.
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not have survived without them, at the expense of more efficient firms. While Arbed Saarstahl, a relatively
inefficient German steel producer, would not have continued to exist had it not been subsidized more than
other producers, Korff, allegedly the most efficient and internationally competitive German steel producer but
recipient of no subsidies, had to close aUl plants in the 1980s; during the recent favorable business upswing,
Arbed nonetheless still remained in need of assistance.A

5.24 Experience with government policies towards declining industries suggests that policies aimed
at encouraging or coordinating capacity reductions are probably more effective in promoting restructuring than
those that provide subsidies or protection to distressed industries. While the latter tend to sustain
inefficiencies, the former are more likely to stimulate a timely elimination of capacity in depressed industries.
However, coordination mechanisms are most effective when they are structured so that it is In the self-interest
of firms to participate, that is, when they are in line with what firms would be willing to do if they were
confident that all firms would cooperate with the scheme. In addition, a successful scheme must take into
account the particular resource constraints (for example, restructuring skills, information or finance) that finms
may be facing. Finaily, experience suggests that schemes based on pure voluntary compliance are likely to be
much less successful than those that include carefully selected enforcement mechanism

5.25 Coordinated capacity reduction schemes should be designed only after governments are
convinced that market-driven solutions without any intervention would yield inferior outcomes. One important
criterion influencing the decision to intervene is the extent of productivity differentials among firms. With
a small number of dominant flrms participating in the scheme, such mechanisms are likely to result in
agreements that envisage pro-rated capacity reductions. However, such market-sharing, pro-rated reductions
are not desirable when there are large efficiency differentials between finns. In these circumstances, and
absent appropriate market-based incentives, government mechanisms should create the incentives for less
efficient firms to undertake larger capacity reductions. Another criterion is the structure of the financial
system If the structute of the financial system allows firms to sustain losses over a long period of time and
to delay capacity reduction decisions, some form of coordination is likely to dominate market-driven outcomes.
Available enforcement mechanisms also are very important. A poorly enforced capacity reduction agreement
is almost certain to be inferior to the free market outcome.

5.26 Whereas coordination of actions may enhance mobility In oligopolistic market structures with
a smal number of large enterprises, mobility among medium and small firms can be enhanced by mechanisms
that facilitate firms' exit from unprofitable lines of business and their entry into new activities. 'he Japanese

§/ RW. Shaw and SA. Shaw (Ecess capacity and rationalization in the West European synthetic fiers
industz', The Journal of Industrial Economics 32:2, pp. 149-66, 1983) examine the West European
synthetic fibers industry as a good example of how government policy complicated the exit process.
H. Dicke and H.H. Glismann (The rise and dedine of West German steel industfy the role of
national and supranational agenciese, Aussenwirtschaf 42:4, pp. 421-44, 1987) discuss the experiences
of European policy co-ordination in steel markets, emphasizing how misguided policies provided
incentives for capadty widening regardless of actual sales performance For other examples of
government intervention in the capacity adjustment process, including more detailed information and
references to the discussion in the previous paragraphs, see Annexes.
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experience provides examples of such mchnim. In addition to the consensus-based approach adopted for
the more capital-intensive industries, the Japanese Government has extended a different type of assistance to
troubled industries composed primarily of small and medium-size firms. Rather than coordinating industry-
wide capacity reductions, the Government has pv lded an array of incentives to assist such firms in switching
to different activites. Following filing and approval of plans to move to a different line of business, firms in
designated industries become entitled to low-Interest loans, special tax credits on new imestment, tax credits
for merger with a firm in another industry, grants for retraining workers and payments to workers to facilitate
moving to other jobs, as well as consulting services)! The advantage of this approach is that while providing
e* sbid*, it makes these subsidies conditional on entry into a new line of business. Therefore, the
approach enhances mobility while minimizing the danger of discouraging entrepreneuhip.

49/ For additional information on the Smaller Enterprise Business Switchover Act, covering the period
1976-19866 see M. J. Peck, R.C Levin and A. Goto, opS, and especially Y. Yonezawa, wThe System
of Jndustrial Adjustment Policies for Trade in Japan Japan Economic Research Center Discussion
Paper. 1979.
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VI. BARRIR TO IM VED R UCURING DECISIONS AND
TOE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT: RESOURCES

6.01 Ability to carry out desired restructudng actions is predicted on ailabUity of resource
Specalized skis, knowledge and finance are the most critial resources for resutucturtgA

6.02 Restructug Is a complex task, pardculaly when fllg short of complete eaxL Above all,
it is extremely management-itateaslve A broad nge of _ qdMUW including strategic plsaning,
marketing, and conttrol of fancdal and othr input fGws are required. In particular, restructuring usually
requires drastic decisions both to dcange the asset and liability structure of the enterprise as well as to re-
define basic corporate finctions. It calls for the ability to Identify in what areas the firm has strategic
competence and on the basis of what productsAervices It can take advantage of such competece; It requires
a redesigp of organizational suctures and hiSing off or contg out intermediate activities, a typical need
of excessively vertically interted producers; it demands production, marketing and other agreemts with
other firms, to fill up critical needs in term of product scope, buyer prtoimity, and market knowtedge. Such
ageements, often with foteign partners, are not easy to negotiate; often it Is even difficult to identify potential
partns.

6.03 Probably the region with the greatest disparity between the potential benefits of restructuring
and available manageril skldls is Eastemn Europe and the former Soviet Union. In the CSFR, as in other
former COMECON countries, markedng of products had been almost assured through bilateral trade
agreements entered into at gvnment levels In addition, the major customer, the former Soviet Union
generally had been unwiing to pay any increases in prices, even those which could be justified on account of
product Improvements. Thus, enterprises had no incentive to develop new products and to keep up with
modem bustess practices of capitalist counties Management capabilities-to choose the most promising
product areas, to aggressively market existing and new products, to control financat labor and material input
quality and flows, as well as to design reaitic strategic plans-have therefore dropped badly behind levels now
required to maainain interational competitiveness lack of management exprtise in these areas continues
to be a critical bottleneck impeding enterprses from restnucturing to reposition themselves in the more open
and increasing competitive markets.

6.04 The capabilities of some managers accustomed to a kss competitive eoonomic environment
can be strengthened and redirected in line with changed, more ftee-market environments. However, radical

29J erlnc with capadty reduction efforts in the U.K steel asdngs industq, for example, suests
that efficienc of plant exit decions were severely affected by lack of skills in dosure, information
regarding altenative technologies and markets, and finandal resources See C W. F. Baden-Fuller,
The Wisdom of Colective Acdon: The Iard Scheme for Rationalizing the UK Steel Castings

Industry', S Maageme 198 pp. 93-107.
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shifts in corporate culture also often require radical shifts In management practices. While different modalities
of management assistance and training are needed and undoubtedly will be effective In strengthening
management capabilities, a number of managers will remain wedded to outmoded business practices. In such
instances, a change in management leadership may be required to infuse enterprises with individuals skilled
in new modes of business. The recent U.S. experience with deregulation illustrates the difficult and
problematic challenges posed by changing the prevailing business culture. As sectors of the regulated
telecommunications industry were opened up to competition in the 1980s, new executives and managers with
experience in marketing and in non-regulated sectors rapidly displaced entrenched managers who had been
successful in the old regime. Managers accustomed to operate in the regulated U.S. railroad industry were
apparently also not able to adjust to the new, deregulated environment of the 1980s; a change of management
occurred before enterprises began to take actions more in line with the new, more competitive conditions.1

6.05 Two main types of mechanisms, formal training and learning-by-doing, are generally available
to overcome management deficiencies and attain levels required for efficient restructuring. There is a strong
rationale for at least some government involvement in formal management training programs. In sevcral
industrialized countries, the existence of a proliferation of private formal facilities (side-by-side with
government-funded schools) providing management training, consulting and information services is evidence
that supplying such education may be profitable for the private sector. In many instances, managers attending
training programs, either at home or abroad, should be and are willing to finance at least part of the costs,
given that they expect to recoup expenses in the future through the application of learned skills. Government-
sponsored subsidy and loan programs should nonetheless assist in fiancing management education, in view
of the large spillover effects, particularly at early stages of market development.af

6.06 The government may promote or provide manag_wn rsuingprogrw&% when countries are
faced with massive restructuring needs; the emerging market economies certainly qualify for such consideration.
Coordination between public and private parties to provide training, and cost-sharing on the part of the
productive sector in training endeavors, would provide appropriate incentives to ensure that funds are
efficiently spent.

6.07 In addition to formal training, a number of indirect local and international business
cooperation mechanisms that rely on learning-by-doing can be very useful in transferring the types of

lj These examples are cited in Robert Willig, "Anti-Monopoly Policies and Institutions,' paper presented
at the conference on Te Dynamics of Policy and Institutional Reform in Emerging Democracies,
Prague, 1991.

Et Experience with formal management training and development programs suggests that formal training
for top-level management is the most cost effective. Skilled managers at the top will be most visible
to serve as role models for more junior staff. See U. Yavas and T. Cavusgil, 1989, 'Management
Know-How Transfer to Developing Countries: Efficacy of Specialized Training Courses', Management
International Review pp. 72-80, and the references cited therein.
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management skills required for efficient restructuring.2 Such mechanisms range from in-house training and
executive exchange programs to management conracts, leasing of enterprises, franchising and joint ventures.
In addition to the transfer of skills, whenever these mechanisms include the entry of outside specialists into
the decision making process of the enterprise, they often create an environment more conducive for difficult
and painful restructuring decisions to be taken. The appropriate scope for government intervention is much
more limited in this area, though policies may be desirable to ensure that the legal and tax climates are
supportive of international business cooperation. Especially in countries where the public sector is dominant,
the government may play a more direct role in tappingforeign eweslise by establishing agencies that assist
enterprises to locate and attract foreign managerial skills on a temporary basis.

6.08 Governments also will have a limited role to play in the upgrading of workr sk, to ensure
that the decision of enterprises to move into new areas is not impeded by the unfamiliarity of existing workers
with available new technologies. When such upgrading does occur, it often is undertaken within the
enterprise, as a form of on-the-job training. However, firms tend to underinvest in training because they find
it difficult to retain workers once trained, or because they lack financing. Hence, provision of government
subsidies to on-the-job training activities may be necessary, especially in periods when firms face extensive
restructuring needs.

6.09 Another type of expertise that is highly scarce in most developing countries is that found in
twwaroed eisataa These are institutions that specialize in restructuring overindebted and financially
distressed firms, often without major financial commitments from their own resources. Their expertise mostly
lie in two areas. First, they have deal-making expertise, that is, the ability to draw agreements between
creditors and debtors which, while restructuring claims on the enterprise, also safeguard the interests of
participants against possible reciprocal opportunistic behavior. More importantly, turnaround entities are able
to identify measures which are mutually beneflcial but which otherwise are not obvious to the debtors and
creditors. Second, turnaround entities have access to managerial expertise that can identify restructuring
measures that would increase earnings. Often such expertise includes detailed information about the subsector,
appropriate technology, product mix, and global market developments. Measures that boost earnings
themselves increase the potential for financial deals that redistribute claims on assets, by increasing the value
of the underlying assets. Absence of such 'turnarouird expertise limits the efficiency of restructuring decisions
by reducing the number of available restructuring options to decision makers.

6.10 Can governments play a useful role ir developing rewraonganwd twnarwd skims? It could
be argued that if restructuring and turnaround activiti.s were profitable, then private sector agents would
perceive this opportunity and enter such activities; hence government action in this area is inappropriate. This
view finds support in the fact that rehabilitation-oriented activities of government agencies in most
industrializing countries have ended up with bailing out unprofitable enterprises rather than imposing efficient

513 For a useful survey of these types of management skills transfer mechanisms and the benefits and
possible problems associated with each, see Ali Carkoglu, 'Reforming the Management System in
Eastern Europe: What are the Available International Business Cooperation Mechanisms?", Mimeo,
IENIN, 1990.
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restructuring decisions. On the other hand, developing restructuring and turnaround skills entails large risks
and learning costs. Agents need to incur iearning costs not only to resolve uncetainties (egarding, for
example, the profitability of such activities, or legal and institutional barriers), but also to develop deal-making
expertise, and find out about appropriate incentive and control structures. Once initial learning costs are
incurred, further entrants can easily appropriate the information produced by the initial experience. As a
result, expected learning costs may be higher than returns that an initial entrant can appropriate, even though
the activity may prove to be socially profitable net of learning costs. Ths extermality justifies governments to
subsidize or internalize some of the costs. In order to prevent the crowding-out of subsequent private entry,
government-sponsored activities in this area should start on a relatively small scale and be time-bound.
Moreover, to make it less likely that these activities result in bailing-out operations, government-sponsored
agencies may rely predominantly on external (private) financial resources and combine these with manage-
ment/financial and engineering skills. Alternatively, establishment of such a company exclusively with private
resources also may be promoted. In any case, the enterprise should have a narrow scope in the beginning,
focusing on subsectors where restructuring needs and potentially viable but distressed firms are concentrated.

bnformation

6.11 Production and dissemination of information is characterized by externalities and economies
of scale. Hence there is a relatively active role for governments to play in thep _omion tiufefoetonjlew&
Regarding technological information, it can be supplied in principle through private sector industry
associations, though there may be a role for public-private cooperation in setting up and running information
dissemination services or scluoon x;pe kwUm.

6.12 In addition, restructuring enterprises wIll need access to mart infonnaton, to assist in the
search for lowest cost sources of inputs and most profitable sales outlets. In particular, firms that are
attempting to penetrate export markets as part of their restructwuing strategy require information on markets,
potential buyers, and product specification and design.A Generating such information entails fixed costs,
making it an uneconomic activity for individual producers.

6.13 There are two ways in which the govemment can enhance the flow of such information. The
first option is to establish a trade development organization. Experience shows that in order to be effective
and commercially relevant, such an organization needs to be closely linked to the private sector, and to
producers in general. One way of securing such close links is to establish advisory boards that oversee the
activities of the organization and have representatives of industry to take an active part in them.

6.14 Another option is to promote suppliers of information services In the private sector. Given
that exporting itself generates externalities and use of information greatly facilitates export orientation, supply

Mt For a detailed analysis of support services needed for development of exports and the role of the
government in promoting their supply, see P. Hogan, D. B. Keesing and A. Singer, She Role of
Support Services in Expanding Manufactured Exports in Developing Countries,' Economic
Development Institute of the World Bank, EDI Seminar Series. 1991.
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of such information services deserves subsidics.A Subsidies can be provided to users of the services, who
er ante often are not knowledgeable about their value. Subsidies of a tentporaiy nature can also be provided
to firms which are willing to act as leaders in the business of provision of export services.

Finance

6.15 Res.ructuring operations often require freshJuwwirawruns for short term liquidity or for
restructuring investments. When the decision to restructure leads to partial exit, actions such as laying off
workers and closing (or mothballing) facilities involve real resource outlays. Expenditures are particularly
steep when it comes to paying workers what has been contractually agreed (or what is constitutionally assured).
Thin credit markets may block the restructuring option.

6.16 Absence of credit encourages managers to strip assets from the facility, sell forward at poor
terms, delay payments to creditors and employees, and engage in other predatory activities. Often such
activities entail taking excessive risk at the expense of creditors. Such behavior falls to maximize the value
and accelerates the unwarranted demise of the firm. It becomes a strong disincentive to workers, whose effort
diminishes; to suppliers who further curb credit; to financial institutions which become less willing to lend;
to customers, who retract orders or attempt to compensate increased risk with lower prices; and to
competitors or potential buyers, who might under other circumstances be willing to bid up the price of the
firm if offered for sale. The absence of credit tends to generate a self-perpetuating vicious cycle in which
insiders are encouraged to deviate from value-maximizing behavior and engage in unproductive activities that

aim at survival of the firm in the short run. Such behavior further discourages lenders from extending loans.

6.17 The Argentine experience in the steel sector illustrates some of the problems that may arise
in the absence of finance. After many years of producing in sheltered environments and facing soft budget

constraints, Argentine firms are being deprived of protective barriers, fiscal incentives, and preference in
government procurement. Discipline has been reinstated. Regulatory constraints on labor mobility do not
appear to be binding (although intrafirm mobility seems to be limited due to excessively rigid contractual
rules). There are some barriers to the disposition of assets (steel-producing equipment is not easily saleable),
though most can be traded. Loss-making but still viable firms in the private sector do not appear to lack
managerial resources, and for finance, they are turning to their shareholders, while taking bold restructuring
decisions.

6.18 This picture stands in contrast with the resource constraints and adverse incentive effects
facing public sector steel producers. Discipline is also being imposed on public sector steel producers.
However, if the current fiscal crisis has had a positive effect in ensuring a tight budget constraint to public
sector firms, it also may be precluding the government from extending credit or injecting equity even when
such actions might lead to economically superior restructuring decisions. These decisions may involve, inter

alia, massive layoffs, which cannot be undertaken because firms lack the resources to award severance payments
(which range from an average of $10,000 to $20,000 per employee). Management weaknesses and lack of

/5 See ibid. for a discussion of externalities in export activities and possible subsidy schemes.
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autonomy (for firms which have been only partially corporatized) help explain the long-term slide of public
steel producers. But the inability of these producers to restructure decisively, by selling assets, downsizing,
narrowing product scope and deverticalizing, in face of poor market conditions and major structural obstacles
to competitiveness, appears closely linked to the financial difficulties in laying off workers, the result of being
credit and equity starved.

6.19 These difriculties also have generated adverse incentive effects on management, workers,
suppliers, and buyers. Financial starvation has aggravated agency problems commonly found when the
principal's identity is constantly changing (as is the case with Argentine public steel producers). Management's
concerns shifted from maximizing the enterprises' value to maximizing own pecuniary or other rewards, in view
of the imminent demise of the firm. Such circumstances also accentuate risky behavior: for example, it has
brought excess reduction of inventory levels, led to high-interest short-term borrowing to make up long-term
financial needs, and entailed selling forward at discounted prices in both domestic and international markets.

6.20 However, it should be stressed that such agency problems in and of themselves do not
constitute sufficient reason to provide firms with financial resources to facilitate restructuring. All that is
being suggested is that in the absence of such resources, managers and workers (as well as suppliers and
competitors) may precipitate exit or force shareholders to undertake (possibly through new management)
restructuring decisions, while incurring larger closing costs than otherwise. Whether or not to provide the firm
with new resources depends on a complex calculation of costs and benefits. Such a calculation should precede
any major resource commitment.

6.21 What can governments do in general to increase the availability of external finance? The
nature of appropriate government action depends on the root causes of lack of external financing. One
possibility is financial repression, which calls for interest rate liberalization. Another recurrent cause is distress
in the financial system itself, which may lead to highly distorted lending decisions, such as refinancing of non-
performing assets or excessive risk taking. Financial distress may also result in sharp reductions in lending
activities. In both cases, economically desirable restructuring projects may not get financed. With systmic
Ji'uanci dioresr, grnwmenr actin towards indasirkd resnaci*g bcomn cw&e Naked wish Us strateW owards
thefiuw lsetor. lbhus, for example, if bad loans in the banking system are transferred to an asset recovery
agency, then that agency would replace the financial institution as the creditor and undertake requisite
activities to maximize the value of the loans, including extending new credits if circumstances warrant. If, on
the other hand, bad loans are left in banks' books and government intervention mainly takes the form of
recapitalization, then banks retain the main responsibility for dealing with financially distressed borrowers.
The choice between the two approaches depends very much on country circumstances. If, for example, banks
have sufficient workout specialists, corruption is minimal, and transfer of bad loans to a recovery agency is
legally complicated, then it is more efficient to leave management of bad assets to banks. Otherwise, it may
be more effective to centralize the management of these assets and the skills required to manage them.

6.22 Of course, if financial distress Is widespread so that the financial system is de-facto
unationalizedif (that is, the management of most banks are taken over by the government or its regulatory
agencies), then the government or its agencies bave no option other than to exert a major influence on
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decisions regarding bad loans, and therefore on the allocation of financing for restructuring purposes. In such
caues, the government's role in firms' restructuring is similar in scope to that of a vigilant creditor seeking to
maximz the value of its claims. This should be seen as an interim role. In the meantime, the government
should activ ly pursue the rehabilitation of the financial system, espeily by altering the system of incentives
that helped bring about its initial collapse. As rehabilitation of the financial system proceeds, the government
should seek ways of reducing Its direct inwolvement in restructuring and relegate this role back to the finarcial
system as soon as possible.

6.23 When systemic distress in the finandal system is not a major problem, lack of financing for
restructuring projects may be due to two other reasons. Fnanal institutions may lack eptise in financing
workout projects, or they may perceive it as an excessively risky activity, primarily because relatively cost-
effective mechanisms to monitor and control the activities of the borrower are not available. Under these
circumstances, the government should mainly focus on encouraging the development of profit-oriented
turnaround entities (paras. 6.09-6.10). Note, in addition, that in order to encourage banks and other financial
institutions to undertake workouts, an environment within which contractual relations between debtors and
creditors are conducie to restructuring is necessaty. In countries where estatlished patterns of business
relations allow for and encourage Inormal reorganizations, the legal framework may not require immediate
attention. In most other cases, however, reforms in bankruptcy and related legilation may be needed. The
perceived risk of these operations could be reduced by bankruptcy laws which permit fast recovery of assets
or which are conducive to reorganizations (para 5.19).

6.24 The textile subsector in Turkey iUustrates the critical role that turnaround entities can play.
To compete internadonally, Turkish textles have primarily relied on low domestic wages. The subsector was
hit by two shocks in 1990. On the one hand, nominal wages increased by almost 300 percent due to an
industry-wide wage agrement. At the same time, the Turkish Lira appreciated by almost 60 percent in real
term As a result, the industiy became uncompetitive in international markets. The industry responded by
massive layoffs, reaching almost 30 percent of employment In some cases. Furthermore, firms accelerated their
plans to invest in new, more capital intensive technologies to regain international competitiveness.

6.25 These ructuring measures were relatively easily financed by firms with high liquidity and
substantial interally generated fund However, significantly indebted firms which had to use an important
part of their cash flow to finance interest obligations could not Tely on intenal funds; financing from the
banldng system was not an attractive option either, because of both high costs and unavailability of investment
credit. An alternative solution for these firms is to reorganize their liabilities and assets informally through
agreements with their creditors. Implementation of this alternative requires overcoming signifcant barriers
(see Box 6.1) and has been rare in Turkey.
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6.26 There have been a few cases where informal reorganizations have been carried out through
the activities of a turnaround entity specifically set up to reorganize distressed firms in the textile sector. This
entity, established with equity capital from a government-owned development finance institution, has taken
over the equity capital and management of ailing textile companies and rehabilitated them by improving
technology, product choice, marketing, and management. It was able both to reorganize their balance sheets--
mainly through informal reorganization agreements--and to secure new financing. Profits by this turnaround
entity were made either on a fee basis or by capital gains on shares acquired in the beginning of the

rehabilitation operation.

6.27 When the financial system is relatively sound, should the government be directly involved in

providing liquidity or other financing to firms in need of restructuring, especially to those that are in financial
distress? In particular, should the govemment intervene when very large firms experience severe financial
difficulty, and if so, in what capacity? In most cases, government agencies can play a more efricient role by
acting as mediators between the firm and its creditors. The government can foster a process of negotiations
which mimics bankruptcy reorganization procedures but would take place in an informal setting. In particular,
removal of the management of the enterprise or a change in its ownership would be an explicit subject of
negotiation. Unless other creditors are willing to bear the main financial burden of restructuring, the
government should not be Involved in direct financing. Generally, the administrative capabilities of
governments to monitor and control enterprises in need of restructuring are worse than those of financial
institutions. Therefore, it is more efficient for the government to leave the main task of financing to financial

institutions, restricting its own activities to reducing frictions that discourage financial institutions from
financing restructuring projects.

6.28 Some countries (Turkey, for instance) have experimented with special legislation designed to
resolve the financial distress of very large firns. Essentially, such laws encourage creditors and debtors to
reach reorganization agreements without resorting to bankruptcy courts. They are often designed to protect

an enterprise from failing without necessarily protecting its management or ownersm To be efficient, such
legislation should envisage initiation of bankruptcy proceedings if the process of negotiation is not successful.

6.29 Can development finance institutions (DFIs) play a useful role in industrial restructuring?
Experience with investment financing by DFIs has been favorable only in very few countries; that should cast
doubts on how well they would perform in financing restructuring projects. Nevertheless, a well-managed DFI
is likely to be much more successful in screening and monitoring creditworthy restructuring programs than a

government agency providing finance to financially distressed companies on an ad-hoc basis. All restructuring
projects should be judged in the same manner as any other investment project, with the proviso that additional

specialized skills and more stringent conditionality will be required. However, this principle is not so easy to
implement. Experience has shown that even some better run DFIs have been obliged or forced by
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governments to bail out companies. Hence, whether DFIs can or should play an active role in restructuring
depends very much on how independent they are from government pressures.

6.30 Another recurrent cause of lack of financing occurs when a whole manufacturing subsector
falls into a situation of financial distress, often due to fragmented or excess capacity. In these cases, financial
institutions may withhold their financing because they cannot distinguish enterprises that are potentially viable
from those that should exit, due to problems of asymmetric information. In these cases as well, it is quite
doubtful that the government can solve the problems by getting involved in direct financing. However, the
government does have a larger instrument set than financial institutions, which can be utilized to help resolve
the information problem. In particular, if the government can design a mechanism that induces positive
selection-a mechanism that induces relatively less efcient enterprises to exit and viable enterpries to stay-
then financial institutions will find it more attractive to provide financing to those enterprises that stay. Exdt
subsidies may potentially prove useful In these drcumstances. In fact, the subsidy may be partially or in whole
financed by a tax on those enterprises that stay in busines Experience, such as in the U.K. steel castings
indistiy, has shown that making participation into such schemes voluntary masy result in underfinancing
(para 5.22). The government's authority to impose taxes and subsidies would help overcome this free-rider
problem.

_§/ For example in Brazil, the National Bank of Economic and Social Development (BNDES) has often
been involved in the past in baiing out operations due to ponmet pressure, even though it is
generally known to be a well run DFI. See The World Bankl, Industrial Reulatorv Poliyh and
Investment Incentives in Brazil. Report No. 7843-BR, March 15, 1990. Governments often are able
to put pressure on even private banks to provide financial help to companies in difficulty. In Turkey,
for example, the largt private bank has been forced to 8et involved in seveal resucturing/bailing
out operations by successive goverments.
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VIL CONCLUDING REMARKS: COMPLEMEnTARIT OF
GOVERNMENT ACrIONS, AND THE DESIGN OF COUNTRY

RESTRUCTURING PROGRAMS

Complmemtart of Govenment actions

7.01 he different goverment actions described for imprving he environment for restructuing
decsions are complementaly and need to be coordinated Otherise, they might be ineffective, or at worst,
counterproductive. Take the case of measures to remove discipline-related barries that are not acompanied
by complementaty efforts to overcome mobility obstacles and resource constraints. As discipline is tightened,
frms initially react by attempting to lay off redundant labor or redeploy them internall to reduce variable
costs; disposition of certain physical assets or least profitable units normally follows. In the absence of
mobiliy, these restructuring actions would be constrained and firms' financial difficulties increased.

7.02 Yet factor mobility itself is predicated upon the availability of financial resources (for
severance payments, disposition of physical asset, and adoption of new tebnology) and turnaround skils
(which usually are unavaflable from within the firm). When such resouces are not available, inreased
discipline may aggravate finandal distress. Widespread financial distress, in turn, may encourage the
government to relax discipline once again. Hence, when the economic envionment is not conducve to
restructuring, government's intentions to strengthen discipline may in fact not be credible Depending on the
circumstances, these tendencies may result in too many or too few liquidations, as wdl as economic losses due
to excessive risk taking and asset stripping by managers. Problems also arse in the converse situation, when
measures to augment resources are not complemented with those that strengthen disciplne. In parclar,
incrased availability of financal resources in an envimroent with soft budget constraints would most likely
end up in the misuse of these resources.

7.03 Finally, proper beiavior of fnancial institutions also requires coordination of government
actions. Strict rgulation and supevison of the bang system would be relative ineffective in encouraging
banks to undertake workouts, unless these measures are complemeted by bup laws whih permit fast
recovery of assets or which are conducive to reorganizing debtors Similarly, a bankumptcy law, however

~7/ Ihe recent poor performance of the state owned sector in Poland, for example, is partly attributable
to the government's refdim staegy that has emphasized removal of policy ditrtions to enhance
disciplne (for example, trade reftm, elimination of subslles, and imposition of a dividend tax) to
the relative neglect of ownership reorm, and credible mechanisms of exit and liquIdation. Even in
cases where managers and workers' councils are wiling to undenake resucturig pite
the persistent ambiguities in ownership and ontrol rights-this has been impossibl. due to lack of
mana al sklls and information. Despite substantial losses and reductons in output, Polish enter-
prises are in a walt-and-see mood, hoping that budget constraints may be rel agai.L See Ira W.
Lieberman, Poland: Enterpise Govenance, Commercization, Restructuring and Prvatlzation,
Mimeo, 1991.
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modern, would be ineffective or insufficient in encouraging improved restructuring decisions unless financial
institutions are required to keep sufficient levels of capital as well as provision for doubtful and bad assets.

Coordination of Polikes

7.04 In view of the large number of complementary government actions required to create an
environment conducive to restructuring, it may be necessary to establish a goenwnmt coordbwing unit. The
importance of coordination increases with the size of the restructuring task. When this task is substantial, a
coordinating unit should be established to take a comprehensive policy approach to the restructuring problem.

7.05 Various government actions to improve the restructuring environment, such as providing
unemployment compensation, directing exit subsidies by monitoring eligibility, mediating between creditors
and large borrowers, and providing information on markets, technology, and potential buyers are functions

that normally would be carried out in different branches of the government. Unemployment compensation
schemes often would be designed and implemented by the ministry of labor, while incentives and subsidies for

industry generally would be in the domain of the ministry of Industry, a planning agency or subsectoral
ministries. Even though detailed implementation of policies - nerally wiUl be carried out by distinct branches
within the govetrment, it may be important for one unit tc ensure that necessary elements are in place and
are mutually consistent. This is especially relevant for countries facing massive restructuring needs where

establishing policies, rules, and institutions necessary for socially desirable restructuring actions is a complex
and multi-layered task. The important point is not to create an additional layer of bureaucracy, but rather to
ensure that some administrative unit exists to coordinate inter-related tasks.

7.06 Additional functions of such a unit might be to supply advice, exchange information with
business groups, help coordinate concerted business actions when necessary, and collaborate with industry

associations both on policy discussion and formulation, and on support services that are provided with
private/public participation. In particular, this unit would ensure that support services provided by other
government agencies, such as market and technology information, worker retraining, and standards, all conform
to the restructuring needs of industry. Finally, the unit would work as a clearing house for foreign

restructuring assistance. The staffing, size, and location of the unit would depend on country-specific features,
such as the availability and location of competent staff.

7.07 Restructuring-oriented administrative units exist in various forms and capacities in many
countries. In Japan, sectoral restructuring programs were carried out by units within MlTl, especially the
Industria1 Structure Commission. Adjustment assistance programs for labor were implemented by the Ministry
of Labor, which worked in close coordination with MITM and other ministries in charge of other industries,
to ensure that employment adjustment took place simultaneously with the rest of the components of industrial
restructuring. Restructuring in the shipbuilding industry was overseen by the Ministry of Transportation. In
Spain, the Ministry of Industry and Energy approves and monitors industrial restructuring plans through its
offices of PIanes de Reconversion!. 'Me National Institute of Employment is in charge of implementing plans

for training and other measures to assist displaced workers.
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Issuo In the Desdg of Country P1agru

7.08 Complementarity between the various proposed government actions does not imply that they
should receive equal emphasis in country-specific restructuring progams. On the contrary, the framework
developed in the previous chapters is helpful to customize restructuring programs according to specific country
characteristics. In most countries, the government's capability to design, implement, and enforce policies is
limited; like any other scarce resource, it has to be allocated to those areas that will have the highest effect
in terms of improving the economic environment for industrial restructuring. Moreover, the level of
development of restructuring-related elements of the economic environment vary substantially across
countries. Hence, the most urgent task of country restructuring programs is to identify the critical
constraints (or barriers) in the economic environment and design a restructuring program accordingly."

7.09 Before embarking on the removal of critical constraints, it is necessary to assess whether the
requisite government capabilities are present, and if not, whether it Is feasible to develop them. Government
actions to remove such constraints require substantial administrative and technical expertise as well as
enforcemnent capabilities. This is most apparent in areas such as developing an anti-trust administration,
instituting and running an efficient system of unemployment compensation, job placement and retraining,
exercising the state's ownership function over public enterprises (including formulating objectives, monitoring
and ensuring compliance by management), privatization, and enhancing information flows on foreign markets.
Wherever deemed feasible, enhancing government capabilities In the relevant areas, possibly by tapping
assistance from international organizations or other foreign public or private sector expertise, is likely to be
an important component of restructuring programs. Whenever the necessary capabilities are seen as unlikely
to be adequately built over the relevant time frame, it is often preferable for the country programs to refrain
from attempting to carry out the associated policies and to rely on, albeit imperfect, market solutions.

7.10 A critical element that the design of country restructuring programs must take into account
is the existence of some primary restructuring agents In the economy. Often, enterprises themselves are able
to design and implement restructuring programs, perhaps by making use of outside expertise and available
government services. In the case of financially distressed enterprises that lack access to necessary (especially
financial) resources, comm ial and hwms t banks are among the primary candidates for acting as

g/ Hence in Korea, the weakness of the banking system was a major cause for the government's direct
involvement in several workouts in the 1980s; adjustment of labor did not pose a critical constraint
and consequently received less attention. In Japan, on the other hand, labor adjustment was the main
focus of the Govenment; especally in the case of large enterprises, the Government played little or
no role in enhancing the flow of finane

1/ At the risk of oversimplification, it can be said that in most middle income countries where the
private sector plays a dominant role, the critical gaps lie in policies and institutions that address labor
mobility, the availability of turnaround entities, and the flow of information. In emerging market
economies with extensive state ownership, agency problems and ambiguities in ownership rights and
managerial skills appear as additional binding barties
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restructing aens in most countries. If such bank are financial sound, al that ould be ncessary is to
strengthen their ability to undertake restructuring activities.

7.11 Frequently, however, these financil institutions, just like their industrial counterpars, an
unction effectively only after being restructured. In fact, whether restruring In the financial sector should

be undertaken in parallel with industrial restructuring is an issue that often aises in the desig of restructuring
project In cases where the industrial sector as a whole requires restructuring. it is highly likely hat financial
intermediaries' portfolios are heavily contaminated with non-performing loans. Non-performig loans distort
intermediares' lending decisions; creditworthy industrial enterprises may face an unwaranted credit squeeze
whereas ineicient enterprises may be over-financed. Such interdries are not ikely to play a useful role
in industrial restructuig. In these instances of double contaminationW, a simultuaeous approach to financial
and real sector restructuring is required.

7.12 Often credit institutions, especially commercial banks, are unwiling to play a major role in
industrial restructwuing because they lack the necessary managerial skills or the capability to exercise controL
In such cases, turnaround entities are a potential-sometimes complementary-institutional model (paras. 6.10).
With limited precedent, and no single institutional model that can be applied to all countty circumstances,
there is room for experimentation and multi-track approaches.

7.13 In countries where the private sector is dominant and such entities have not arisen on their
own, the government may promote their establishment by subsdizing initial entry of private agents or even
by poiding equity fnancing. he predominant reliance on private agents to cary out turaound acivities
may be appropriate also in countries dominated by state-owned enterprises. On the other hand, such countries
may prefer establishing a public agency to provide turnaround servioesff One important consideration in
the establishment of a public entity is whether such an agency will prvde exclusively technical experse or
If financial resources also are to be providea The former option is the preferred one, with financing to be
provided through the bandkig system or other financial institutions, and perhaps also through foreign capitaL
If the banking system is not able to meet this chailenge, then the feasibility of building up commercal banking
capabilties should be considered first If It is decided that financial institutions can play no useful role in
financing enterprise restructuring. then there may be a role for the provision of finanin through the public
rtructi agency.

7.14 A variety of approaches haw been tried within Eastern European countries. In the eastern
pat of Gemny, most of restructuring prior to privatization has been carried out by the pgvnment's agency
of priatization, the TreuhandanstalttV The Treuhand took over the ownership of about 8,000 enterprises.
Under the Teand ownerip, enterprises underwent signficant restructuing, including debt write-offs, and

g/ Whether relying primarily on private or public implementation, the strateg for restrucu state
owed enterprises should be coordinated with privatization efforts (Box 4.1).

~J/ For a detailed account, see for example, Wendy Carlin and CoDn Mayer, Restructring Enterpries
in Eastern Europe,' 13onomic PolIc. Ocober 1992, fortcoming
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reduction in employment; Treuhand also provided guarantees for liquidity credits. Enterprhecs were then sold,
with the sale price negotiated against commitments for investment and maintenance of employment. This
centralized scheme for restructuring and privatization was made possible by availability of a large pool of
management skills (Treuhand employed 3,000 people) and financial resources, features that limnit the
applicability of this approach in other countries.

7.15 Poland first established an Industrial Restructuring Fund (IRP) under the Ministry of
Industry, which not only was active in the preparation of enterprise restructuring plans, but also provided
financial support. In 1991, IRF was transformed into an Industrial Development Agency whose major function
was only one of advisory services and supporting analyses. In Yugoslavia, each republic established a
restructuring agency that carried out both restructuring and privatization. The government of Hungary decided
not to establish a centralized agency, but instead is promoting the establishment of non-government
turnaround entities operating on a commercial basis.0'

7.16 It is unlikely that a single agency, restructuring unit or model will prove adequate for most countries
with massive restructuring needs. Thus, replicable models that are consistent with decentralized actions (and
which minimize monitoring costs) customized to specifc circumstances are preferred. Ultimately, the most
effective government policy is one that aims at attracting to the market a diverse array of restructuring agents.
The key challenge that countries with massive restructuring needs will be facing in the next decade is the
creation of an environment where such agents can thrive.

621 A detailed account of restructuring agencies in Central and Eastern Europe is contained in Kochav
and Sood, 2p_.ci.
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JAPAN

A. Overview

The worldwide recession following the 1973-74 oil crisis and Increasing competition from newly

industrialized countries led to a significant increase in the number of declining industries in Japan. Japan's
problem between the mid-197(Ys and early 190s was that due to the slower growth of the economy,

adjustment to decline-especially the absorption of displaced workers by other industries--became more difficult
than it was during the period of rapid expansion before 1973. Thiis created severe economic and political
pressures that had to be addressed by the government. The government's response to problems of adjustment
to decline were contained in numerous pieces of legislation designed to ease the burden capacity reductions
in the depressed industries: I) The 1978 Law for Stabilization of Specific Depressed Industries; ii) The 1978
Law for Stabilization of Specific Depressed Regions; and Iii) The 1983 Law for Structural Adjustment of
Specific Industries. A piece of legislation less directly related to the above was the Smaller Enterprise
Business Switchover Act of 1976 that assisted small and medium-size enterprises in depressed labor-intensive
industries to move to other industrial activities. Three additional laws related to the 1978 and 1983 Laws were
passed for protecting workers and assisting firms with employment adjustment: I) The 1978 Law for
Employment Adjustment in Specific Depressed Industries; ii) The 1978 Law for Employment Adjustment in
Specific Depressed Regions; and iii) The 1983 Law for Enployment Assistance in Specific Industries.

As a result of the above legislation, several declining industries were designated as "structurally
depressed" by the government and underwent industrial restructuring, including shipbuilding, textiles (wool
and cotton spinning), synthetic fiber industries, electric-furnace steel industry, aluminum refining, ferrosilicon

industry, chemical fertilizers, petroleum refining, petrochemicals, pulp and paper, sugar refining, and cement.

In general, the Japanese response to declining industries was a coordinated approach invoving implicit
agreements between government, industry, and labor concerning shifts of industrial resources and tying
industrial adjustment to worker and community adjustment. Although the government provided direct
assistance to depressed industries and regions, large Japanese firms themselves carried a substantial portion

of the adjustment costs by eliminating excess capacity and scrapping of equipment, by repaying their creditors
and by administering schemes for the relocation or retirement of workers.

The next section outlines the provisions of the 1978 and 1983 laws for depressed industries and regions

and highlights the process by which industries were designated as structurally depressed. Section C descnbes
the extent of government leverage in assuring compliance with the adjustment programs and the difficulties
that arose in striking agreements with the industries. Section D reviews govermment and industry programs
for employment adjustment. Sections E and F cover other measures taken by both the government and the

industry respectively. The final section provides a brief evaluation of the adjustment process in terms of
capacity reduction targets achieved and the rate of re-employment of discharged workers.
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B. Govetment Assistance Prol ms

The numerous legislation pertaining to declining industries set out general criteria under which
industries could apply for designation as structurally depressed and outlined the concept of a basic stabilization
plan to reduce industty capacity by disposing of equipment. Also, several related laws were enacted that
provided measures for employment adjustment In the declining industries (see section D). Basically, these laws
provided the government with a general framework, legal base, and guidelines for assisting the adjustment of
declining industries.

L The 1978 Law for Specific Depressed Industries empowered the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) to coordinate an industry-Auide process of capacity reduction and elimination of excess
equipment for siructurally depressed industries. A separate statute for employment adjustment also was passed
in 1978 which will be discussed later in section D.

MITM used two basic criteria stated by the law to identify an industry as a candidate for designation
as structurally depressed: I) firms representing more than 50% of the industry in terms of number and share
of sales must be experiencing severe financial difficulties and subnormal earnings, and ii) the industty must
be characterized by unusually excessive production capacity that would require reduction but likely to take a
long time (3 to 5 years) without assistance.'

In 1978, the output of the manufacturing industries classified as structurally depressed was about what
it was in 1970, after having declined steadily since 1973. By contrast, the rest of Japan's manufacturing indus-
tries were producing at an average of 43% more than their 1970 levels. Similarly, the average rate of capacity
utilization of the structurally depressed industries had remained unchanged since 1974 at about 70%6, while
the rate of capacity utilization for all other manufacturing had reached 94%. Consequently, the earnings of
the structurally depressed industries were very poor. For example, in 1976 the electric fumace steel industry
had a ratio of profits to sales of 1%, the aluminum refinery industry had a ratio of -4.7%, and the textile
industry had a ratio of -1.4%. For structurally depressed industries as a whole profits as a percentage of total
sales were -1.6% in 1975 and 0.5% in 1976, while for all manufacturing industries profits were 1.7% of total
sales in 1975 and 3.5% of total sales in 1976.2

Before an industry could be designated, MMTI conducted discussions with firms and industry
associations to determine whether or not the firms favored designation, and unless 2/3 of the firms (measured
both by the number of firms and by the share of sales) representing the industry sought designation as
structurally depressed, MITM would not initiate the process of adjustment.3 Once the firms applied formally
and the industry was designated as structurally depressed, then MITI or the responsible ministry (e.g. Ministry
of Transport in the case of shipbuilding) would formulate a capacity reduction plan for the industry. The
ministry would forecast supply and demand (including imports and exports) in order to measure excess
productive capacity, establish the extent to which such capacity were to be shut down, and decide how the
shutdowns were to be handled, ie, scrapping or mothballing.4 A special advisory subcommittee was set up
within the Industrial Structure Commission of MITT as a forum for dialogue between MM and the industry
associations and representatives from individual flrms. In concentrated industries, MITT officials discussed the
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volume to be scrapped direcly with n ual firms, whie in unconend industries, MMll officials dealt
arely with rade association cutv who then carded on dicussions with ndivual firms.' Labor unions
were granted specfc tights to contrue to these deliberatiom by law. In the cowse of these consultations,
MMII tried to forge an Industry-wide consensus on a capaclty reduction goal and a schedule for Its attainment.
Once comsensus was reached, it was formazed as the industrys basic stabilization plan and ofrcially
apprwved by MrTL' Mhe law also gave Japan's Fair Trde Commission (FMC) the right to reject or modif
ministry plans f these plans we considered anticompe M The COmmissios appv of these plans
exempted industries from provsio of the Antmonopoly Law.' In principle, F1C disagreed with the law and
would have liked to do away with it on the grounds that it would add to Japan's teputation as protectionist
and further exacetbate her relations wth her trading parer.

Once a basic stabilization plan was approved, there were no legal requirements to compel firms to
carry out the capacity reduci Howev, since stabilization plans wer formalized through a process of
government guidance and industry-wide consensus, once consensus was reached it was difficult for the parties
involved not to cooperate. Section C discusses the extent of penment leverage in the implementation of
the stabilization plans in more detail

If an industry's capacity-reduction goal, as established by the basic stabilization plan, was higher than
what could be achieved by individual firms, MITM or the responsible ministly recommended to the Industry
the formation of a carel to facilitate capacity reduction. Such cartels were not designed to cope with long
term resu gctung, but rather with short term price and production problems To accomplish this, supply was
artificialy restricted to force up the price. Tis prevented individual firms from cutting prices to gain market
shares and helped the industry to undertake the adjustment costs, normally undertaken by creditors or
goverment agencies in other countries. 'Me Japanese shipbuilding industry, for example, faced with a
dramatic decline in world demand for ships flowing the 1973-74 oil crisis and projections that future demand
would not approach pre-ol crisis levels, was designated stucurally depressed under the law. As required by
the law, a stabilization plan was drawn up in consultation between the govenment and industry calling for
roughly a 35% cutback in production capacity. Individual firm scrapping volumes were developed in
consultation between the industry, its associations and the government and were detennined on the basis of
firm production capacity. However, this scrapping effort proved insufficient to restore balance in supply and
demand; the Ministry of Trnsport thus recmmended that operating levels be adjusted to achieve production
cutbacks Consequently, particpatng companies formed an antireossion cartel in 1979 to facilitate the
inplementation of the scrapping prgam.

However, cartels had to be approved by FTC in order to obtain exemption from the Antimonoploy
Law. FIC would monitor the progress of a cartel and if prices recowed, It would refuse to grant the cartel
an extenion. 'Me spinning industry, for example, fmed a series of receson cartels to cut production and
increase pries, but the one fomd in 1981 lsted only 4 months because FTC determined that the position
of the industry was improving Similarl, the shipbuilding cartel was scheduled to terminate in March 192,
but the Ministy of Transport did not expect FTC to approve an ex ion because the industry had sucoeeded
In regaing 46.5% share of the world markt, albeit at reduced absolute levels, by 198.11
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Once approved, artel agreements were, In princple, enforceable as private contracts under Japanese
law, but cartels also relied lagel on voluntary cooperation of firms. Some cartel agreements provided for
Inspectors from Indusatty a ans to monitor compliance, and members who did not meet their obligations
were required to pay a flne.u

In addition, in order to failitate plans alling for scrapping of plant or equipment, the 1978 law
authorized the establishment of a Guaraitee Fund for depressed industries. lhe Japan Development Bank
provided 80% of this fund, and the private banks provided the remaining 20%. Firms that scrapped their
capadty in accordance with the stabilization program became qualified to borrow from commercial banks with
a loan guatee provided by the fund. These guarantees were considered necessay because long term loans
normally required plant and equipment as colla:.eral, which would hinder the companies' scrapping efforts.
The guarantees substituted as collateral so that companies that wanted to destroy some plant and equipment
could do so without jeopardizing their bank loans.U Of the 23 billion Yen in guarantees made by the end of
1981, almost 62% had been used by the shipbuilding industry alone."4

Fnally, small- and medium-sized companies were allowed to form industry assocations that purchased
and then scrapped equipment and facilities For example, in the synthetic fiber industry the joint scrapping
effort was coordinated within the Japan Chemical Fibers Association. The Association had commitees broken
down by type of flber, and each committee decided how much its member companies could scrap. These
company-specific decisions were based on two major factors-the company's easting production capacity and
Its existing share in the domestic and international markets.Bs

ML The 1978 Law for Specfic Depressed Regions was aimed at assisting the adjustment of small firms (mainly
subcontractors or suppliers of parts and components to large firms) which were concentrated in specific
regions badly affected by capacity and production reductions of large firms. The provisions of the law included
emergency loans by government financial institutions to small firms in trouble. The law also provided
incentives in the form of credits and subsidies to firms in the rowth sectors to telocate or to build new plants
in these depressed regions.16

In addition, a law for employment adjustment in the depressed regions was enacted in 1978. The
provisions of this law wiUl be discussed later in section D.

m. Th Smaler Entwprise Bus8iess Switcoe Act covering the period between 1976 and 1986 was quite
different from the production capacity reduction approach of the 1978 laws described above. Its purpose was
to aid troubled industries composed of small- and medium-sized enterprises by encouraging firms to move to
a different industry in order to be able to provide continued employment for their workers. The difference
between this law and the 1978 laws stemmed from the fact that the latter covered capital-intensive industries
and thus focused on scrapping excess equipment while the Smaller Enterprise Business Switchover Act covered
fims that produced a wide-variety of labor-intensive products subject to Import competition from lower-wage
Asian countries. Some of these industries included manufaturing of canned food products and saccharin,
leather goods, footwear, fir ks, metal dinnerware, porcelain tiles and ornaments, rattan blinds, silk-yarn
spinning and weaving, lnen weavi circular knitted fabrics and goods, embroideay lace, and agalomite mining.
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Once a firm's plan for changing over to a new activity was approved by the local government, the firm
would become entitled to: i) low interest loans from the central government's Small and Medium Enterprise

Agency and from the local government, ii) special tax credits on new investments, iii) consulting services from
the Small and Medium Enterprise Agency and the local government, iv) tax credits for merger with a firm in
another line of activity, and v) grants for retraining workers to facilitate the move to another activity.'6

IV. The 1983 Law for Structural Adjustment of Specic Industries replaced the 1978 legislation which expired
in April 1983. On average, 95% of the scrapping targets had been achieved by then. However, the second

oil shock and the weak Yen (which increased input costs) created additional problems for the depressed
industries.

The new legislation consisted of the same criteria and procedures for designation of structurally
depressed industries as in the 1978 Law for Stabilization of Specific Depressed Industries, but it differed from
the 1978 law in several other respects. It was designed not only to eliminate excess capacity, but also to assist
the development and applicatior of new technology and investment. The coverage of the law was broadened
to include both depressed and rising industries.

A major change from previous legislation was the provision for business tie-ups and contractual
arrangements among firms in the same industry. These covered production, transportation, marketing

agreements and mergers. MITI came up with the idea of business tie-ups with mainly the petrochemical
industry in mind. Some of the producers in this industry were so small that reducing capacity would have
meant closing them down altogether. Mm believed business tie-ups would result in more concentration in
the industry and facilitate the required capacity reductions."'

Production tie-ups were intended to facilitate the exit of underutilized, high cost capacity by allowing
a dozen or so producers to divide into three or four groups and concentrate production in the most efficient
plants. Transportation tie-ups were intended to reduce cross-hauling by allowing the company nearest the
customer to make delivery for sales made by other companies. The third type of tie-up involved the formation

of a common selling agent for several companies to market their most competitive products. Business tie-ups
were based on approval by FTC only if the combined market share of the companies was 25% or less. The
objective of business tie-ups was to raise or at least stabilize prices by facilitating oligopolistic coordination.
Higher prices, in turn, yielded the revenue to finance the costs of adjustment.1 ' Many economists disagreed

with business tie-ups, arguing that these arrangements could increase costs to the Japanese consumers in the
long run by restraining competition. Nevertheless, the law was passed by the diet at MITls insistence."

The 1983 Law also provided for a broader range of financial assistance measures to encourage shift
of resources from declining industries into more competitive activities. These measures included: i)
low-interest loans from the Japan Development Bank for equipment investment, modernization and
improvement; ii) extension of the Guarantee Fund for Depressed Industries to cover a wider range of
industries and the easing of the conditions of the guarantee; iii) grants for construction of coal-fired thermal

power plants to replace oil-fired plants; iv) grants for R&D to develop energy-conservation technologies; v)
grants for R&D to develop new products and lower production costs; vi) accelerated depreciation for
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modernization and capacity-reduction investment; and vi) reduction of fees for regiration of merge7s,
investment in kind, and transfer of business, as well as for license tax and real estate acquisition tax?1

As with the 1978 laws, employment adjustment measures were poided for under a separate statute
called the 1983 Law for Employment Assistance in Specifc Industries. lbis law wil be dicssed in section D.

C. Governmnt Levea In the of Stabilon Plans

As mentioned above, the 1978 and 1983 laws required that an industry voluntarily submit for
designation as structurally depressed if it was characterized by excessive productive capacity and over half of
the firms in the industry were experiencing financial difflculties. Although there were no legal requirements
that forced firms to cooperate, once designated as structurally depressed they were implicitly obligated to work
with the government to achieve a restructuring program. Similarly, there was an implicit understanding on

the part of government to provide guidance and assistance to the industry in the adjustment process.

Specific industry plans developed under the 1978 and 1983 Laws were the result of extensive
discussions and interactions between the industry cocerned and the government. Consultative councils and
the responsible ministry set the ground work for these interactions. Such councils typically consisted of
representatives from the troubled industries, government, and other related industrial sectors. The councils
recommended steps the industry needed to take in order to improve its position. On the basis of these
recommendations, the responsible ministry would develop a basic stabilization plan for the industry. These
stabilization plans provided for permanent production capacity cutbacks, or temporary adjustments in
operating level

Much of the lever that Mil and other agencies exerted over industry In the process of designation
and during development of capacity-reduction plans stemmed from the pervasive practice of "administrative

guidance. The government also used administrative guidance to encourage fims to comply with stabilization
plans or to shift into different product lines. Administrative guidance occaued when government officials
guided industries and firms in desired directions by infonnal means and without statutory authort. Ministries
justified the practice by imoking the broad statutory mandate of the laws under which they were established,
which called on the ministries to promote, regulate, and guide those industries under their jurisdiction.
Ministerial officials would summon representatives of a firm, an industy, or the industry association to their
offices and express their wishes or expectations. These may have been expressed in the form of a request, a
recommendation, or advice.O Some of the power of this guidance came from close personal ties among
govemment officials and the parties affected. Administrative guidance was therefre flexible and often
involved negotiations to reach agreement on desirable actions.2 Compliance was technically voluntary, but
the officials would not hesitate to use the various carrots and sticks available to them. For example, Mm
could place restrictions on new plant and equipment imvestment in the designated industries by withholding
access to investment funds, it could hold up building permits, regulate raw material imports, and provide
financial incentives to competitors.2 In recent years, however, the effectiveness of both administrative

guidance and the explicit instruments has declined as individual firms have established more sold fnancial
positionsY
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The other agents involved in the adjustment process were the powerful industry associations which
embraced the major firms in each industry. They were far more than data-collecting and lobbying groups.
They maintained a working relationship with MTIs industry bureaus and divisions. Officers of the
associations sat on formal MITI advisory councils attached to the industry bureaus and put forward policy
proposals for MMTI policy toward an industry. Associations were, therefore, ideal intermediaries for MITl's
attempts to impose direction on particular industries. They were authoritative representatives of the industry
on whom the acceptability of the proposed stabilization measures were tested, and they acted as the channels
for administrative guidance and for the organization of recession cartels.2'

Despite a generally constructive working relationship, industry and the government sometimes failed
to agree on certain issues. Proposed stabilization plans were occasionally a source of conflict between the
government and industry.

One major issue that resulted in conflicts was that Japan's larger firns were expected to carry out
production capacity cutbacks without govemment assistance. This practice was based on the govemment
perception that since major industrial companies were highly diversified and engaged in a number of economic
activities, they were financially capable of handling the adjustment process on their own and could shift
resources into other industrial activities within their own companies. The only government contribution was
essentially to exempt these large companies from the Antimonopoly Law while they were carrying out joint
scrapping actvities (see Box 1 for the shipbuilding industry example).

In addition to difficulties in agreements on who should cut back and where, in some instances the
government found it politically difficult to declare that an industry, or segments of an industry, should be
phased out and had to settle for less than what it would consider optimal restructuring. One example in the
shipbuilding industrywas when the government had essentially determined that Sasebo Heavy Industries should
be allowed to go bankrupt and close its doors. Although the government regarded this an economically
rational decision, the intervention of the Prime Minister forced the government to reassess Its position and
bail the fitm out of Its economic troubles. It was noted that since Sasebo was a major employer in the region,
its bankruptcy would have caused severe social, political, and economic problems in the area and employees
would find it difficult to move into other activities in that regionY

D. Employment A4justment Progams

Both the government and the private sector took action to facilitate the labor adjustment process.
The government passed several laws that provided subsidies to assist the firms with the costs of employment
adjustment. Firms-particularly large firms-in the declining industries carried most of the burdens of financing
and administering the employment adjustment process. Assisted in part by government subsidies, firms made
substantial efforts to retrain and relocate tiheir workers or to provide inducements for early retirement
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Dan 1: Tim Stabohnuaf Mm foa r fth Shipbauiding Industr

I the shipbuilding Wn"t, dtaeements doccred rg ng how the Indus"y stabilization plan should be
aid out and whoU d bear the burden ofcapacty reductions. pgovnmnt wante'A to see the laO e companies
cut Capacity and yt of the mall codrmpa down. liem smal companies wanted tho a8e ones to take all the cuts
becaus they d the bWr is ould afford to bear a grster portin of the burden, while the larger f6mn fet all
sbould sufFer equay. Companies that had recenty nved In uptodate bets ftro whkh they expected to ain compar-
ative advantage wanted speial emptions (berth b the atea where a ship res when at anchor or8t a wbart). All cmps-
nleswanted govanment asbnce in the torm of sabsdds to pay for eady _reirmeMt of Workeas, govenent procuet
progams, shme to supply dps as foreign a,as well as restortion of the earlIvet_mt rate subsidis for purchase
of ships by domestic and feign shipping ompaie

Even among the larger shlpbuilders themseves, dagemets exlstd as to the appropiat mix of capacty
reducions in prtr, it was diflcult to reach a consen because the plan caled for the swe major companies
(Mtbih IHI, Kasak Hitachi Mitsi, Sumlmoto, and Nippon Kokan) to bme arantonS of goernment loans to
small- and maedliumiszed fim in the indutry and to help in the loan repayments, een though these seven would receive
no goverment abtance otber than awmption frmm the Antimonopoly Law for the formation of recession cartel lhe
major sdpbuling companis therefore raied object to hdplng repay or guarantee loans which they were not entitled
to recev (USOAO, 1982b, p. 62).

Howevaer, agreemen wr fina readced becamu shipbuildn had alway been a closey regulated industy and
he Minstry of Thknpo ued Its leg authoity as leverage. Under the Shipbuilding Act of 19S0, the Ministry had been

autord to sue pemits to shipbuilding ompanes for the apansion of poduction facilities, and these companies wee
required to report to the Miniy the manudacture of all vesss above 2500 ton Although these measures were originally
Intouced to enable the Miniy of Thasport to regulate new enties into the dpbulding industry, they now appeared
to give the Ministry the por to en£fe the ratonalztion plan (USGAO, 1982a, p. 73).

be Mintry of Tranport bid dowu the goal of a 35% cut in total capacity after lengthy consultattio with
Indivdual firms, the Shipbuild s Asocation of Japan, the Cooperative Assocai ofJapan Shipbuilders and the ShWg
and/ Shipbuildhig Indesuto Ra o (;bati oun Ci, the Minist advisoy body. lie capacity cutbaks were detemied
based n the sie of shipbullda Al the 61 surviving firms ptcipated. Tbe cut backs in teamr of percentage of total
cutba* wer as foaow: the 7 major firms cut 40%, 17 semI-major fims cut 30%, 16 mediumnsized firms cut 27%, and
21 snag fims cut 15% (USOAO, 1982b, pp. 62-63).

lie governmnt asisd te smaer firnm but not the seven maor shipbuilders. The govment felt that the
laWe co_anies e dvrsifed and would be fnancaW capable of handng the abacks themselves and of shftg
tesoues into other dustril activities wthin their own compais For mallet fima that were to cut back, the Misby
of Tnsport st up the Designated Shi n Eerpdses Assoatio rapoible forpu ng faclities and equipment
from dspbuide and also forselling these itemsL The money reeived through the resale of land sad equipment was used
to bp lepy the bank loam The rmander of the oan was povided by aU of the companies involved in the cut backs,
inclu the sKev mjor companies To cuem repaymet, all shipbullders wre reqWred to pace 13% of the contract
price of each now vesd into a fund administered by the Shpbulding Entepies Asocaon (USOAO, 1982b, pp. 62W3).
By and lage, the newest dspyuds kept going whie the aldr ones were sapped or idled. Many were converted to othe
se Foresamp. one o f Mitsubibsi Heay Indus des' flue sdyads stad making offahore rg while anotherwas made

into a epaIr yard (Bayer, p. 60).
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L. Ministry of Labor Employment Adjustment Programs

To provide employment adjustment to workers in industries for which the government recommended
production capacity cutbacks, the Law for Employment Adjustment in Specific Depressed Industries was
enacted in 1978. A second law, the Law for Employment Adjustment in Specific Depressed Regions also was
passed to ease the impact in areas where depressed industries such as shipbuilding were important regional
employers. The 1978 laws expired in 1983, but were replaced by the Law for Employment Assistance in
Specific Industries which covered the period 1983 to 1988. These laws provided the framework for government
assistance to displaced workers in depressed industries and were administered by the Ministry of Labor. The
Ministry of Labor worked with the ministry responsible for the industry or region designated as structurally
depressed to ensure that employment adjustment was available to complement industrial and regional
adjustment. In general unemployed workers received unemployment Insurance, retraining and job-hunting
allowances. Unemployed workers from structurally depressed districts or industries were entitled to extended
unemployment benefits, higher retraining allowances and priority treatment in job-hunting under the 1978 and
1983 laws35

a. The 1978 Law for Employment Adjustment In Specific Depressed Industries provided for significant
subsidies to assist all firms in relocating, retraining, or retiring workers made redundant by capacity reductions.
These payments were made directly to firms and not to workers.

One provision of the law was that the Ministry of Labor reimbursed firms for relocating and retraining
permanent employees of firms in designated depressed industries. The subsidy amounted to as much as full
salary for six months if the government determined that a worker's new employment could be regarded as
training.

Another category of subsidy covered special allowances related to early retirement. Employees retired
between the ages of 55 and 60 usually received lump-sum bonuses of three or four times their annual wages,
rather than a continuing pension. Permanent discharges in depressed industries tended to be concentrated
among older employees, and they received both a regular retirement bonus and an extra bonus for early
discharge. The Ministry of Labor financed a fraction of the cost of the early retirement bonus (but not the
regular retirement bonus).

A third category of subsidy was for temporary layoffs, provided by the Employment Insurance Act of 1975.
Under the system of permanent employment, large firms typically paid as much as 85% of a worker's salary
during layoffs. The 1978 law enabled the Ministry of Labor to cover half of these payments for large firms
in trouble, and two thirds for small- and medium-sized firms.2'

In order to enforce the law, enterprises which reduced employment more than a certain amount in the
specified industries were required by the Ministry of Labor to declare their plans, including the proposed
assistance for the displaced workers in finding new jobs. Once the Employment Security Agency accepted the
plan as reasonable, it issued a spechl identity card. A job seeker who held this card was entitled to receive
extended payments of unemployment insurance, vocational training, and services necessary for reemployment.3'
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b. Tbe 1978 Law for Empklment Adjustment In Specfic Deprsed Rqos was the regkmal verson of the
aforementioned legislation. Under this law, the Minlstzy of Labor designated 44 rgions where both employers
and employees were qualified to receive employment adjustment asslstanceY

In addition to subsidies given to firms fot retraining and relocating displaced workers, the above
legislation provided direct protection for workers with at least one year of employment In a depressed industry.
Such workers were eligible for 12 months of unemployment compensation, paid directwly to them by the
Ministry of Labor. This law was different from the 1978 Law for Employment Adjustment in Specific
Depressed Industries In that the latter provided subsidies only to the fims The 1978 Law for Emplayment
Adjustment in Specifc Depressed Regions was vely important to workers in small firms because such firms
were not only not unionized but lacked the established systems of prmanent employment of large firms?3

Also, under this law, additional public works projects were undertaken In the depressed regions and
it was stipulated that at least 40% of the workers on these projects sbould be displaced workers from the
designated region.3

cf Mm 198 Law for Employment Assistance In Specfic Industies was formed by merging the two 1978 laws
for Employment Adjustment. The new law put a stronger emphasis on preventing unemployment. ITe law
stated that firms that planned to displace workers were to be subsidized at two thirds of the wage bill for six
months (three quarters in the case of small and medium sized frms) on the condition that the firm extended
six month's retraining for those they planned to displace. In addition, firms that employed displaced workers
were quaUfied to receive an employment subsidy of one quarter (one third for small frms) of the wage bill
for a year.34

IL Prvate Sector Employment A4dstment Efforts

Finding other employment for workers and retraining them have been crucial to the entire process
of industrial adjustment in Japan. Depressed industries demonstrated that private industry had the initiative,
ability, and flexibility to make large-scale e it ,nt adjustments.

Despite the subsidies provided by the Ministry of Labor, large Srms in declining industries paid
substantial amounts for layoffs, relocation, and early retirement. Government programs were therefore
augmented by those of large firms, In contrast to the practice in Western Europe and the United States where
governments have tended to take eclusive responsibility for unemployment compensation programs and
retraining and relocation schemes. In the context of the -Japanese lifetime employment system" and implicit
contracts with labor unions within the companies, large fims had a continuing obligation tO support or
compensate laid-off or discharged workers.36 Consequently firm were highly motivated to make the necessary
adjustment without laying off regular employees (see Box 2).
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Box 2: The Jap_new LlnW Empleymat S)Stem

ITe life-time empklyment of arge Japanese companies has traditionally meant employment until retirement.
Under the life-time employment system a large part of regular empleyee in large and medium size enterpries work there
for almost their entire workiag life. Regubr workers constitute 80-90% of total employees in these firms, but this
percentage declines as the size of the ftrms diminishe Regular workers normally retire at the age of 5S or 60 with a
retirement bonus, but re-enter the lbor market after retirement and stay in the bbor force until they are eligible for social
security at 65.

However, life-time employment with the same firm Is not automatically guaranteed. For example, if an employee
does not exhibit continual progress, he or she may be separated in mid- to lte-career, although an honorable ext is usually
aranged by the employing firtn by posting the employee in a less premising job at a subsidiaty or other retated firm. But
actual dismissal as a disciplinaty measure seldom needs to be obsered Insofar as a credible threat of discharge for
unsatisfactoty performance exdsts. Also, the potential loss of seniority and of retiremnent compensation diseourages the mid-
career exit of trained employees. As a result, the duration of employment tends to be relatively long for Japanese workers
(Aokl. p. 12). Also. most large Japanese companies hire numerous classes of workers in addition to regular workers,
including part-time, temporary workers, and subcontractors. Although the regular workers constitute up to 90% of the work
force of arge Japanese companies, the non-regular workers provide a sizeable number of workers that can be bid off in
the event of a substantial decline in production (Saxonhouse, p. 409).

In general, the maintenance of an employment reltionship has been of great value to the Japanese. For this
reason, if a reduction of labor is unavoidable as in the case of declining industries, it must be done as much as possible
without disrupting the employment relationship. Thus measures which by definition involve the termination of an
employment relationship like voluntary resignations solicited by the employer must be compensated for by generous financial
settlements. When the employer solicits a resignation, he is seen to be transgressing the implicit right of a regular worker
to work until tetirement implied in the notion of "lifetime employment". Thus, the lump-sum severance payment for such
resignations carries the prie for the breach of trust in addition to the pro-ated retirement lump-sum to take account of
the shortened kngth of serice. In principk, when the implicit rights and obligations are not honored, the adversely affected
worker may sue his employer in court and the employer could be penalized if he fails to establish that he had exhausted all
painkss means of employment adjustment before he resorted to request for redgnations (Dore and Taira, p. 71). The
managing director of Mitsui Petrochemical Industries, for example, was quoted in 1983 as saying "the rason we are making
great efforts to restructure is to preserve the permanent employment system that has fueled Japan's success" (Boyer, p. 60).

The life-time employment stem also has supported extensive investmnt in training and educatin by Japanese
irtms, thus increasing the flexibility of employment within a company (Nagapks, p. 11). Trining programs are strmtured

such that they not only develop the levl of a worker's skills but also inrease the workers knowledge and awareness of the
company. The initial training period for the regular wokers indudes an intensive introduction to the company's
oranization, product lines, production technolog, and nature of the competition. The purpose of such an extensive
orientation is to make workers fuly aware of their role In the company and the mutual responsibilities of employers and
employees. On the shop floor, this emphasis is supported by the stematic rotation of woars among a varity of jobs
within the company. Promotions are based on imprvements In skill levels and on expeience and ability in performing a
variety of jobs at each level. The amount and type of training gen to wokr depends upon the qxpected tenure of the
workers with the company. Regularwods, for eample, are trained and exposed to all phases of the company's operations
hrowghout their careers, while the part-time workers, tempory workes, and workers who have been trained at other
companies are placed in far less intensive training prgrams These training programs increase the flexibility and reduce
the cost of transferring regular workers among jobs should adjustment be required (Ow, pp 409-410)
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Before firing workers, one of the measures taken was a reorganization of the managerial structure,
consolidating units or sections, knocking out some steps from the ladder of promotions, or eliminating the
luxury of nonfunctional status rewards like associates, deputies and senior members. T'e next measure was
a cut in salaries and bonuses, including a reduction in executives' and managerial salaries." Management pay
cuts came in handy tactically when management negotiated wage reductions with unions. Managers also
reduced overtime, stopped hiring new workers, and laid off part-time workers. If they felt that was not
enough, managerswould urge early retirement with additional retirement pay. Fi ally, if worse came to worse,
managers encouraged voluntary retirement whereby younger workers who had expiessed a willingness to leave
were offered substantial severance pay and placement assistance.8

Japanese firms also took primary responsibility for retraining and shifting their workers into other
industrial activities when necessary. Workers retrained for new jobs either at the company's own facility (if
the firm was large enough) or at one of the hundreds of government centers around the country (if the firm
was smaller). Large firms in depressed industries were successful in transferring workers internally to healthier
divisions within the firm and loaned or placed their excess workers externally with a subsidiary company, an
affiliate within the industrial group, to the firm of a supplier or customer, or to a firm involved in an entirely
different industrial activity. However, the mechanism of relocation was less successful in industries with small
firms or in ones where group membership was less prevalent.39

The following are examples of several firms that were successful in relocating their displaced workers.
In the mid-1970's, Japan Steel lent some of its surplus workers on rotation to Isuzu Motors--several thousands
for a year at a time. The workers kept their Japan Steel wage and status, and Isuzu paid Japan Steel a lump
sum for their services. In aluminum refining, all six primary producers were members of a large group.
Aluminum refining had 15,000 workers in 1975 and about 4,000 in 1983. About half of the workers who left
the industry were reemployed by affiliated companies. Between March and September 1979, Mitsui, one of
the major shipbuilders at the time, laid off 2400 employees. Of those, 300 were lent to nearby Toyota plants
which were thriving at the time," Because workers were forced to take pay cuts in the transfer, Mitsui made
up the difference. Another 400 workers were shipped off to other Mitsui subsidiaries, w'hile the rest took early
or voluntary retirement.41

The experience of IHI, one of the other major shipbuilding companies, is another illustration of how
one such company dealt with its excess workers. When the shipbuilding industry went into recession, about
4,600 workers left IHI voluntarily. In addition, a mandatory early retirement program was established for
workers 55 to 59 years of age. Once these workers left, the company was able to draw up a plan to determine
how many workers should be shifted into other production groups within the company. IHI retrained some
workers to build jet engines while other workers were shifted into the company's nuclear power division. The
company also arranged the transfer of 500 workers to an auto plant north of Tokyo during the height of the
recession between 1977 and 1979. In general, growth industries were able to absorb excess workers from
depressed industries. For example, the arrangement between IHI and the auto plant was possible because at
the time the Japanese auto industry was growing rapidly and the auto company welcomed the additional
workers. According to IHI, all of the workers loaned to the auto company returned to IHI eventually, but not
to its shipbuilding divislon.C
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Excess textile workers also were absorbed by growth industries. A typical example is the case of the
cotton spinning segment of the industry. In the mid-1970's, spinning workers in Nagoya, the city most affected
by the industtys decline, were able to find jobs at a nearby auto plant."

In Japan, the practice of contracung out part of the production work to smaller firms and the
existence of a large percentage of women employees who were not regular or permanent employees in the
work force were the two major characteristics of the shipbuilding and textile industries, respectively. These
characteristics allowed firms greater flexibility in reducing employment than a labor force composed entirely
of regular employees would have permitted.44

There were several advantages to the Japanese system of employment adjustment. One advantage was
that the firms had a strong incentive to retrain or relocate a worker because as mentioned before firms had
to pay a large portion of the laid off workers' discharge payments even after government subsidies. If there
was a small chance that the worker would be needed in the future, the firm had a strong incentive to retrain
or relocate the worker. Also, firms would have more information about a specific worker's potential and
prospects for reemployment than public employment agencies. Due to higher wages, greater employment
security, and more extensive fringe benefits, competition for jobs in the large firms was keen and most of the
hiring was limited to young workers who were paid entry level wages. While large frmis had the contacts and
the influence to place their discharged workers with other large firms such as directly affiliated firms or other
firms in their business group, public employment agencies had a hard time placing discharged workers,
especially older workers, in large firms. Large Japanese firms also had some incenwive to find good jobs for
redundant employees because the labor unions monitored these placements. A poor record could result in
demands for higher discharge payments in the next round of labor negotiations. Fnally, because firms in a
business group had similar wage scales, finding jobs for discharged workers at comparable wages spared some
of Japan's declining industries of the social problems experienced by the unemployed workers in the U.S.
automobile and steel industries who normally have not been able to find jobs with comparable wages and
benefits to the ones they have lost.'

E. Other Types of Goerment Assistance

I. Efforts to Increase Demand. The government also took measures to increase demand for products in
declining industries. For example, the restructuring plan for the shipbuilding industry called for increasing
demand for Japanese vessels as well as reducing exdsting production capacity. It included the following actions
by the government: i) construction of 3 million gross tons of new commercial shipping under a 3 year
shipbuilding program; ii) provision of funds for a portion of the construction cost of each new vessel through
long term loans at low interest rates and the payment of a portion of the interest payment on loans; iii)
acceleration of the replacement schedule for government owned vessels; iv) extension of Japan's territorial
limits to 200 nautical miles which increased the government demand for patrol vessels; and v) introduction
of a program funded by the government and the private sector to encourage the scrapping of existing ships
through the Ship Disposal and Scrapping Promotion Association, providing subsidies for the disposal of ships

at 2,500 gross tons or above.4 '
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IL Prwcdoe fo Import Compeldoue tere Is no adequate evidence to support the notion that trade
buriers have beea a major fom of govnment assistance n the desigated deprcamed industries The 1978
laws made no fomal provism for protection from import compedtionm and there wer no Increass in tariffs
Also, Japan did not Introduce trade barers such as voluntary eport restants One of the objecives of
formation of cartels under the 1973 law was to ache a degree of price stabiity that may not have been
possible under unrestrined competition in the presenoe of substantial emess capacty. Many observes,
especialy in the United States, arued that the objectie of prke stability was not compatible with import
lberalztion, and therefore suspcted that the Japanese strtal adjustment polices were accompanied by
disguised protecdonist measur

Data on imports as a share of Japanese consumption for some of the depressed industries show that
trade bariers could not have been very importat In the ferrosilicon and aluminum industries becase Import
penetration actualy increased dnamdatally between 1978 and 1983 in these industries. In the phosphoric acid
industry, high transportation costs were the main reason for low import penetration and not informal trade
baers. Also, tade baries werenot a majot source of protecdon for the electric-urnace steel industry
because most of the compedtion came from domestic steel produced by conventional blast furnaces. Imports
remained a smal share of Japanese consumption throughout the period covered by the 1978 law In the
snthetic fiber industries, but the indust remained competitive in international markets and exports continued
to account for a large share of the Japanese production. Domestic prices actually fell slightly relative to world
prices

However, Import protection measures may have been a feature of the chemical-fertizer industries,
dcaaeied by veiy low import penetration. Te urea industry, for example, experienced no Import
penetration, despite a substantial Increase In domestic prices since the mid-1970's. In 1983, the average
domestic prie of urea at the factoy was $228 per metric ton. To maintain some level of exports, the Japanese
export price averaged $195 per metric ton. At the same time, landed US. producers' prices in Japan were
$145 per metric ton, but they could not gain a subsantial share of the Japanese market. As a result urea
became the focus of the US. crticism of the Japanese trade policy. US. officials argued that price
discrepandes in urea were too large to support any conclusion other than that the imports had been restrictd.

Although the 1978 legislation did not dirtly promote or cndone the adoption of trade barriers, it
is possible that in the process of coordinating capacity reducdons, both industty and Mlll officials may have
inclined to the view that sharp incres in imports woud be disruptive to the stabilization progrms and
therefore indirectly reifrcd tendes favoring the imposition of informal trade barriers

F. Othr Adjustmna Meawm Takn by the Idustry

In general, there was a willingess on the part of companies to undertake larg-scale rationalization
investments in order tO lower costs. For exampl, the iron and steel industry reacted to the slow growth of
demand and high energ costs by switching to coatinuous casting methods In addition, the shifted to gher
value specialty steels.
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Also, willngns was shown by many large and small enterprises to diversity their activities. In
response to the changing demand structure and technological progress, many businesses diversified down-
stream and into other related areas. The main examples were firms producing nonferrous metals and cement
who switched to production of new materials such as fine ceramics, and the iron and steel industries who
started producing robots.4"

IHI and Kawasaki Heavy Industries were among some of the shipbuilding companies that branched
out into new fields of business. H1I, for example, set up two deparinents in July 1986 to study possible new
operations, including some in the service industry. The company included various new lines of business in its
articles of incorporation, such as real estate, the management of sports, leisure facilities and hotels, the
marketing of apparel, furniture, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and cars, and a temporaly manpower service.
Kawasaki Heavy Industries established a factory automation center to integrate its high-tech operations,
including industrial robots and electrical systems and also got involved in domestic Infrastructure development
projects and the leisure industry."

G. The Impact of Industrial Poliy In Declining Sectors

What makes Japan different from other Industrial countries is that its comprehensive policy for helping
the declining industries allowed these industries to settle into gentle rather than convulsive decline.
Government, business and labor worked together to shift resources out of the ailing sectors of the economy
into the healthy ones with relatively little pain. Although the adjustment was carried out mainly by the private
sector, industrial policy ensured the restructuring and elimination of capacity in an orderly manner by
encouraging cooperation between firms in depressed industries.

In the 1970's government assistance was oriented towards promoting the reallocation of resources and
much larger assistance was extended to employment adjustment and aid to small firms. Employment
adjustment assistance worked to the extent that those who received subsidies were often re-employed in similar
activities. After 1983, adjustment assistance policy moved towards more active intervention to promote
innovation, not only in new areas but also in industries in which frms were already engaged.

L Success Rate In Achieving Capacity Reduction Targets

Overall, the capacity-reduction process worked well, and most of the industries designated under the 1978
law met the targets for capacity reduction specified in their basic stabilization plans. Several industries shed
substantially more capacity than planned in anticipation that their industrys international competitiveness
would continue to decline. The synthetic-fiber industries scrapped less than planned because of an increase
in the worldwide demand for synthetic fiber. One exception was the electric-furnace steel industry. Fearful
of losing their market shares, some of the more aggressiv producers consistently avoided capacity reduction-
If they owned two or more furnaces, they either shut down one while expanding capacity in the others, or they
replaced old funaces with new ones. TMe most unyielding company of all was the leading producer Tokyo
Steel Manufacturing which accounted for 10% of industry sales. The company disagreed with the view of the
industry association and MITI that the industry had lost its competitiveness. Although the industrys
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stabilization plan called for reduction in capacity, it permitted investment to upgrade the production process.
Consequently, Tokyo Steel and a few other firms undertook an aggressive modernization program that
ultimately led to an increase in capacity.5

In general, capacity reductions appear to have been accomplisbed largely by means of planned
allocation of capacity reductions in the concentrated industries and the exit of small firms in the
unconcentrated industries. For example, more than 20% of all firms exited from ammonia, ferrosilicon,
shipbuilding, phosphoric acid, wool, and cotton industries, with exit concentrated among the smallest firms.52

II. Success Rate In Reallocation of Dischared Labor

According to the FTC, 39,000 jobs were lost in the designated industries, excluding shipbuilding, in
1978. A study by the United States General Accounting Office reports that in 1978 there were about 21,000
workers on the unemployment-compensation roll who had been continually employed in a designated industry
(other than s'iipbuilding) for at least a year prior to being discharged.53 This suggests that perhaps half of the
workers found other employment without showing up on the vnemployment-compensation rolls.

In the shipbuilding industty, 27,000 jobs were lost in 1978, of which 25,000 were on the unemployment
rolls. indicating that most did not move directly to new jobs. The reemployment of shipyard employees was
difficult because of the large numbers involved and the geographic distance of some shipbuilding locations
from major metropolitan areas. In addition, shipbuilding was a large local employer in several areas. Thus,
unemployment in shipbuilding led to additional unemployment in local supply and service industries,
aggravating the problems of shipyard workers in finding other employment54

On the whole, the magnitude of unemployment problem associated with depressed industries was not
severe. Unemployment peaked in 1978, with 47,000 workers on the unemployment-compensation roll,
representing only 5% of the total number of workers who received unemployment compensation in 1978. By
1979, that figure declined to 19,000.

It is not certain whether the moderation of the unemployment problems in the depressed industries
can be entirely attnrbuted to the 1978 legislation. First, it is possible that some workers withdrew from the
labor force. For example, in two industries (wool and cotton spinning), 71% of the workers were women who
often left the labor force once they were discharged. Also, the low economy-wide rate of unemployment made
reemployment more likely.6
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THE UNITED KaNGDOM

A. Overview

Several initiatives hav been taken at the industruy vel over the last two decades to assist the process
of industrial restructuring. These attempts have usually been directed both at initiating or accelerating the
process of restructuring, and at influencing the form or direction of such adjustment--i.e., they have been
concerned with both the speed and the quality of restructuring, AU of these attempts have invohled some role
for the government which may be grouped as follows:

(i) he work of the Industrial Reorganization Corporation (IRC) over 1966-71. IRC was a gov-
ernment-funded institution that was set up with the specific task of promoting industrial
reorganization through mergers

(ii) Tle sectoral rationalization schemes promulgated under the 1972 Industry Ac.

(iii) Schemes, such as the Laards Scheme to rationalize the steel castings sector and other
selective assistance to declining industries.

In addition to the above, the gnment also has pursued regional polices that have been mainly
concentrated in areas with declining industries and housing policies that have been aimed at increasing the
mobility of labor.

The restructuring of declining industries has basicaly involved capacity reduction and labor shedding
by firms. The process of employment adjustment has been one of collective bargaining among employers and
trade unions on a firm by firm basis.

The next section reviws the role of the government in industrial restructuring, and section C discuses
the Redundancy Payment Act of 1965 and provides examples of employment adjustment at the firm leveL

B. Government Assstane Progms

Since the 1960's, the govenment has.assisted with the industrial restructuring of declining sectors
through several means including the Industrial Reconstruction Corporation founded in 1966, the Industry Act
of 1972, a series of ad hoc measures to help various industries in trouble, and regional and housing policies
focused in area affected by delining industries.

L The Indushial ReorganlzaIliIn Corporatin

The IRC was set up in 1966 as a publicly funded organization but with a high degree of independetnce
from government, with the object of promoting megers where there was a scope for exploitng ecnomies of
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scale and achievintg a more radonal use of resou It was not intnded to be a state holdng company. In
practice, it achieved most of hs reslts througb advice and persuaion, using the offer of fnanl assace
as an i ve. TIhe IRC was closed down in 1970 but provd to be quie active in Its short life being
involved in over 70 mergers or reorga ons Its princpal oDntribution was as a catyst to ran
and in securng the services of apptopriate top managers for the reor_nbized s Povsio of face
was of secondary imporan-partly because the bacing of the IRC would tend to improve the compans
aocess to the market anyway-but was useful as a means of secug the cooperation of targot companes lhe
IRC is generaly credited with having tescued the UK bail-bearing industry and having sucoefuy reorganized
the mining machiry sector and parts of the electrical and electronima sectos Among its other mmst famous
intventions were the creation of British Lyland and the baclng of the General Elric Compan (GEC)
takeover of associated Electical idustries (AEI), to form, in GEC the largest and strongest group of
electrical engineering and electoi. It also showed some preference for nationalist solutions, backing British
companies In the face of possible foreign takeovers. For example, in balibeaings it created Rm Hoffman
Pollard as a means of preventing the Swedish fim SKF from takg over Ransom.l Although IRC is seen as
having excuted Its objecives with great efficincy, doubts have been raised as to whether the emphash on
merges as the sole solution to industrial restructring needs was justifed.2

IL 1972 Industy Act Schemes

The principal schemes of industrial restucturing were: (i) the Cotton Industy Scheme (1959-64), (ii)
the Wool Textile Scheme (1973-79), and (iii) the Clothing Industry Scheme (1975-79).

7Te objective of the schemes was to modernize and resuctr these traditional industries in order
to meet the growing challenge of intenatdonal competition. lhese scmes were aimed at the scrapping of
obsoete plant and machinery and ther replaceamt by more up-to-date equipment. A net reducon In oveal
capacity and the rationaliation of production in fewer larger units frequently featured as addional objectives.
The schmes involved a set of incentives in the form of interest relief gans and low interet loans under
diferent headings, such as equipment scrapping, plant closure, compensation for redundancies and
reivestment. Pardcipation In schemes was voluntary, but assince was usually automatic lf the criteria were
met .1n most cases, fms could qualI for assistance under one heading independently of whethr they took
action under another.

Asessments of the results of these schemes suggest that they were all succso Xi meeBtg some of
their objectives. e scrapping and redundancy incntives under the Cotton Industry Scheme led to a
reduction in the number of fims in the industr, however, there was litle particpation In the re-equipment
measures. The main result was theefore an aeleatn of the rate of contraction rather than the
wacvement of restructurig as a basis for survval. Ihe Wool Txtle Schme also is judged to hae
acoelerated the rate of capacity reduction, both tdough firm withdrawals and through plant clsures of
continuing fims (some 10% of estabishments were closed between 1973-75). But the greater emphasis on
reequipmen asitnc brought about a sharp increase in modem plant and buligs whh albowed the
sector to widen its markes and compete in higher quality market parcuarly in the export field. Under the
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clothing Indu"tty Scheme, the results were less dramatic; but the scheme brought about some rationalization
of production and of warehousing within companies.

Howev, an important objective of all these schemes had been to alter the fragmented structure of
these industries by eliminating the weaker, smaller firms, and promoting mergers. This was motivated by the
conmn that fnancial weakess would restrict the ability of firms to undertake the necessary strategic
investments to meet the pressures of intematioal competition, as welU as by a presumption that substantial
unexploited economies of scales existed in the production and marketing spheres. In practice, the schemes
were unsuessful In these respects In many cases, the principal form of rationalization occurred within firms
through plant closures Among firms that did withdraw, there was no clear predominance of small, less
efficient firms. In addition, there was an almost total absence of mergers resulting from these schemes.
Several reasons have been given for the failure of these schemes to encourage restructuring around a smaller
number of larger, more efrcient and financially more stable firms:

- Unwillingness of smaller firms to exit may have been related to a lack of employment
opportunities for owners, managers and workers in the remote locations in which these firms
were situated.

* ihe scope for economies of scale in production were overestimated.

a There was an insufficient number of larger firms with the necessary management expertise
and financial strength to initiate mergers.

* The incentives for profitable firms to rationalize were reduced since grants were netted out
from capital aUowances for corporation tax purpose3

IL Sel Asdstac to Decining Industis

Besides rationalization sponsored by the IRC and the Industrial Act Schemes, a number of industries
posed sufficiently intractable problems during the 1960Ys-0s to be seen as meriting special treatment.

a. be Ship1uildng Industry

One such industiy was shipbuilding which had become a declining industry with substantial regional
concentration. Even by 1960, the United Khingdoms share of what was then a growing market was declining.
Ihe shipbuilding Industry Board was established in 1966 to bring about reorganization, and special credit terms
were made available to ailng firms; but by the end of the decade a number of the reorganized yards were still
in trouble Most of the aid injected into the indusuy between 1965-66 and 1973-74 went to Upper Clyde
Shipbuildes, Harland and Wolff (in Northern Ireland) and Cammeli Laird (on Merseyside). Ihe main
motivation for the provision of aid was undoubtedly the avoidance of unemployment. In spite of the cal for
icreased productivt in succesive reports on the industrv, both productivity and employment remained stable
after 1970 when the relatively substantial injection of gvernment funds had begun. British Shipbuilders (BS)
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was formed after the nationalization of the industry by the labor government in 1977. At that time, BS was
made up of 32 subsidiaries covering 70 manufacturing sites, including merchant and warship building and a
range of related activities, and employing 87,000 people. Only the specialist warship building yards were
profitable. Subsequently world demand for new merchant ships remained low, and shipbuilders in many
countries made substantial financial losses. By March 1987, following several rationalization programs,
closures and the 1986 privatization of warship yards, employment at BS had fallen to 6500. Between 1977 and
1987, over 47,000 employees were declared redundant, and many yards and related facilities were closed or sold
out Against this background BS negotiated a number of major national agreements with the trade unions
aimed at improving labor productivity, covering such issues as mobility of employees, flexibility within and
between occupational groups, and the greater use of both fixed-term contract labor and subcontracting.5

Section C reviews the process of employment adjustment by BS in more detail.

b. The Steel Castings Industry

Another industry that received government assistance was the steel castings industry. In 1975, there
were about 60 firms in the UK steel castings industry, operating about 90 plants. The largest four firms (each
with multiple plants) accounted for almost half of total industry output.6 Over the period 1975-81, demand
for steel castings fell rapidly and 10% of the industrs capacity was closed. Much of the labor force in the
industry was skilled and long serving, and therefore qualified for substantial redundancy payments, estimated
at up to six months salary after allowing for government subsidies. Nevertheless, the labor force was reduced
quickly in line with the fall in output over this period. There were, however, significant lags of up to two years

in the adjustment of capital through the closure of foundries. Most of these closures occurred in the period
1979-80, mainly plants of above average size. Around 60% of the capacity closed was owned by the two largest
groups in the sector, Weir Group and F. H. Uoyd, both of which owned several steel foundries and had

extensive actvities in other areas of engineering. A further 30% of capacity closed was in five foundries shut
by diversified firms that quit the industry altogether by closing all their plants. The remaining 10%/ of closed
capacity was in four foundries owned by undiversified independent firms who went out of business altogether.
Independents accounted for 35% of total industry capacity but only 10o of capacity closed. Many of them
were owner-controlled, and for them plant closure would have meant bankruptcy. Delaying closure was
attractive because it allowed the owner managers to continue to draw a salary and offered a chance of
redeeming their capital if trading conditions improved.7

This adjustment procs, however, was both too slow--in that excess capacity persisted despite closures-
-and inappropriately structured--in that the plants which closed were not always the least efficient. In 1982,
at the request of members of the industry, a rationalization scheme was sponsored by the government and the

merchant bank Lazard Brothers in order to speed up capacity reductions. The scheme, which took nearly two
years to complete, involved cash payments to firms which closed plants, financed by a voluntary levy on the

industty and a substantial contribution from government. Under the scheme, 12 firms closing some 14 plants,
received a total of 15.4 million Pounds Sterling in compensation, of which the government contributed nearly
half. This amounted to roughly 30% of annual sales and was sufficient to generate a small positive return
from closing. A substantial number of firms in the industry took advantage of the voluntary nature of the

scheme and did not contribute. The need for a government contribution arose primarily from the failure of
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these members to participate.' The largest foundry to close during 1982483. accounting for nearly one third
of scrapped capacity, was owned by Investors in Industry, a large government-sponsored bank. Fully
independent firms closed only two foundries, accounting for only 2% of plants dismantled. Firms with limited
financial resources were reluctant to close their plants, noting the high costs involved and the probability that
this would precipitate bankruptcy and the loss of jobs for both workers and executives. In the steel foundry
industry, plants could not be abandoned without extensive site clean-ups. The largest cost was relocation of
employees and severance payments to redundant employees. The diversified firms anticipated lower cost under
all headings since they could avoid or lower some closure costs by moving assets and people to other divisions.9
Although a substantial amount of capacity was closed under the scheme, there have been reservations as to
its overall success. First, the delay of two years in negotiating the agreement in the general sector stopped
the process of market driven adjustment during this period. There is therefore some doubt as to whether the
scheme in practice achieved a faster rate of adjustment than would have occurred any way. Moreover, as
demand continued to fall, excess capacity persisted, with the result that contributing firms were unlikely to
have repaid a return on their investment. Second, the pattern of closure suggests that the scheme had little
impact on the quality of adjustment, ie., as in the earlier phase of adjustment (1975-81), a significant
proportion of closing plants were not necessarily the least profitable.0

c. The Crude Steel Industry

Industrial restructuring also took place in the crude steel industry. The principal characteristic of the
steel industry in the UK in the post war period was its low performance by international standards due to
enterprise units being too numerous and too small in capacity. In 1967, the 14 largest enterprises were
amalgamated by the Labor Government into the state owned British Steel Corporation (BSC). A lack of
modernization and concentration had resulted in major slumps in profits and had further increased the indus-
tys lag behind its foreign competitors. In 1973, the Conservative Government adopted an ambitious 10 year
program of expansion. The program envisaged large-scale closure of obsolete plants and a loss of 30,000 jobs
out of 210,000, concentration of production at six modern giant plants, and an increase of production capacity.
Implementation of this program, however, was embarked on at a time when the world-wide steel slump was
beginning and the volume of the British market was declining steadily. The situation was exacerbated by the
fact that modernization was started too late and that even during the crisis the bulk of the steel was being
produced by outdated production methods. Between 1974 and 1977, in spite of mssive decline in demand,
the Labor Government continued with the investment policy and the intended closures were not implemented
due to opposition from politicians and unions. By 1977, financial pressures had grown to such an extent that
the original expansion program was cut down to half, and in cooperation with the unions the closure of
unprofitable plants and a reduction in the number of jobs by 40,000 was initiated. While this policy of
shrinkage envisaged a gradual job reduction over a prolonged period, the Conservative Government that came
to power in 1979 decided to find a solution to the BSC problem quickly, without much consideration for steel
workers or steel regions. Nevertheless, the objectives of regaining profitability by 1980/81, of having radically
liquidated so-alled over-employment and of producing at the same standards as European competitors was
not achieved. In 1981, the Government came up with an even more massive survival plan involving partial
privatization of the industty which meant further reductions in employment and production capacity. Once
union resistance to this reorganization was broken, the role of the unions became confined to negotiating
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redundancy payments (see Section C, Box 1 for more detas on collectie bargaining agreements betweea BSC
and the unions).1

IV. Re#anal PoUis

Regional policies have been aimed at helping those prs of the coy where unemployment has
been pestently above avenge, usually because they have conDind a disproportionate share of older
industries subject to long term decline. hese regions also have tended to be areas where incomes are below
aveage, The areas bave been caed 'development ae or "development dstrics, and their boundaries
have varied from time to tm he pvisions of regional policy have changed fruetly, but the essence has
remained the same-to provide incentives for investment in new plants in development areas and to discoutage
exansion in prosperous and congested areas. The main hicenti have taken the form of espely favotable
investment allowances (higher rates of initial allowance being avlabble in these areas), but also of the
provision of cheap loans and outright grants, of factoty premises at low rents, and of new roads and other
Industrial infrastuctur Industrial Development Certificates-planning permissions necessay for industrial
oansion-have been granted more readDy in development areas than elsewheremn

New measures, announced shortly after the Conservatives came to power in May 1979, severely
curtailed the geographical area of the country eligible for specal assistance, limited the rates of grants
available, and imposed a four-month moratorium on payments. Levels of expenditure (in real terms) eventual-
ly stabilized at approximately 30% below the level of the mid-197Ys--the very high ebels of unemployment
providing some impetus to their continuation.'3 However, between 1979 and 1983, the government established
11 'enterprise zones mainly in the more depressed areas, Icluding places like Corby (hit by steel closures)
and the Wle of Dogs in London's dockland. Their success led to the establishment of 14 more zones which
proved vey efctve in attating new development. hese zones ranging from about 60 to 400 hectares were
to receive the following incentives for ten yeam

* Exemption from rates and development land taL

* Easing of the corporation tax burden on industral companies through 100% capital alow-
ances for industrial and commeral bufldiW

* Removal of tax disincentives to mergers.

* Exemptions from planniAg controls and Industrial Development Cercates.

* Streamlining of customs and warehousing procedures4

A mjor cicism of the regional deveopment gat system, which bad become the mantaY of polc

in the post-war years, was the diproportioae degree to which it favord exensv capital-intesive projects
which often created very few jobs As a rst, a major switch in poli ocared in 1983 whi efSectvely
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limited grants to 3000 Pounds Sterling per job created and gave greater impetus to service sector
developments. But the overall effect of the changes was to limit expenditures even further.'

In 1987/88, there was a further decline in funds allocated for regional policy objectives as well as a
shrinkage of the area in which businesses were eligible for regional assistance. Up to 1987, firms in these
assisted areas could obtain subsidies principally for capital expansion in manufacturing industry and certain
service industries. These grants were either provided on an automatic basis, Regional Development Grants,
or on a selective basis, Regional Selective Assistance. In early 1988, the government announced the phasing
out of regional development grants and automatic forms of assistance. In its place a general business
development initiative with strong regional elements was established. Its aim w-rs to improve the managerial
skls and strategies of small and medium-sized businesses in the assisted regions by subsidizing their use of
private sector consultancy in specific functions, such as design, marketing and quality management. Thus,
subsidization of capital, which had proved unable to arrest regional decline in the past, had been partly
replaced by subsidizing managerial skills, which have been in short supply. Businesses located in designated
urban areas, facing exceptional problems due to structural changes, also have been eligible for subsidized
consultancy services under the new business development initiative.16

V. Housing Polcies and their Impact on Labor Mobility

The geographical concentration of declining industries has coincided with widening disparities in
regional unemployment. This would seem to suggest the existence of serious inhibitions to inter-regional labor
mobility, since unemployed workers would otherwise teu.d to migrate to regions where the prospects for finding
a job are better. Housing policies and regional differences in the housing market are widely seen as having
impeded the movement of labor in general, and in particular from unemployment areas. Rent control on large
proportions of the private sector has resulted in sharp contraction of the private rental market. This
contraction has seriously undermined the private rented sectors function of supplying short-term housing for
migrants into an area. An important feature of the housing market is that more than a quarter of all
households are living in publicly-owned accommodation (council houses), which are predominantly located
in high unemployment areas. Studies have shown council tenancy to be a strong deterrent to inter-regional
mobility. A council tenant wishing to move from a high unemployment region to a more prosperous one must
find vacant council housing in his destination area. With many more council tenants wishing to leave high
unemployment regions than prosperous areas, migration of council tenants has become difficult. Regional
differences of house prices also can act as a barrier to migration of owner-occupiers from depressed areas.
As wages are relatively uniform across regions, the real wage of the migrant wil improve to the extent that
prices are lower in the destination area. Taking account of the housing costs, the real wage of the migrant
would actually fall, thus weakening the economic incentives to move."

Although the housing market distortions act as a brake on labor moving to areas of relatively high
demand for its services, they should facilitate the relocation of businesses from prosperous to depressed
regions. Yet there seems to be strong reluctance on the part of both businesses and managers to move into
more depressed areas. Senior managers may be reluctant to move to depresseL areas because of perceptions
of the lack of social infrastructure and dereliction of the environment. Employers may be hesitant to move
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due to actual or perceived ski dency and motivatonal problems with the workforce in the depressed
region. High local tax rates on businesses often found in depressed areas, as loc councls tiy to make up for
contractwn of their tax base by heavy taxation on businesses, also may act as a deterrmn to incoming
businesses.'8

The policy response to regional disparity in the 1980's has had two distinct aspects. First, masures
have been taken in the field of housing policy and pension transferability in order to incrase the mobility of
labor. Second, financial assistance to businesses has been used to attract them to deprived areas. The major
alms for housing policy in the past decade have been to spread home ownership, enabling private landlords
to mnake reasonable returns so as to provide accommodation for those wishing to rent, and to encourage the
private secto. to take a greater responsibility In running pubim. housing. In accordance with these aims, the
Government initiated legislation in 1979 enabling council teuAnts to buy their home at a discount. During
the same period, rent controls were relaxed somewhat The housing Bill presented to Parliament in 1987
calUed for further developments along previous lines. Investment in private rented housing was encouraged
by the extension of the Business Expansion Scheme in the 1988 Budget to give relief on inmestment in
companies providing rented housing under the new assured tenancy scheme. Although the increase in owner
occupation which has taken place is likely to enhance labor mobility, the effects may prove to be small. Buyers
of council flats in high unemployment areas are uo!kely to move to more prosperous regions, since that might
entail a cut in real wages as discussed before. Mobility across regions should be increased, however, by some
measures taken by the government to even out the disparity of house pricel For example, recramation of
derelict land and redevelopment in high pressure areas may have moderated the rise in housing prices.
However, restrictions on land development in many prosperous regions remains in force."'

C. Employment Adjustment

In 1965, the govenment cteated the Redundancy Payment Act in order to incease the flexibility of
the nation's industrial base and its ability to moderniz7e Unemployment was low at the time and the primaTy
concern was shifting to newer modes of production and expanding Britain's economic base to compete in
future markets. The Act established the idea that an employee gains the equivalent of property rights to his
or her job by virtue of years of service with the company. Those rights include the pthrileges and security
associated with seniority, as well as rights to the job itselL The Act called for advanced notification of
impending cutbacks and lump-sum payments to workers who were laid off. Employers were required to give
30 days' advance notification to the Department of Employment before a redundancy iMnolving 10 employees
or more were to occur. Ninety days were required when the redundancies involhed more than 100 employees.Y'
The amount of the lump-sum payment was expressed in terms of number of weeks of pay for years of service
at different ages. Yeas worked when the worker was 18 to 21 resulted in a half week's pay per year. Each
year worked when age 22 to 40 yielded I weeks pay. The worker was credited with 15 wee' pay for each
year worked from age 41 to the normal retirement age A worker had to have at kast 2 years of service
beyond the age of 18 to be eligible for the statutowty ment Payment levels wete linked to age basd on the
assumption that older workers had more to lose in the event of displacement The Act also established a
Redundancy Fund, flnanced by a surcharge on t'e National Insurance tax The fund had two purposes first,
it made payments to redundant employees whose employers were unable to fulfill that obligation, and second,
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the fund reimbursed employers for 60% of the costs of redundancy payments. In 1986, however,
reimbursements to firms with 11 employees or more were phased out. The reimbursement structure initially
reduced the costs for companies experiencing redundancies, undercutting some political opposition. Also, the
governmental share of redundancy expenses was decreased over the years by lowering the proportion of
employer exenses reimbursed32

Most larger companies provide exira payments to supplement their statutory obligation. TMe amount

of the payments varies wita the wage level, seniority, and age of the work force affected, and this is usualiy
not made public by the companies. It is estimated that the extra payments tend to result in two to three times
the level of payments mandated by law. lhese payments are found in nationalized industries, particularly those
tied to the European coal and steel community. These redundancy payment levels reflect the effect of
standards established by the European Coal and Steel Community and, to some extent, funds from the
Community. As part of attempts to nationalize coal and steel production in Europe, Community funds have
been used to ease the costs involved in closing less productive facilities. The contributions have been applied
to early retirement packages, training, and redeployment as well as to redundancy pay.2

Early critics of the Act feared that the costs would discourage employers from imposing necessary

redundancies. But, in practice, the payments have facilitated dismissals. The Act created an orderly process
so that a manager could reduce a work force with an easier conscience and reduced costs and arguments. The
statutory program not only created a universal payment which was considerably beyond the general standards
of the time, but it also stimulated the growth of private-sector schemes which built upon this base. Extra

payments, a rarity before 1965, became a normal part of the redundancy plans of medium-sized and larger
firms. The Redundancy payments Act also changed the role of unions. Prior to the Act, unions typically
resisted the imposition of redundancies. With the growth of redundancy payments, however, many workers
found the payment attractive enough to justify volunteering for redundancy. There has often been little
support for opposing redundancies. The union role has shifted from fighting redundancies to bargaining for
larger payments (see Box 1).

Statutory redundancy payments arose as an attempt to encourage labor mobility, altd they were a

consolation prize designed to reduce employee resistance to industrial innovations. In a growing economy with
low levels of unemployment, the payments were appropriate for such a role. As unemployment increased,
however, redundant workers found that the loss of a job was not followed by re-employment and payments
were quickly exhausted. Redundancy payments were created within the context of labor policy, but as long-
term unemployment has become more common among the workers affected, they have become closely
associated with welfare policy. They have become, in effect, an element of the British income maintenance
structure24
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DBa 1: The Process dCollsecve Baphiig In te UK

Employment adjustment in the decming sectors In the UIK has geneally ta plae thro a process of
collective bar ig beten the employes and the tade unios Tbe following are two ccmpes of employment
admet by two public firms in the ddpbuilding and the steel industries resectively.

Given the steadily woseing conditions in the merchant shiig market m the 1970s and the f ca osses
being incurrd, h was apparentth f the Britsho Shipbukldes (BS) was to surve, major improvments in competiens
and some cpacty reductions wouWd have to be made. e trade unions were at first opposed to contction adrun-downs,
and they agre to i moes in this dion o n the condion that capacit wsetained on a care and mainece
basis The Confederatwn of Shpbuidig and Engieei unios (CSEU) was strongly opposed in principle to compulsory

and adopted a policy of suppordng local action whereer a majority at the yad conteted them. The early
reduion in mapower were achieved fitly easily, snace many workers accepted the beneft offered by the special
improved redundany compenation achemei the effeceness of this scheme, which was funded by successv goverments
and appd unil the end of 1986, was furthered by union agreemen ceng trsfe between sites and rerutment

eam With thexeption of some total site dowes, the rundown of theworkforcewas achieved lergy by a combiation
of vu y rodundancy under the specal statutoy sheme, tnmsfers between sites, and rtuainig. When the eededlbor
force duction was not fortming by voluntary means, BS offered cae counseng and, wbere possible, tansfers to
other company loaon Itall, given the geogaphial concentmtion of work sites, tunsfers could be offered within
tesonable daily traeg distanes Hoer, as the number of yards dea sed such moves began to Invobe greater
disa and to become lss attractive. In general the warshp Wlding yards often offered trnsfer opportunities for
employe fom the rapidly contracting merhant shipping yads, but the priaraization of the wwahp yars in 1986 cos
this optio Widespread kwledg of the industrys difficulties and the eaent of overpacity limited the likehood of
hetive industrial actio being taken agit dosures tUnder British labor law, an employer can dimiss striking works
without compensation f that actin b hes their emplyment contract Hence, taking industril acion against dos
in cirumstnce of demonstable ovapacity was likely to entail the dsk of dismissal and mss of some or a8l potential
redundcy benefits. In generl, the conractio took place wthout major industial acotn, though there were sone
resistance, includg a prooned strike at Cammeil Laird and an occupation at the Robb Caledon yard when dosu
without compuloy redundnq seemd inipossible Given BSs status as a deficit nationized industry dependent on
govrment subidies, proucted union-led industil action aginst capacity redctions carried the risk of prvking
cutbacks in goenm financal support (Goodman, pp. 604605).

The case of the Brtish Stee industry Is another cample of employment adjustment in a depressed Industry. In
1967, when the govrment merged and nationalized 14 major steel companies to form the Brtish Steel Corporatin (BSC),
thecompany found itsefbargaingwith 23 unions The lading unio was the Iron and Sted Trades Confedetn (ISC,
which rprsed close to 50% of BSC employee Other unions which werc more craft orented worked togeher through
the Nationl Crafsmens Coord ating Commiee (NCCC). A special steel committee of the Trdes Union Congress
(lUC) helped coordinate union actitis vis-a-vs BSC. In 1979, the BSC decided to move forwd with a policy of drasic
clsurs of what it judged to be obsolete works, or parts of worka In the face of strong opposition to such cosures by the
ISTC, the corpoation proceeded to negotiate spedal termination agreements on a plant-by-plmt asis. WhUe some effots
ware made to transfer diplacd employees to continuing operatio t al factors led to few of such transfers. In the fist
plaoe, the d u were far-ahing, and few opporun wee avable Second, union and management both essed
the traditional reitance of Britis workers to movi en short ditces There ware, however, a number of cases in
which young and old worke changed placs, permitting the former to retain their employment in the steel indty while
the later chode layoff (with benefits) or eady retirement.
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Do 1: The Proem of Collectve BDa_ng In the UK (conI.)

Ihe agreements negotiated with the various unions (jointly, but plant by plant) pried significant severance
benefits, beyond those provided under national legishlaon and by the Euwpean Economic Community. Under national
kgislation (Redundancy Payments Act of 1965 amended in 1979), teaminated workes' benefitswerescakd to their previous
senrice and age Tbus, for each year of service a worker had completed between the ages of 18 and 21, he would be entitled
to half a weeks pay; for semrice between ages 2241, 1 week per year, and for each serce year between 42-64, 1.5 weeks
pay. Under the Act, for example, a worker who started his employment with the BSC at age 36, and was terminated at 51,
would be entitled to 19.5 weeks' pay (135 weeks' pay for semice years from 42 to 51, and 6 weeks' pay for his service
between the ages of 36 and 41). As part of the various plant-level collctive agreements on termination, the BSC agreed
to increase the redundancy payments by an additional 50%. Also, a combination of regular unemployment benefits and
special benefits for steel workers under the EEC regulations were available for a displaced worker who took a new job that
paid less than his old BSC job. He would be digible for an additional benefit to bring his total compensation up to 90%
of his pmrvious earnings. nis would be available for a maximum petiod ranging from 104 to 130 weeks, depending on the
worker's age at termination. Thse enoled in retraining courses were eligible for benefits up to a maximum of 52 weeks
Workers transferred to other steel plant jobs were guaranteed pay equal to that of their last jobs, for a period ranging from
20 to 26 weeks (depending on their age) and thereafter from 70 to 122 weeks at 90% of their previous pay (again depending
on theirage). In addition to the foregoing, there was another tierof brgc severanee payments for terminated workers, which
was negotiated in the 1979 dosure agreements. These payments varied from plant to plant, as the company sought to gear
them to local labor market conditions in its negotiations with the unions. Under these provions employees generally
received payments varying from 16 to 26 weeks, but in individual cases payments could range as high as 48 to 50 weeks
Sometimes there were severance payments carried over from earier agreements in the industry. The collective agreements
also provided accumulated vacation pay benefits for terminated employees (Kassalow, 1985, p. 355-358).

BSC also created its own job creation agency, BSC Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary whose purpose was not
simply to bring new job opportunities to dosure areas, but to help create a climate conducive to job creation. The Board
of Directors of this new company included six trade unionists as well as the BSC chairman. BSC reported that although
aid from seveal sources (the EEC as well as the British government) was already available for such stricken steel areas,
the new :ompany helped give considerably more power and access to substantial resources to business men and depressed
communities. These efforts had some useful results, but they were made in a diffcult eoonomic environment. By 1982, the
BSC wss indicating that it was planning to phase out this program as it could no longer afford its cost. However, in 1984
the ASC Limited announced that it had become self-supporting and would no longer need funding from the BSC. It
reported having assisted 1400 companies and forecasted the creation of 30,000 new jobs by March 1986 (Kassalow, 1985,
p. 355-358).
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THE UNITED STATES

A. Overview

The US. Government has provided relief to industries affected adversely by import competition
through a number of statutes in the U.S. trade law. Employment adjustment has taken place through federal
and state programs as well as corporate personal policies and union contracts. Dislocated workers in declining
sectors have benefitted from extended unemployment insurance coverage, obtained supplementary income
maintenance through trade adjustment assictance (available only to workers adversely affected by imports), and
received retraining, job search, relocation, placement, job development and other support services under the
Job Training Partnership Act and later through the Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Act. In
addition, there has been an attempt to protect workers through regulation of plant closings.

The next section reviews the U.S. policy of granting import protection to declining sectors. Section
C discusses the role of the government and the private sector in employment adjustment. Section D provides
an overview of the industrial restructuring process in the case of the steel sector.

B. Trade Protection in Declining Industries

The U.S. government has relied heavily on special protection for individual industries facing severe
import competition (see Box 1 for details on trade protection in the steel industry). The most important types
of import relief have been the escape-clause provisions contained in Section 201 of the 1974 Trade Act, and
the antidumping and countervailing-duty statutes of the Fair Trade Laws. The U.S. industries have come to
rely more on the antidumping petitions than the escape clause because of the more stringent eligibility
conditions and the longer processing time required for escape clause petitions.'

L The Escape Clause

Under Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974, also known as the Escape Clause Provision, industries
can receive protection from imports if the imports are a "substantial cause of injury to the industry.
Substantial cause is defined as one that is at least as important as any other cause of injury. If the U.S.
International Trade Commission (USI1C) is persuaded by the industry of actual or potential injury, the
President must decide within 60 days on a remedy that could include tariffs, quotas, orderly market
arrangements, voluntary export restraints, or trade adjustment assistance (see Section C). 'Me initial remedy
awarded to the industry can last for no more than five years with a three year extension.2 From 1975 to 1984,
some 53 import-relief petitions were brought to the USITC under sections 202 and 203 (section 203 enables
an extension of prior relief). Significant cases involving over $100 million in trade coverage included ball
bearings, specialty steel, nonrubber footwear, color TVs, motorcycles, and ceramic articles.3
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Box 1: Trade Protection In te U.S SWe] Indusd

As the share of steel imports surged duting the 1960's, concerns mounted In the U. regarding the impact of
these imports on the domestic industry. In response to these concerns, an accord was reached in 1968 with the Federal
Republic of Gernany and Japan on three year voluntary restraint agreements, which were later exdended for another three
years. Te restraints lowered aerage annual imports of steel by somhere between 3 and 9 miloa net tons relative to
the level of imports that otherwise would have prevailed. Following the end of the voluntary restraints In 1974 and a drop
in world demand during the recessicqi of the mid-1970s, the tare of steel imports began to rise again. In response, import
controls on specalty steel were imposed in 1,76, followed in 1977 by the Carter Administration's "triger price" mechanism
designed to keep imported steel from being dunipri on the US. market, while avoiding lengthy legal proceedings. lTe
mechanism set a price floor determined by Japanese costs (assumed to be the lowest in the world) plus an 8% profit margin.
Steel entering the U.S. market at prices below this trigger point.was, in principle, subject to an immediate antidumping
investigation (iCenward, p. 30). But European producers continued dumping steel in the U.S., the oversupply crisis
worsened, and the US. steel producers suddenly faced staggering osses. They closed down plants, idldi workers, and
extracted pay cuts, reducing their production from a peak of 137 million tons in 1973 to just 77 million a decade later
(Kuttner, p 24). By the late 1970's, US. steel makers had become dbisusioned with the trigger price mechanism and In
1981 began riling wide ranging complaints against dumping and sbsidies, alleging that producers in several countries would
not be compeitive in the US. market without significant government transfers Several of these complaints were settled
in early 1980's through bilateral negotiations with the EC, Mcxico, and South Africa. Also, in July 1983 the President
invoked the "Escape Clause" Provision to extend new protection to specialty steel producers, incresing duties and
implementing global quotas on certain products for four years In January 1984, carbon steel producers filed a new request
for escape cause relief. Following an imnestigation, the USlTC recommended that tariffs be increased on a number of
products and that imports of other products be limited to their average market shares in the 1979-81 peod. The President
rejected the commission's recommendations and announced an alternative program that sought to limit steel imports to
18.5% of U.S. consumption. Voluntary restraints were to be negotiated with all major steel exporters except the EC (which
was already subject to a voluntary restraint) and Canada. The President's plan also provided for continued rigorous
enforcement of the US. lws on unfair trade, discussions with trading partnes to liberalize steel trade, and monitoring of
the domestic industry's efforts to adjust (see Section D for details of industrial restructuring in the steel sector). The U.S.
companies wer required to renvest substantially all of their ne cash flow from steel operations in the modernization of
their industry and to commit at ieast 1% of their net cash flow to rtrainingdisplaedworkersm By December 1984, fGmyear
restraints had been negotiated with Australia, Brazil, Japan, the Republic of South Africa, and Spain; sbsequently additional
agreements were concluded with Czecholovakia, Finland, Poland, and Romania. During 1985, the U.S. and the EC
extended an earlier arrangement on finished steel and brought it into conformity with the other agreements. However, an
understanding on EC exports of semi-finished steel was not reached, and the U.S. unilaterally mited such imports in
January 1986. The EC retaliated, imposing quotas on the U.S. exports of cetain non-steel products. During the summer
of 1986 this dispute vas resoled, with EC producers of semifinished steel permitted to export under quotas to the U.S. and
with the EC eliminating its retaliatory quotas on US. exports (Kenward, pp. 30-31) The steel industry after losing $11.6
billion from 1982 to 1986, turned profitable again in 1987, earning about S1 billion. It earned about S2 billion in 1988 and
anticipated the sam in 1989 (Kuttner, p. 24).
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In general, the escape clause has been successful in providing tempoay relief for industries seriously

hurt by import competition. The USITC has resisted political pressure and has recommended reUief only wlh;;n

the industry has demonstrated serious injury from imports About 50% of petitions have been consLsently

rejected. Furthermore protection provided, other than to the steel and roofing materials industries, has been

temporary. Since 1975, few industries receiving protection have obtained extensions. Finally, one of the merits

of the system Is that the process of granting concessions to troubled industries is slow and allows a great deal

of adjustment to take place. For example, several cases were eventually terninated because of a cyclical revival

in demand and an upsurge in product prices. Other cases of special protection were eventually terminated

following adjustment-involving some combination of downsizing, product shifts, and modernization.4 The

number of production jobs have almost always dropped during the episodes of special protection. Employment

in the CB radios industry vwent down by 15.2% per year between 1980 and 1986, carbon steel employment

declined by more than 10% per year, and the rubber footwear, glassware, maitime, orange juice, industrial

fasteners, and automobile industries shed labor at rates in excess of 4% annually. Textile and apparel

employment dropped by 1.6% annually between 1980 and 1986.5

Escape-cause protection, however, has proved to be very costly to consumers. A 1986 study of seven

escape-clause cases calculated the costs to consumers to be $340,000 on average per job saved. Both domestic

and foreign producers, however, have gained through higher prices because relief has often been provided in

the form of quotas rather than tariff.

II. Fair Trade Statues

Industries injured or threatened with injury by imports may also seek protection under antidumping

and countervailing-duty statutes in the Tariff act of 1930. Complaints of dumping or government subsidization

of exports are inmvstigated by the Department of Commerce, while the USITC determines whether imports

resulted in injury. If it is detennined that the domestic industry is subjected to unfair-trade practices and

injury from imports, then the US. Customs is instructed to impose a tariff or countervailing duty on the

imports. Unlike escape-clause cases, where the *substantial cause tt of injury is required, the USITC needs

only to determine that the imports in question contributed, however minimally, to the difficulties of the

domestic industry. Between 1980 and 1988, there were 48 antidumping and 49 counterailing-duty petitions

per year. For cases reaching a final determination, the Fair Trade Laws appear to ensure that only petitions

that satisfy both unfair trade and injury criteria receive relief Between 1980 and 1988, only 50% of

antidumping cases and 40% of the countervailing duty cases were approved.7

C Employment Adjusment Asstace In Dedinlng Sectors

Dislocated workers are likely to benefit from unemployment-insurance coverage, as well as from other

federal and state programs, corporate personal policies, and union contracts See Table 1 for a list of both

government and private sector programs for employment adjustment.
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Table S: Eisting potntuum few Dialacsated Ibukrr

Protection COWermge

Federal a Stat.

Unmployment compensation income mntenance for the unemployed

Comprehensive Employment and Employment training. and counselling for strueturally unemployed adults
and Training Act

Trade Adjustament Assistance Income mtantenance and CETA-like services for workers adversely affected
by imports

U.S. Employment Service Job referral, counseling, and other supportive srvices

Employee stock omoership Internal Revenue Code and Treasury regulations offer very favorable tax
Plans (ESOFs) treatment to ESOPs

Prior notice of separation National Labor Relations board (MLME) decisions require that unions have
sufficient time to bargain over the rights of workers effected by
closings, out-sourcing, and subcontracting

Effects bargaining MLME decisions require that unions be allowed to discus effects of
closing; usually upheld by courts

Decision bargaining BLUE decisions require that unione be given the opportunity to bargain
over decision to close, out-source, or subcontract; usually
overturned in courts

Health insurance Conversion to individual policy without waiting period or pbysical
examination upon layoff (40 states); Employer required to continue
health insurance coverage for 3-12 months after layoff (22 states)

Corporate Preamel Pmlicies

Severance Pay Separation for economie cause, 2-week lump sum payment to 2-week pay
times years of service in lump sum

Supplemental unmploy. benefits supplements to income after layoff

Relocation assistanee and/or Reimbursement of relocation expenses; company paid retraining
retraining

Outplacement counseling Counseling, job referral, supportive services

Continuation of life and/or Company continues to pay insurance premiums for period of 1 month to 3
medical insurance years

Advance notice of separation 1-6 months advance notice

Collective Usgizag Agremta

Prior notice of closing 2 weeks to 1 year prior notice

Decision bargaining Negotiations with union over decision to close

Effects bargaining Negotiation with union over effects of closing

Supplemental unemploy. benefits Income supplements to lid-off workers

Severance pay Luwp sum payment upon termination

Relocation assistance Reimbursement for relocation expenses

Transfer rights Prferential transfer rights with retention of seniorlty

Source: Littman nd Lee, pp. 8-9.
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L Gowrnast FMPmm Adjuslment As_ssta

In response to pesswr for adjustment, the U. Gomnment has devised a two-tiered approach to
the problem of displaced woker he frst de aosists of the traditoal unemployment Insurance programs.
A second tir of programs attempts to address the problems of specfic displaced workers. hese include
Trade Adjustment Assistance, the Job Trining and Partnesip Act (JTPA) which became the Economic
Dioato and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act in 1988, and several demonstration programs. In addidon
to the aboe, certain states hame pant-closg laws that are Intended for the protection of workers

a. Unem9loymm insura

The unemployment hsurance progms ae operted by Individual states and financed by tax
contributions ftom employers These programs are aimed at dealing with the immediate consequences of
layoffs by providing aUl eiible unemployed workers with weekly benefits to replace lost earnings and an array
of seric to assist the unemployed in getting ew Jobs. About 97% of all wage and salary workers are
overed by the unemployment Insurance system. Most states pay benefits for 26 weeks Extended benefits up
to an addional 13 weeks are triggered in states that experience very high unemployment, with the cost shared
50-SO between the states and the federal govnment. In periods of recession, the federal government has
extended benefits for longer duratons

b. Trade aajustmsto

Trade adjustment assistance (TAA) first became a component of American trade policy through its
Incorpotion in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. The purpose was to offer a construcve alternatve to
trade protection, by aiding industy and worker effbos to cope with import competition through retaing,
re-equiment, and development of new products. Under secdon 302 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,
firms and workers have to demonstrate serious injur (significant unemployment) caused by imports, reuting
from specific US. cno ganted unda trade ageements in order to be eligible for TAA.10

Trade readjustment allowane were available after unemploeinsurance benefits were exhausted.
Fo workers meetng eligibilty afteda, TAA provided suppkmental unemployment insurance payments, up
to 65% of previous wages or up to 65% of avage weky wages in manufuring (whichever was lower).
Togeher with unemployment insurance, income maintenance with TAA could not exceed 75% of eanings
in the prevous job. Tiscowrag could be roeved for up to 52 weeks, with an extension of 26 weeks if the
worker was enroled In a certfied traig progam. Firms affected adverely by trade were eligible to receive
fial and tedhic asace after being cerifd by the Department of Commerce. These incuded
tecna assistance for market rearch and ineerig to help firms develop adjustment plans, loan
guarantees, drect loam, and ta rdhL There alo was a proviion for tecnical assistance to communities in
deveoping adjustment plans if the communit could demonstrate to the Depqarment of Commerce that
Imporu c iut to a sigcat porton of yoflbfa In the loal coswunity.1
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Due to the stringent eligibility criteria and the lag in filing and processing of worker petitions, the
timely provision of training, relocation and placement assistance has not been addressed effectively and benefits
have often been provided long after injury or job displacement occurred.12 Furthermore, empirical evidence
does not support the notion that TAA encouraged much labor market adjustment. Extended income
maintenance under TAA may have actually increased the duration of unemployment by providing insuffcient
incentives for workers to find new jobs.'3

In general, there has been a reduction in trade adjustment assistance payments, and it has become
standard government policy not to create any new entitlement to trade-impacted workers.14 In addition the
programs is scheduled to terminate in 1993.'5

c. Other programs for displaced workers

The main vehicle for federal participation in training and retraining efforts of older and displaced
workers is the Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act of 1988 which replaces and
expands the Title III program of the Job Training Pannership Act of 1983. In addition, there have been
several demonstration programs for assisting certain regions.

The Job Training Partnership Act contained provisions for aiding displaced workers regardless of the
cause of their dislocation. A worker was eligible if he was permanently displaced and had little opportunity
of returning to his previous industry or occupation. Most of the projects (62%) were open to all eligible
dislocated workers who applied for assistance. The remaining was targeted toward specific populations, such
as groups of dislocated workers from a specific factory, or an entire industry facing large numbers of layoffs.
The act shifted the emphasis from income maintenance of trade adjustment assistance to training and
retraining, job search, relocation, placement, job development and other support services. Between 1982 and
1986, $650 million in federal funds were made available through this program. These funds were allocated
to the states in two ways:

(i) rhree-quarters of the funds were allocated in proportion to the state's share of unemployed
in the courntry.

(ii) The rest of the funds were distributed at the discretion of the Secretary of labor.

These federal fur.ds were matched by states, with reductions for states with higher unemployment rates than
the national average.1'6

The Ttle III program passed on to the states many of the earlier federal responsibilities for designing
and implementing dislocated worker programs such as decisions on which population to target, how to
distnbute resources, and what services to provide. As a result, there has been considerable variation among
programs in different states. Title III projects are operated through a network of so called Service Delivery
Area - Private Industry Councils, educational institutions (primarily vocational and technical schools and
community colleges), public organizations (including state and local employment service agencies), and private
sector organizations, including unions and employers. Some community colleges, for example, opened
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Dislocated Worker Assis!ance Centers which gave training and retraining, often 'with industty input. A Job
Training Partnership Act survey conducted in late July 1983 revealed that 83% of the responding community
colleges had Private Industry Councils formed in their areas with retraining geared toward the skills needed
by arca businesses."'

Despite the emphasis of the program on training, relatively few participants received training
assistauce in the form of classroom training, on the job training, or remedial training. However, most
panicipants received job placement assistance, 80% received job counseling, and 60% received job search
assitance. A study done in 1986 found an average placement rate of 699%*

The Economic Dislocation and Worw Adjustment Assistance Act resulted from the amendment of
the Title Ill of the Job Training Partnership Act through the 1988 Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act
of 1988. The Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Act with a $980 millon budget is currently the
major US. Federal employment adjustment program. It still provides 80% of the funds directly to the states
and 20% for use at the discretion of the secretary of labor for employment and training assistance of displaced
workes However, workers are responded to more quickly once they are laid off, funds are targeted to areas
of greatest need, and training and reemployment rather than income support are strongly emphasized.9

Under the above act, a federal Dislocated Worker Unit (DWU) is established, with local counterparts
in each state, to respond rapidly to the adjustment needs of displaced workers The responsibilities of the
DWU are as follows:

D Establish contact with employers and workers after notification of plant closings or massive
lyoffs.

* Provide information on job availability in the local labor market.
* Promote the creation of labor-management committees.
* C-ollect information on worker dislocation.
* Provide entrepreneurial training to help set up new businesses.

In order to encourage greater use of training assistance, the new act established time limits for
enrollment in training (no later than the 13th week of receipt of unem?loyment insurance or the 8th week
after receiving notice of layoffs) to qualify for supplemental income support after the unemployment insurance
support rus OUt

D_bmoasuation projects. Six sius that experienced dislocation were selected by the Department of
Labor in 1982 and asked to design and operate adjustment programs during fiscal year 1983. The programs
were supposed to offer a full range of employment services, including on-the-job and classroom training, and
relocation assistance. The highest placement rates were found among workers takdng on-the-job training, while
lower rates were found among those taking classroom training. Regardless of the type of assistance provided,
reemployed workers experienced a wage loss that was greater the longer the worker had remained
unemployed.1
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The government also has ghien money to a special project in the detroit area known as the Downriver
Community Conference, a public, community based, nonproflt organization that enrolls workers lid off
because of plant closures in the car, steel, rubber and related industfs. In addition to job search assistance
and other services such as classroom and on-the-job training is provided. The Downriver Community
Conference Economic Readjustment Acthivty Program refers to a program of assistance to workers dispbced
from five automobile and automobile-related plants in Southwestern Wayne County, Michigan. All of the
plants closed permanently during the summer of 1980 and all workers were eligible to participate in an
assistance program. Based on a sample of 1000 workers, half of whom participated in the program and half
of whom were similaily unemployed but inelgible for participation, the program increased the probability of
reemployment from under 60% to over 72%. Displaced workers received lower wages on their post-layoff iob.
Weekly earnings of program participants in the Downriver proje, however, were 25% above what they would
have been in the absence of the program.n

d. Plant-dosing legistion

Since late-1970's numerous legislation has been passed in order to restrict plant closings and make
advance notification of closings mandatory. Existing plant-closing laws are rather diverse with respec to
comprehensiveness, coverage, and statutoty obligations placed on public authorities and affected firms. In
Wisconsin, for example, firms that wish to close facilities employing more than a specified minimum number
of workers must give employees and public officials a 60-days prior notice of such action. Maine's plant-
closing law requires a 60days prior notice of closing and severance pay to laid-off workers equivalent to their
average weekly pay multiplied by their years of service. In marked contrast, the proposed plantc dosing law
in Hawaii would rqu, ire a three-year prior notice of closing. Ohio's proposed law would require a one-year
prior notice and severance pay. Michigan's Public Act 44 required employer notification so tbat the Michigan
Department of Labor could offer state assistance to facidtate employee wherever it was possible.?3

The features of plant-closing laws that specficsaly address the problems of displaced workers include
cash severance benefits, extra paid-leave time, continuation of health insurance benefits after closing, occupa-
tional training, job counselling and placement, and income supporL Advocates of plant-closing laws justify
such labor-trAket intervention on the grounds of reducing hardship for dislocated workers, reducing flows into
national and local unemployment, and insulating local govenments from the fiscal distress that a plant-closing
could cause. The provisions of plant closing laws include discouraging closings through the threat of financial
penalties for firms contemplating such action, providing incentives for employee ownership, and requiring firms
that intend to close plants to offer preferential transfer rights and relocation assistance to affected workers.

The laws are intended to inhibit closings and reduce the number of unemployed workers (especially
high-seniority workers). However, these laws could .wse the incentive to use less labor per unit of output.
One effect of advance notification has been early job separation prior to plant closing, resulting in higher costs
to employers due to loss of qualified manpower during notification. Also, the provision of mandatory
severance pay and extended health benefits create additional costs for employers Furthermore, state effors
to retard plant closings and relocation may inhibit future plant openings and job creation in the state, and by
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making it more expensive to do business or stay in business, lead existing and potential employers to locate
in other, lower-cost regions.26

Plant-closing laws have been amended through the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notiflcation
Act (part of the 1988 Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act). Thie new law mandates 60-days advance
notification of plant closings and mass layoffs in firms with over 100 Al-time employees. Employers are
required to send written notice to worker representatives and to both the state l)islocated Worker Unit and
local government officials. Notification would set into motion a coordinated, rapid delivery of adjustment
assistance. The act also specifies employer liabilities to workers (backpay) and to the state ($500 a day) for
failure to provide advance notification. A number of exemptions are allowed under this act. Employers are
exempt when plant closings or layoffs do not result in:

* Break in employment exceeding six months.
* Affected workers are offered an opportunity to transfer to a different plant site.

Other provisions permit employers to shut down plants prior to the end of the 60-days period if notification
prevents employers from getting capital and business that would have allowed postponement of the shutdown,
or if plant closings or mass layoffs were caused by business circumstances that were not reasonably foreseeable
at the time notice was required. Severance pay and other benefits are no longer mandatoty.Y

ii Industry's Role In Employment Adjustment

Many industry-led initiaties have some government financing, principally in activities like upgrading
and retraining. An example is the ECIDA-General Motors program In Buffalo, New Yorlc ECIDA, an area
private industry council, received $400,000 of federal flnancial support from the US. Economic Development
Agency in 1983. Its total budget, based primarily on industrial flnancing, was $120 millon. It used some of
this money to run two training programs at GM: one which trained 400 managers, and another which
introduced 1000 assembly line workers to mobotics in preparation for starting a new engine-assembly line. As
a result, a permanent training center was developed at the GM plant. Another example is the Ford-United
Auto Workers agreement. The Ford-UAW National Development and Training Center (NDTC) is located
at a community college in Dearborn, Michigan, and was established in 1982, at a time when there were many
lay-offs and firngs at Ford. Both active and laid-off workers attend the retraining programs. Other specialized
programs are aimed solely at permanently laid-off Ford employees, providing vocational training. Money
comes from the trade union (UAW), Ford, and the State of Michigan. There are local 'raining and
development projects in the south-eastern part of the state which rely on a network of existing educational
institutions and local community resources to provide cownselling, educadon, and retraining. Other joint
initiatives of industry and trade unions include the Joint Skill Development and Training Program of General
Motors with the UAW, aimed at both GM workets remaining on the job and those displaced by the company.
Both kinds of training are aimed at skill enhancement to meet the challenges of new technology. The
retraining of displaced workers draws upon collaboration also with state and local bodies to provide training
and other supportive services. There also is the UAW-Buick Employee Development Center which, like the
Ford Center, is supported by a negotiated company contnrbution to a jointly managed fund. It was developed
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by the company and the union working together and provides up to two yas of retraining for Buick workets
who will be displaced by the introduction of new technology. In the steel sector, Bethlehem Steel in
Pennstvania is retraining for out-placamentwith the aid of the federal and state ovnments and the private
industty councils. Another example of retraining sponsored jointly by the community with state and federal
government and industuy aid is the retraining program in Alameda County, California. Te state pgvernment
used Job Training Partnership funds to set up 1S mini-projects throughout the state, modeled after the
Downriver Community Conference in the Detroit area The Alameda County retraining venture involves four
partners-Genetal Motors, United Auto Workers, State of California, and the Alameda Private Industty
CounciL The program itself was employee driven. The goal of the project was to enrol some 40% of the
area's displaced workers."

D. R d of the Steel Industy 29

The restructuring of the US. steel industly has been mainly market driven. It has taken place through
plant closures and partial shut downs, diversification, chapter 11 filings under the US bankruptcy law, transfer
of ownership to workers, mergers, joint ventures, the adoption of new steel technology, product improvement
and market specialization, and internal reforms such as improvements in the management of the finns.

L Contracto, Shut-down, Banuptcy, Liudatn In view of the problems ofdecreased demand, world
overcapacity, and the competitive disadvantage of most integrated steel mills in the US., market adjustment
has often necessitated the contraction of the firm's production facilities. This has involved the closure of part
of a plant's capacity, such as equipment involved in a discetee portion of the steel making process, the shut
down of a self-ontained facility within a steel plant, or the shut down of an entire stewl making facility. In
extreme cases, the entire firm has shut down at least temporarily or ultimately has been liquidated. From 1977
to the end of 1986, steel-making capacity in the U.S. fell from 160 million tons to 119 million tons Most of
the reduction took place through plant closures and partial shut downs of the integrated ndlls, and have been
partially of v since then by the expansion in the mini-mill sector.

A number of large firms with access to substantial financial resources followed a strateg of
diversification out of steel and into other industries USX Corporation for example changed its name from
US. Steel Corporation, reecting the fact that it was no longer primarily a Steel Company. The principal
component of USX diversification into nonsteel sectors was its acquisition of an oil company in 1982 This
action infuriated the U.S. Workers and many politicians, whose position was that USX and other steel
companies should be devoting aU available capital funds to modernization and the enlargement of US steel
plants, thereby increasing the number of steel worker jobs. Other firms, such as Inland Steel, undertook
selective capital deepening investments that provd to be profitable. These investments were aimed at
modnizing and improving steel making operations that were consistent with future market opportunities.

Chapter 11 filgs became a common omence among the U.S. steel producers. EAght flms declared
bankruptcyin this mannerbetween 1983 and 1987. In receiving protection underchapter 11, fLrms can prevent
their creditors from seizing their assets or demanding payment on outstanding debts Instead, debts are settled
by negotiation, under the supevision of a judge. Firms must file a reorganization plan within 120 days for
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paying off their debts, after which time the judge may aRow creditors to submit their own plans. Normally,
at least half of the creditors must approve the phn. The judge must also determine that the plan provides
the creditors with more than they would receive under total liquidation of the firm's assets. After the
reorganization plan is approved, firms can emerge form chapter 11 status to carry on business as normal. One
significant development in bankruptcy law for steel industry was the use of chapter 11 to repudiate existing
colective bargaining agreements with labor. Given the serious financial positions of many steel firms and the
aggressive manner in which firms sought to reduce labor costs, this legal means of breaking labor contracts
appeared to create a new incentive to fle for chapter 11 protection. However, when Wheeling-Pittsburgh
attempted to break its United Steel Workers contract in 1985, the courts ruled that the firm under chapter
11 could not cut wages unilaterally unless It could show that total collapse of the flrm would otherwise occur.
From an economic point of view, a bankruptcy filing is beneficial if it allows a flrm in temporary finandal
trouble but capable of long run profitability in the market place to continue operations. This often permits
the continued operations of the firm's productive assets, which may be otherwise threatened witb seizure. In
the meantime of course the firm's activities are strictly restricted by the law, and liquidation is possible.
Continental Steel Corporation, for example, was liquidated in 1986 to satisfy its creditors.

In general, shut-down, bankruptcy and liquidation play an important part of the market-driven
adjustment process. In shutting down a plant, redundant capacity is either removed from the industty or made
available for purchase by other firms or investors. Temporary bankruptcy status provides for a reorganization
of the firm to accommodate long run financial health. Uquidation typically represents a transfer of the firm's
assets into productive uses in other parts of the economy. Because of its specialized nature in production,
much of steel making equipment must be scrapped when it is no longer economical to keep in operation.
Land, buildings and other more fungible types of capital can more easily be transferred to other industries.

IL Worker Ow_nesip. Ownership transfer of an ailing firm cannot, on its own, Improve efficiency and
competidvene However, in the case of a worker buy out of Weirton Steel Corporation, the accompanying
reforms provided a framework for improving the operations and cost competitiveness of the plant, especially
with regard to labor-management relations, debt load, and labor cost. In 1982, National Steel CDorporation
announced that it would shut down its Weirton fadlity, laying off 7800 employees. Workers reached an
agreement with National Steel Corporation that transferted ownership of the flrm to them in January 1984.
The agreement induded the formation of an independent steel workers union and a 20% reduction in wages,
to be followed by a six-year freeze on wages. The newly independent Weirton Steel Corporation began its
exstence with a greatly reduced debt load and the lowest labor costs among the large integrated firms.
Weirton wa; ranked ninth in capacity and was the most profitable of large firms in 1985. Much of its success
was attributed to improved morale and worker-management relations. A profit sharing arrangement tied
worker incentives to the firm's performance. Also, management remained in contact with workers at the plant
level, and workes' input into decision making appeared to be significant.

m. Merges In the years of depression in the U.S. steel industry, only one major merger between large
integrated firm has taken place and it has proven unsucceful After a lengthy review by the Justice
Department, Jones & Laughlin Steel was allowed to join with Republic Steel to form LTV Steel, the second
largest oDmpany in the United States Both J&L and Republic suffered individually from the typical problems
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of intpted stediprtod high labor cots, orpacity, obsolete equipment, and production ImbQaces
Th merged Am, LTV Steel Corp., ended up with substantial overcpacty in bar-mag. My of Its pants
exbited serious imbalns especiay in coking capacty and ntuous castqi facilitis Anothe major
problem was Its unfanded penSiOn liabiit. The supposed economies of scale to be pined from the merger
ner materialized. After the merger, the new firm ad spent months sorting out its new, expanded order-
eatry system. As a result, ife behiad on shipmets, lsg custome and market shar Skild young
workers left the company. In June 1985, banb canceled a S100 Qmion credit line when the irm's loss
pushd Its net worth below equired lvls LTVs immediate survial strteg was to cut labor costs (salaed
employees took a 7% pay cut in 1985) and sell assets to raise cash. 1s was only panily sucesfuL Of the
compas sien hot-roiled bar mMs, only six wereoperating in Januay 196, and of he rmainin te, half
were shut down permanently. In July 1986, LTV ld for chapter 11 protecdon under US. bankruptcy law.

me LTV case provides a precautionary example for the use of mergers as a channel of adjustment.
If the merger merely ombines the financial burdens, excess capacity and ineffidencies of the previous frms,
the new firm will hardly have a chance to survie in a depressed markeL Inaease in size alone is not enough
to pull a firm out of its financial or competitive difficulties. Successful mergers, especisy In a decining
indust such as steel, are likely to be the result of well-conceived joining of two firms that complement each
other through economies of scale, opportunities for specialization, production lnkages, or other efficiency

IV. Diel Forelg Instmen and Jei Ventes Foreign participation in the US. steel industy has made
it an important chnnel of adjustment that has improved the prospects of several steel firms In addition to
the efficiency and management techniques that accompany foreign Investment, it has provided a new source
of badly need capital

In 1979, Wheeling-Pittsburgh and the Japnes firm Nippon Steel cooperated on the construction and
operation of a rail production plant. Nippon sed its advanced steel rail-making technology to Wheeling-
Pittsburg, provided engineering advice, and trained Wheeing-Pittsburgh engineers at its Tokyo steel mUll
Another prominent example of foreign steel Investment in the U.S. was the merger of Nippon and the
National Steel Corporation which occurred in 1984 as a result of the pwchase of 50% of National Steel stock
by the Japanese fim. Ths parueship wias expected to reduce the time needed to implement Nationals
capital spending progrm from fie years to two. Aside from the new source of capital, the venture brought
about a transfer of advanced technologies, engineering expertise and technical traning, and sewveral Japanese
style reforms in mmanment and labor relations to the US. firm More recently, Nippon agreed to a joint
venture with nland Steel Company to construct a continuous cold-rolling tandem mill. Nippon also was
involved in the rsuctuing program at Inland, providing evaluations of operations efficency and management
and making rcmmndations regarding its capital _Iestments Nippon's relationship with Inand also was
instrumental In makng Inland the major supplier of steel products to Honda of America in 1987. Direct
ford investment also resurected the deunct steel making facities of Kser Steel Corpoation. Kawasaki
Steel Coporati of Japan and Cia Vale de Rio Doce, a Brazin state-owned iron ore company, each becme
25% equity holders in the nw California Ste Corporation, purchasing Kaiers shut4down ficilities in
Fontana, Calilorni. Semi-fnished steel from Brazil was being imponed for fnishing at the Fontna plant
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for coils, sheets, piping and construction steel principally for west coast markets. Kawasaki's links with Toyota
also put the Fontana plant In a good position to supply steel sheet to the Geneal Motors-Toyota auto plant
In Fremont, California. The Nisshim Steel Company of Japan ageed in 19S4 to purchase a 10% interest in
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Corporation. The two firms were to jointly build and run a $50 million steel coating
paunt which would produce galvanized and aluminized steel sheet products, principally for automobile and
appit ance manufactures. The joint venture proceeded in spite of Wheeling-Pittsburgh's chapter 11 filing in
1985. Another major joint venture was announced In 1985 when US Steel Corporation (now USX Corp.) and
Pohang lron and Steel Corporation (POSCO) of the Republic of Korea agreed to become equity participants
in a modernization project at USXs finishing plant in California.

In general, foreign involvement in the U.S. steel industry has played an increasingly important role
in the adjustment process. Unlike the governments of many oiher countries, the US. has not restricted the
participation of foreign interest in the U.S. steel firms. The government apparently regards foreign
involvement in the U.S. steel industry as a positive development in balance, providing capital, technology, and
expertise to firms in trouble, and perhaps saving some American jobs.

V. Modernization of Production Capacity. The process of modernization has proceeded rapidly in the U.S.
steel industry in recent years. This has involved the closure of plants that are technologically inefficient, poorly
located, or poorly positioned to compete with mini-mills. In particular, the reduction of outdated open hearth
capacity has accelerated. Only extremely high closure costs can justify the continued operation of these
obsolete facilities. From 1980 to 1983, open-hearth capacity in the US. dropped from 20.5 nillion tons to
1.1A mfllion. Another major area of modernization has been the use of continuous casting facilities. The US.
had seriously lagged behind its international rivals in the installation of continuous casting. However, by 1986
continuous casting in the US. had reached 54.1% of steel production, and was expected to reach 70% in 1987.
This is the result of both the shut-down of older facilities and the actual installation of more continuous
casters. The U.S. thus appears to be rapidly approaching the level of continuous casting in Europe and
substantially narrowing the gap with Japan. In general, many American steel facilities have suffered not only
from a lack of modern equipment, but also from an imbalance in the various steps of steel processing. In
order for firms to survive, there will be a continual need to remain at the forefront of technological advances
and engineering improvements in steel-making. In most cases, R&D is no longer focused on increasing the
amount of steel produced but rather on improving the quality of the product.

VI. Expansion of the Mini-Mill Sector. The mini-mill technology uses electric furnaces to produce carbon
steel from scrap iron, which is then continuously cast into forms suitable for final products. By contrast, the
traditional firms use integrated works--which include raw-materials facilities (such as iron ore and coal yards),
coke ovens, and blast furnaces-to support basic oxygen or open hearth furnaces. 'Te cost of these faciities
constitutes an important share of the total investment in an integrated steel plat. Mini-mifls comprise a
remarkably robust sector of the US. steel industry, in contrast to the shrinking Integrated sector. The
advantages of the electric arc furnace in terms of fexibility and cost competitiveness indicate that this sector
is likely to continue to grow into the next century. The limits on the use of electric arc furnaces in steel
production appear to be primarily the relatively narrow range of steel products they can produce, but even
here, new technologies appear to be on the brink of major breakthroughs that would allow mini-mills to
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produce sheets, plates and rails In a cost-effident manner. It appeats that U.S. mini-mills may in fact enjoy
comparative advantage in certain steel products in the future and could even booome significant exporters,
although at the moment most of them concentrate on servicng relatively small local geographical markets.

VII. Product Improvement and Market Spedcalizatlon. In an increasingly competitive market, one way for
a flrm to adjust is te capture or develop a particular market niche for ilsel. For example, there is an
increasing damand for certain types of steel made to exacting speciflcations. The part of the innovation
process that is most closely tied to the steel producing firms themselves is the development of new, higher
quality products for the specialized needs of customers. In addition many steel companies have found that
they cannot compete in the production of certain products, particularly those that can be made more cheaply
by mini-mi}ls or by foreign competitors. Finally, some firms have begun to offer downstream services in their
markets, such as steel service center facilities, which link producers with customers who generally order steel
in smal.er quantities, such as certain steel fabricators and construction rims.

VIII. Internal Reform. An important channel of restructuring has been though basic changes In the way
firms are managed. One integrated firm, Inland Steel, implemented intetnal restructuring by reducing the
layers of management from ten to six In general, Inland's adjustment strategy focused on cost reduction,
market orientation, research activities, and organizational effectiveness. Japanese consultants were called in
to evaluate the firm's facilities and provide engineering and technical assistance. Company assets not related
to steel were sold. New customer relationships were forged (primarily with Honda of America), emphasizing
cooperation in the development and production of steel according to specification. At the same time the
company installed continuous casters, increased productivity by 24%, lowered its costs by 22% and was alone
among the five largest integrated firms to report a profit in 1986. The adjustment process of restructuring in
order to compete on world markets thus appears to require the ability to adapt and to improve management.

IX. Employment Adjustment. The actual process of retraining, job search, and relocation for thousands of
steel workers has been slow and painful. Many of the special conditions and peculiarities of steel labor
markets made the transfer of labor from steel to other sectors especially difficult. In 1984, the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS) conducted a survey that gathered information on displaced steel workers, covering
the period 1979 to 1983. Compared with other workers affected by layoffs during this period, steel workers
were, on average, older and less likely to hove found alternative employment. The BLS survey also found that
displaced steel workers, compared with displaced workers from all industries, were disproportionately male
and married, with families. They were likely to have a high school, but no college, education. They generally
had a long employment history, half of it with the same steel filmn and job sklls spedfic to the steel industry.
Because of the typically large scale plants and the lack 3f a highly diversified industrial base in many steel-
making regions, laid-off steel workers often had few attractive alternative job opportunities in the areas where
they lived. Because they were more likely to have roots in their communities, their mobility in the search for
a new job was reduced. Since their skills in most cases were not directly transferable to other industries, a
period of retraining was often required to qualify them for new jobs. A further obstacle to adjustment was
the premium wage that laid-off steel workers used to make, typicaUy much higher than the manufacturing
average, and perhaps even higher still than wages in alternative jobs available to them.
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Several sources of assistance were designed to replace a part of the steel workers' lost Income and to
ai in retraining, job search and relocation. Assistance came from the worket's employer and ftom the state
and federal pgoment agencies. The most immediate help for displaced workers came from federal-state
unemployment ptograms (regular state benefits and federal-state extended benefits), which provided partal
income replacement. Supplemental unemployment benefits also were available to unionized steel workers and
were provided by the steel companies in accordance with the provisions in negotiated labor agreements (see
Box 2). In addition, ind.Mdual steel oDmpanies provided training and adjustment assistance to aid displaced
workers Mhe major sources of fedeally sponsored adjustment assistance to displaced workers were the Trade
Adjustment Assistance (TAA) program and the Job Training Paannership Act (JTPA). The TAA program was
part of the Trade Act of 1974 and was designed specifialy for workers displaced by import competition,
pvtiding income teplacement and job training, as we11 as job seatch and relocation allowances. The
Department of Labor administered this program directly. The JTPA was a more general training assistance
program for dislocated worker Title m of JTPA gave block grants to Individual states under guidelines of
the Department of Labor and provided for job search, development, training, support services, pre-layoff
assistance, early intervention services in anticipation of plant closures, and relocation assistance.

Since the idea of the program was to focus on impe.t-related job displacement, workers were not
eligible for benefits under the program in cases where the major causes of depressed market conditions for
the domestic Industry may have included other factos Labor c9cials in the steel industry pointed to the
limited benefits of income replacenent under the program and complained about the limited success of
retraining efforts in finding displaced workers lucrative alternative employment. The program was criticized
for Its failure to provide a positive incentive structure for adjustment. It initially concentrated on income
replacement, but these payments tended to lengthen the period of unemployment, without resulinAg in a higher
wage in new jobs. In addition, only about 1% of workers receiving Income replacement pay"-nts actually
received adjustment-related senices under the TAA progam. 'he lack of participation appeared to have been
caused by the lack of information about such benefits and by displaced worker expectations that they would
be recalled to their old jobs. Based on thes experiences, government officials changed the structure of worker
adjustment programs in 1981. Income replacement under the TAA program became available only after
unemployment compensation benefits expired. A new emphasis was placed on reemployment services and
rtraining. The introduction of JTPA in 1982 reinforced this new emphasis, providing retraining to a broader
base of dislocated workers Local community participation in the JTPA programs occurred tbrough private
Industry Councils composed of representatives from local business and labor, and from state and local govern-
ment.
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Sux 1: OoeUwntfs Polky on Inddud ABlin Enrpri
The Voelwage Cas

The Volkiagen case provides an example of the reluctance of the government to intevene when an individual
enteprise utapeed diliculties

TheVolkswagen Company had reported insufficient pmfits since the early 1970's, '"t in 1974-75 it suffered severe
toses, accounting for roughly one-third of its equity capital. T'e main reason was that the company had failed to adjust
prior to the recession to changes In consumer demand and relied for roughly 60% of its output on the *beetle' model which
had been produced sice the 1930s The problem was that while the demand for the "beetle" had declined, due to lack of
productin capacity the company could not meet the demand for a new car it had been producing since the end of the
1960's In view of insufficient prits and then tosses the company was forced to finance immense amounts of investment
required to produce the new cars. The govnment and the tmde unions rffused may assistance to the company even though
boih were represented on the board of drectors and the govenent had a 20% dnae in the company. They argued that
the compays losses waer due to bad management polides and that the company should find ways to adjust itself.
Volsagen was forced to flre 43,000 worker, a quarter of its total employmenLt The dismissals allowed the company to
close dwn a number of plants, to adjust production to the decrease and the change in structure of demand for its cam, and
to attain lower cost per unit of output. The enforced product innovation enabled the company to introduce process innova-
tion which economized labor costs. Not only did the comprehensive investment in new plants allow available modem
technoloies to be employed, but also the new cars permitted a higher degree of automation. In addition to product and
process klnovation, Volkswagen also innovated by producing abroad. With the higher valuation of the DM after the end
of the 1960Ms, the company suffered ftm a decreasing competitive positionwith regards to prices, particlarly on the United
States markets, which accounted for about 25% of its wordwide car sales In 1970. It was therefore decided to build
Volkswagn plantts in the United States, making use of the ower wage costs in that country. As a result -f the above
measures, the company successfully recovered from the 1974-7S crisis and was able to employ significantly more than before
the worker lay offs (Schaz and Wolter, pp. 49-51)

B. Govenment Assitance Proam

In principle, the government did not make use of its own industrial property for specific sectoral aims
in structural or technological policy. The companies whose ownerships were inherited from the former
German Reich had to compete in the market and adjust to strctural change, like any other company with
private ownership. To a significant extent, however, government-owned enterprises were engaged in industries
which suffered from severe foreign competition, such as iron and coal mining, shipbuilding, and iron and steel
production. Also, vety often they were concentrated in regions with a high rate of unemployment, below
average per capita income or Income growth, and s lack of rapidly developing modern industries. As a result,
public enterprises in declining sectors and depressed regions received substantial subsidies in the 1970s.4

I. Secoral Aids

Coal mining, shipbuilding, and the iron and steel industry were among the industries that received
substantial govenment assistance.
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a. Vhe Coal Mining Indfstry

The coal mining industry is almost entirely concentrated in two states-Westphalia and t1e Saar North.
Westphalia, for example, has the largest number of voters, so successive governments have felt obliged to pay
special attention to the coal problems of that region. Te support granted has been based not only on the
specific problems of the industsy and region and on social policy arguments, but also on conservation of energy
supplies. In 1968, the Ruhrkohle AG company was established through the merger of about 26 companies.
The government exerted strong pressure for the merger by granting financial incentives to the previous owners
of the mines who became shareholders in Ruhrkohle AG. By 1987, the company owned about 50 mines.
Additional measures taken by the government to assist the coal mining sector included: i) tariff and quantity
restrictions imposed on the import of coal, ii) promotion of the use of coal in the iron and steel industry,
heating plants and electricity generation, ill) introduction of taxes on mineral oil in order to promote the sale
of domestic coal, and iv) action taken to reduce coal production capacity, including granting premiums for
closing down mines. Also, workers discharged in the coal mining sector were aided by a variety of financial
measures, including direct transfers of income and subsidies for retraining.5

b. The Shipbulding Industry

Shipbuilding was considered to be a problem industry because of subsidies that were paid in all other
Important shipbuilding countries. As a result the government felt obliged to take countervailing action.
However, it should be noted that here again a strong regional element was involved, as the industry was
concentrated in places where it had long been of extreme importance in terms of employment.6 In 1970, the
government commissioned a study on the status of the shipbuilding industry. The study concluded that big
yards had lost competitiveness in the world market, while small- and medium-sized ones were judged as fairly
competitive. In response, the government created a program to support investments for building large ships,
new types of ships, and for new production techniques. Under this program, yards received subsidized credits.
Also, regional subsidies, which were basically meant to promote a wide range of activities in specific regions,
were used intensively to promote the shipbuilding industry. Furthermore, the federal states of Schleswig-
Holstein and Bremen became joint proprietors of big yards in KieL Hamburg and Bremen. This was justified
on the grounds that these yards would otherwise not have been able to undertake investments considered
necessary by the respective state governments. In addition efforts were made to stimulate demand for new
vessels built in West Germany. Financial support was extended to exports to both EC and non-EC countries
as well as to orders from German shipping companies for ships built on yards in Germany. Also, in order to
utilize the yards' new capacides for building large ships, an additional facility was established to support the
demand for oil tankers. However, despite the far reaching government assistance, the German shipbuilding
industry continued to lose market shares due to a decline in demand on world markets. To compensate for
the decline in production, the Shipbuilding Assistance Progam was now used to finance ships declared as
developing projects since vessels exported to develop!ng countries were entitled to a higher subsidy rate.
Funhermore, the Ministry of Research and Technology set up several R&D programs in favor of the yards.
Also, the Ministry of defence ordered new ships earlier than originally planned. Again, despite all these
efforts, the decline in production and of orders could not be stopped and the yards had to reduce theirwork-
force. In order to avoid high regional unemployment, the government established a direct shipbuilding subsiJy
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program which ran between 1979 and 1981. Only the construction of special vessels was subsidized, while oil
tankers and bulk carriers were excluded. The support from this program enabled the large yards to continue
their efforts in gaining back markets lost to small- and medium-sized yars The government did not
participate in financing a second direct building subsidy program in 1982, but the coastal states decided to run
one on their own.7 However, non of these government interventions in favor of the shipbuilding industy
could prevent large yards from escaping severe difficulties. One of the largest yards In Bremen closed and the
remaining yards were merged with substantial financial support from the state of Bremen. The federal state
of Scbleswig-Holsteln covered losses of the largest German shipyard located in Kiel and Hamburg. Capacities
for the building of new ships were closed at Hamburg and reduced at Kiel In 1986, another study was carried
out by the government of the four coastal states to study the situation and prospects of the industry and on
what the governments should do. The study recommended a 30% reduction of merchant shipbuilding
capacities. In onrer to manage the process of capacity reduction and to solve the liquidity problems, the study
supported additione. financial assistance on a large scale. In particular, it was recommended that the
Shipowner Aid Program and the Shipbuilding Assistance Program should be endowed with more favorable
conditions and a new direct shipbuilding program be introduced to ensure the utilization of the remaining 70%
of merchant shipbuilding capacities. The government agreed to follow these recommendations, and thus the
story of the shipbuilding subsidization has continued.9

c. The Irn an Steel Industr

The iron and steel industry receied substantial assistance from the Federal Government starting in
1977. In the early part of the 1970, the Government reiterated Its policy of no subsidies to industty and
constantly criticized its European neighbots for subsidizing their steel industries. However, under pressure
from combined regional and trade union forces in 1977, the Government began to pour In subsidies to help
rehabilitate the steel industry in the Saar region which was suffering from the worldwide increase in production
capacity and the decrease in demand and competition from newly industrialzed economies. ARBED a
Luxembourg concern made plans to rationalize the Saarland's steel industry and agreed to contribute DM 120
mllion in new capital ARBED's plans for modenization were carefully scrutinized for soundness and

feasibility by a government consulting agency. The Government issued DM 900 million in bank guarantees;
DM 244 million for new investments; and DM 480 million in cash for immediate social measures The state
government paid DM 120 milion for construction of a new foundry, and the banks were pressured to write
off DM 60 million of outstanding interest and principaL The unions accepted responsibility for identiying
employment slots to be eliminated. Their task was made easier because the negotiated settlement relied on
early retirement rather than forced terminations."

The restructuring program consisted of a reduction in thework force (since the mid-1970s, the number
of workers has been reduced from 340,000 to approxately 210,000), rationalization of production (since the
mid-1970s the number of blast furnaces dropped from eighty four to forty); modernization of technology (90%
of raw steel is produced using the advanced continuous casting technique; worldwide only 55% of raw steel
is so processed); and product diversification (fabrication and production of high grade steel and related high
tech products). Tyen is one of the maJor enterprises in the steel sector that has pursued a dhisification
strategy. Raw steel, the industiy's ciassic product, now accounts for little more than a quarter of Thyssen's
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sales and further reduction seems inevitable despite hysen's comparative advantage in modernization over
its European competitos In contrast, high grade steel now accounts for a growing share of Thyssen's business
because new markets are opening up. Mechanical engineering offers good growth opportunities, as do
transponation, environmental technology, industrial components, auto bodies, robotis, and even large scale
plant construction and trade in steel products Steel workers, howevr, have complained that steel plants, steel
regions and steel workers are still suffering and that they have received little from the transformation of the
industry. Investments have flowed into other divisions of the firms, often benefiting other regions and creating
jobs in other lines of work."1

All the Western European steel-producing nations have undergone this process of contraction, but
only the Germans have managed to reduce production capacity and eliminate jobs with minimum industrial
unrest due to the cooperation of the reprentatives of the state, the bank, the firms, and the labor unions
in the decision making process. The steel industry and the govenment have shared a long and intimate
relationship. The current form of this relationship reflecs the sum of economic and political forces that
emerged during the years of reconstruction following World War IL The Marshall plan gave the highest
priority to the redevelopment of the strategically important sectors of the econorny steelmaking, coal mining,
shipbuilding, and electric power generating. The government also promoted the reconstruction of the steel
Industry through indirect subsidies: special tax credits and approval of accelerated depredation for tax
reporting purposes, relaxation of regulatory standards and deadlines, and access to credit on favorable terms.
The culmination of these policies came with the investment aid law of 1952 which obligated all industries in
West Germany to put aside DM 1 billion to complete the rebuilding of the economy. Mhis governmentally
mandated private effort was administered by a federally owned bank that specialized in allocating credit for
pressing investment needs in oual, steel and energy.u

IL Regional Aids

Regions were selected for assistance according to three criteria: i) presumed future excess supply of
labor, ii) low regional per capita income relative to West Gemany's average, and iii) poor quality of regional
Infrstructure.

The incentives which were given to private investment in the govenmenthstate joint action regions
consisted of the following i) investment grants that were commonly financed by the government and the state
governments out of their own resources, ii) Investment allowances provided according to an investment
allowance law, applicable in the areas selected for federasitate joint action, and iii) credits at subsidized
interest rates from the European Recovery Program (ERP) Fund", also restricted to areas selected for joint
action and applicable to small and medium-sized enterprises only."4

In addition, the government created a number of programs which were to supplement the above by
either channeUling funds to regions not covered by traditional regional policies, or by granting additional aid
to regions which had already been assisted but were particularly hard hit. For example, in 1975, a program
was implemented aiming at the support of regions which suffered from the employment losses of the
Volkswagen company. Although the goverment refused to aid the company per say, it offered subsidies of
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100 million DM for a three year period, supplemented by state subsidies, in order to create 18,250 new jobs
in alternative industries. Similarly, some 200 million DM was channeUed to the Saar and Westem Palantinate
regions in order to aeate 17,300 new jobs outside the Iron and steel industry.Y5

C. Employment Adjustment

In West Germany, works councils have played a major role in the employment adjustment process.
Works councils are independent bodies from the trade unions and represent only the workforce in plants. In
every firm with more than five employees, a works council has to be elected by the whole workforce by means
of a secret balot. The council enjoys the rights of co-determination and supervision with regard to all
questions of payment, working hours, layoffs or dismissals of workers and voluntary social services that relate
specifically to the particular firm. The collective agrements concluded by unions cannot take such specific
matters into account, but they set minimum standards. Consequently, there is much scope for bargaining at
the level of the firm, where the works council (not the union) negotiates with the management Although the
unions will normally control the majority of the votes in the works council, the works council have much more
understanding for the individual firm and will usually follow the interest of the firm within the prevailing
market environment.1'

The union-management response to the crisis in the iron and steel industry is an example of how the
process of employment adjustment has worked out in a problematic industry. While the 10 Metall, the
German Metalworkers Union, negotiates collective agreements covering the steel industry, at the company and
plant level, workers are represented by a works council whose members are chosen in elections in which all
plant employees have a right to vote (although in practice, lists nominated by IG Metall tend to dominate the
choices for works coun il members in the steel industry).17

Under the 1951 and 1972 laws, before employment adjustments can take place, company and works
councils must agree on a social plan. As a consequence, each major adjustment will vary somewhat from
company to company. In general, the social plans have resorted heavily to the early retirement of older (over
50) steel workers as a means of miniming layoffs and dismissals. In 1979, for example, when the Thyssen
Company, a major steel producer, was confronted with the necessity for downward employment adjustment,
It negotiated a social plan with the works counciL Earlier, Thyssen and the works council had agreed on an
exnsive work-sharing plan under which the regular 40-hour week was reduced to as low as 30 hours in some
plants to avoid layoffs. Under this auangement workers received 30 hours of full pay. In addition, they also
received unemployment compensation (approximately 68% of the regular pay) for the 10 hours lost. In 1982,
some 8,000 of the 35,000 employees were working anywhere from 22 to 34 hours per week under these
arrangements. In 1979, however, the company was confronted with the necessity to make some absolute
reductionts in employment. Under tlte social plan negotated, a number of worers were moved into early
retirement at the age of 59. During the year before their 60th birthday, employees were to receie
unemployment compensation, plus a supplement from the company which would leave them at about their
previous net pay leveL During that year, they also were eligible fot -he regular 13th month salary bonus, and
they could continue to live in company housing during retirement. Employees who were transferred to other
jobs under the 1979 social plan were guaranteed their old salaries for one year. Fuller compensation for
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longr perlids was guaantd to older workets and to those employees with loner savice. Simlar plans
were netiated In oth Cermn stee plants when emplymet cuts had to be made. In some cases prision
for ealy reirement were made for employees at ages as low as 56 and 55*. Although 10 Metll did not press
for a general national resucturing agemt, it strugged to negotiate a cut back In the work-week to 35
hours in an effort to ease the employment dtuatin A 1978 strike was defed by the employees although
night-shift workers as wel as workers over SD nmde some slight gains in the reduction of weekly hous A
major strike In 1984 ended with agreement for a 38-hour work-week.'

D. Role of t Banks In the A4ustni Proems

Due to low proMts during the 1970's, nvestment grew t lms than in the preceding decade, averaging
23.7% of GNP venus 25.5% in the 1960's Also, th equity capital basis of companies decined from 33% (for
industrial companies) in 1965-69 and fom 28% (average for 1970-74) to 25% in 198Q Because of the
declining ability of companies to fnance investment out of their own proceeds or by atating further equity
capital, the banks attained greater Importance in the finandng of companies. Bank in West German have
provided every type of baning service they lend and borrow capitaL they aange new issues, they take shares
in any kind of enterprise, including other bankl, they offer advice on long-term Imnetmens, and so on.

Unves banking has allowed banks to exert influence on mnagerial decisions.O It is beieved that
this allows for a smoother adjustment to strucural change. As the most important source of credits, they are
not only alowed to take shares in enterprises but also can exercise voting rights in respect of shares deposited
with them by their customersY

L The Mmh t of ndustril Pdlies In Decling ndstries

Govement subsidies have been concentrated in declining sectors but have been highly contro,ersial
in that they have been widely considered as serving to maintain existing structures, rather than fosteing
structal change Between 1979 and 1982, aid to the oad mining, shipbuilding and iron and steel production
sectors rose rapidly, but the strong increase in subsidies was accompanied by weak output trends This was
particulay true for iron and steel industries. There was general agreement among economic research
Institutes that in the most subsidized sectors, regaudless of the initial intention of the govetrment financial
aid became self-perpetuating, without contributing much to actual adjustment while in other sectors, where
aid from the pgement was negli, such as the clothig Industry, the adjustment process was more
dynamic.e

A total of 89,000 milion DM, in the framework of the state/govenment joint action, was paid in
subsidies between 1972 and 19818 ACcording to the figures provided by the subsied enterprises, the
resultng invstments led to the establishment of 700,000 new jobs and the protection of 90,000 which
otherwse wodd have been endangered. However, these figues are taken from the application form of the
enterpises; an effective control as to whether the jobs mentioned above were in fact established or protected
does not exisbt
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With regards to regional polices, it would be hard to demonstrate that these policies in fact reached
their basic aims, namely to mobilize resenes for growth in srucural weak regions and to diminish the risk
of damage from cyclical change and structural waknesl It is argued that one major reason for the limited
success of regional polides has been the uneven promotion of investment. Consequently, the number of jobs
created has been relatively small in relation to the investment made, and since the investment aids have been
allotted regardless of the quality of the jobs involved, the international competitive ability of the resulting
production has been low. Also, the formation of capital has contributed Uttle to the formation of human
capital, from which the structuraRy weak regions normaly suffer. It also is argued that it is because of regional
policies and the regional rescue programs that adjustment measures for individual enterprises or industries
have been so rare. In implementing regional policies, the government could to a large extent refuse selective
aids to sick enterprises or industries. Throughout the 1970's no industry was granted specific aid in addition
to those for which the government had stated the need for temporary adjustment assistance in 1969. Despite
what the government had announced, the aid was not of a temporary nature but became a permanent feature
of the industries which were supposed to be supportedAm

Shipbuilding is a good example of an industry which, despite substantial subsidies, was not able to
adjust to new conditions and probably wil not be able to do so in the foreseeable future. With rega3d to the
production of ships, the different programs enabled the yards to offer ships at prices which, from the
customer's point of view appeared competitive. To this extent, production of ships on German yards was
higher than without subsidies, but even the increasing subsidization of shipbuilding could not prevent the
decline of production and the loss of world market shares. Since 1962, the return on investment in the
shipbuilding industry remained below that of total manufacturing. Even with subsidies, capital owners were
not able to obtain a return on investment comparable to investment in other activities. Nevertheless,
investment in shipbuilding was undertaken continuously. Private capital owners counted on state intetvention
and believed that politicians would take the responsbility for the ship building industry's welfare. To the
extent that the production of ships was higher than it would have been without subsidies, the number of
persons employed was also higher than otherwise would have been the case. But subsidization could not
prevent world-wide demand for ships from going dowi and the German yards from losing international
competitiveness. Therefore a reduction in employment was unavoidable. Between 1962 and 1987, the
shipbuilding industry reduced its workforce by 52%; however, wages rose more than wages in total
manufacturing. To the extent that subsidization caused high wages in the shipbuilding industry, it obstructed
the adjustment process of those regions where the yards were located. Since other economic activities had
to compete with the high wages in the shipbuilding industry, the opening of new businesses, the expansion of
existing ones as well as the estabHshment of firms from other regions were hampered. In assisted regions,
where the shipbuilding industry is relatively more important for the labor market, the desired effect of regional
policy was more than offset by the subsidies given to shipbuilding. As pointed out before, government
programs focused on the large shipbuilding yards. At the end of the 196(fs, some large yards were supported
to provide facilities for the building of large ships. When it became obvious that large shipbuilding was an
obsolete activity, government and states assisted in the redhersification of big yards to those segments of the
market in which the medium- and small- sized yards had been fairly successful at that time. Thus the
government distorted competition within the shipbuilding industry in favor of large yards and at the expense
of the smaller onesY
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ENDNOTES 1T ANNEX 4

1. Spedfic attention has been paid to the small- and medium-sized fim for two reasons. First, it is
argued that they are put at a disadvantage because of market imperfections and, in particula, because
of the reluctance of the banks to grant credits on the same terms as to larger enterprises. Second,
it is a broadly supported view that small and medium-sized enterprises are a seed-bed for economic
development and that they merit the sup q-rt for this potential (Schatz and Wolter, p. 92).

2. 'he German antitrust law is based on the 1957 Act Against Restraints on Competition (ARC) which
has been amended several times since. Exemptions can be granted for certain types of cartels or
mergers including the tationalization of depressed industries and the attainment of economies of scale
by small- and medium-sized fms (Boner and Krueger, 1990, pp. 29-30).

3. Schatz and Wolter, pp. 49-51.

4. Ibid., p. 81

S. Ibid., p. 52.

6. Ibid., p. 53.

7. Lammers, pp. 3-7.

& Ibid, pp. 7-8

9. Ibid., pp. 8-9.

10. Katzenstein, p. 225.

11. Ibid., pp. 226-228.

12. Ibid., p.

13. The European Recovery Program Fund was created out of the United States' aid to West Germany.
In 1987, its financial assets amounted to about 10 billion DML The fund is at the disposal of the
government, which has used it mostly for structural policy purposes. In 1980, the Fund granted credits
totalling 2.7 billion DM at subsidized interest rates. The Fund Is totally financed out of credit
re nts and interest repayments on outstanding credits.

14. Schatz and Wolter, p. 6
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15. Ld, pp. 86-87.

16. Ibld, p. 57.

17. Kassaow, p. 353.

1& Ibid., p. 354.

19. Rbd., p. 355.

20. German bans have had a direct influenme in the steel induatty. Represenis of the Deutsche
Bank, Dresdner Bank, and the Coininerdk dt on the boars of each of the steel fims For
example, under te guidance of the banks Krupp was saved from bankuptcy and reorganied into a
modern firm.

21. Schatz and Wolter, pp. 62-65.

22. OECD, 1984, pp. 4748

23. Schatz and Wolter, p. 89.

24. ibid, p. 90.

25. Kaslow, pp. 14-15.
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SPAIN

A. Oveview

Heavy investment in energy intensive industries, the rapid growth of real labor csts, inadequate
pricing polcies, overmaning, and delays in the modernization of the capital stock all contributed to a sharp
deceleration of industrial activity in Spain in the lte 1970's.? Spanish industry turned out to be so heavily
concentrated in sectors affected by worldwide excess capacity that, by early 1980s, the need for some form of
capacity reduction became apparent. TUe Law of Industrial Reconversion was passed in 1981 (revised In 1983)
in an effort to deal with problems of excess capacity and lack of international competitiveness in a number
of industrial sectors in Spain. The law is based on the principle of minimum government inteivention, i.e.,
the initiative and responsibility for restructuring should rest with the private sector. The government would
not assist indhivdual firms but provide financial and other support for the scheme as a whole.

B. Govrnment Assistane Prorm

The first comprehensive attempt to integrate financial support through the budget with a restructuring
of Spanish industsy began in 1981 with the signing of the Industrial Reconversion Act. The law envisaged a
significant retrenchment in a number of Spain's declining sectors including shipbuilding, specialty and carbon-
based steel, home appliances (wahing machines, fridges, etc.), elecronic components, textiles, footwear,
fertilizers, and automobiles. Employment reductions were to be accompanied by the restoration of enterprises
balance sheets and the subsequent Implementatdon of an investment program designed to speed up the
technological modernization of those sectors with good profit prospects3 The plan was to achieve the former
objective through lending budget support in the form of transfers, loan guarantees, and subsidized credits
by the state holding company INI ational Industries Institute), and the Official Credit Institute. The
program soon ran into difficulties of implementation because of monitoring problems, underestimation of the
Anancial costs inolved and the negatie repercussions of restructuring process ste nming from anticipated
employment cut backs and their impact on industrles and geographical areas. From 1979 to 1982, state
transfets for industrW restructring amounted to around Ptas. 171 billion. Yet, these transfers mostly went
to absorb losses rather than to solve the underlying problems.3

In 1983, a comprehensive White Paper on reindustrialisatdon was published, soon followed by a Decree
in November 1983, subsequently announced as a new IAw on Reconversion and Rendstusilsadton and
approved In mid-1984. The key element of the strategy pursued vwas to improve productivity and restore a
healthy profit position by cutting excess capacity and overmanning and by restructring the financial liabilities
of ecessively indebted enterpries.4

In contrast to past efforts, the law taclded in detail the main socio-economic and technical problems
involed, ranging from the large labor force cuts required and the concentration of ailing industries in certain
regions, to the creation of administratve and monitoring bodies In charge of imple_mtation (e.g&
Commissions of Control) and the choice of special financial instruments.5 The sectors covered by the law were
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brd the same as tbhse of 1981 bgb thus inudng both private nd pub elnti (main IN
holding), the lte bein dominant in ertain y sctor such as ro sad stel and shipbuili (see Bax 1
for more detai on suctua adjustment In publi enteprses) Mm mew law also ramined the preious
approach based on the coopeation beaw the gvnmnt1 , employes aNd unions

MTe progam called for a taip reductio in employment of app l 67,000 ove the pedod
1984 to 1986, eqvat to about 26% of tota amplomt In the frms affect or 2% of industrial
emplymnt 7 he m hbuidi dt ad the steel Industy aoune for moe tha half of the jobs to
be eliminaed, resutig In a treduon of 35% of employmt In the shpbuling Industsy and 42% of
employmt in the steel iduy Farter reductio of about 20,000 e planed for 19790

The financal costs of the propm hao been considerab Dy the end of December 1986 about Pta
820 bllim (equivalet to 2.5% of GDP) had boee spent In an effort to restore ctpr' , alance sheeb
through subddies, other tses and varous lan guratee scbemes through DNU and the Offcial Credit

situte Well over fou fhs of these resouc ad been absobed by the steel, shipbuilding, and textile
secors (see B 2 on restructur of thewool industr In 1988, the total cost of the program was estimted
at over pta Li triLo

As the employment reductons and financial restuing freseen n the reconvrion program
apprachd their expcted tarts the associated inetn_t pogam was schduled to come on stream.
Invesmens in the sewood half of 1986 in the sectors affected by the recvrion efort amounted to Pta. 208
billiMolL

C. _met A4ftImm

Te resbuctuing progm has sought to lessen the soil costs associated with the process of
t though a nmber of completary meumes aimed at cltathng the eturn to the labor force

of those workers who lost their jobs

One of the me taken was to e_ncrae ne business Iitiaties in areas most affected by the
adjustment such as the creaton of Zones of U t R nd (ZUR). TI deductions, acet and
binestment subsidis we prvided for eisting firms and new enterprses willg to setle in those areas.'2

Some 280 prjects were apprved by 1986, generating about 9,50 ne jobs at a total cost of Ptas. 88 bilion,
of which 16% wer in govrm t subes" In ary 1988 however, the governmet announced the
scrapping of the ZURs and their placment by a more resticted system."4
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Bx2t iwaldmuutu of gm. Wood Idusty to Spdai (omit.)

The TexlUe Reconverion Plan (ThP) ered particula atuss of the tedi sector (fm fibe tocdothing) Mbe
gVW of the plan was no reductkco In capacty bu rather the search for policies tha produced conditions pennltting firms
to compete in European markets. It wa fundamentally a pla that prd aid to ftms tnt took new Iitiatl Ihe
as c proided to qalifg ims consisted o subsidies (up to 30% of Inv mn), offl cedit on god terms,
public guante fr prate aed, fical eseptio, and moatums in the p me of taxes and socl secuty. 
plan also included the possbit of reducig staff or of applying the seonal Int crtaei whch alowed th s nal
dismsal of workers whiblt a bad perd hated. Other forms of -*Atae uded pubdty campa labor tran
fashion design, etcm his last acty was going to be ained, oi. the R plan ws concluded, as pat of a Fahion and
Dein Promotion plan. Tem _ t and contrl of the ThP, though formaqy in public hands (through an ecuthie
commsion), has in pactice been cared out by people who bv very dse relatins wb empwer' oanzatio

Compard to the WRP, a smaller number of firms and saff wae affected by this plan. Fims inolvd in the
pln were domintd by lare entrprie (in relatie term for the setor), but aoly a lmited numba of sml firms bhae
joined. For the frms that oep the pln, the most I _mo thing seemed to b that thd r a epte Wltod in an
imprt nt injection of ftus.

BE Role o tofe aWshy to A4mhtment

Indivdual firms also proceee wt reorganztio of their nterpri Basic to this resrctui was the
dismemberment ot a series of acitis and the encouragemnt of produtiv specialization Specaito in age firms
imvolved the retention of ertain eential proomes and the arenalntion of aU plases of the productie procss wich
wer coidered technoogialy less d4eAoped and more ris. Basically. spining was te actity that had been retaind
most whilt weaving as well as oe les actiies lie bobbin making, reeg conea making, ad retaling hla been
displaced to the outside. These actlltes aere transnred to eser firms tat did subcontract wk, somethms caurd out
by family units workg smal worashp or in the bome. The subcotati pcem was aho associated wh selling the
obsote machiery to autonmous weavas and damised tetUe workes

The most impotant indudrial groups, l owever, maintined the coordination and conrl of the whole process
and farequently became trade compnie

C lbe Impct of Resrwuturi

he iroducio of flrbit int the s d to this restrueturing allowed an Imprvement in the prducti
situation in the short term, but In tee medium and lonS term, ew probm wee key to appear due to a faiure to renew
machirery and the cessive dependence on governent aid

The peof restrucung depends, in pat, on the charterics of a precitent indlstruct and, in part,
on the intutiona environment that detmnines the pasbiities and ressane to the proems. The aaece of a weak
worker' apnizion and the absene control on part of the goveent acltaes the abty to marg_nlie and

_aemaze activities. n tbis sene the res utngof thewool industryvaid fromotberpcesse in sec such asseel
and sipbulding wt high unioiation and satng worker istance (Redo, pp. 161-178

In order for the ambitious employment cuts to take place, the gvrnment provided a variety of
incentives to both employers and employees. About one fourth of the total employment losses were to come
from early retrement of workers over 55. lhe rest of the w3rkers involved were gien the choice between
eithera considerable sevance paymentand compensation for up to 18 months or surrendering
their severance payment to the Employment Promotion Fund (EPP).s The revenue from EPF would be used
to pay 80% of their previous wage, provide free retraining and to assist workes seeking new employment
opportunaities by offering subsidies to firms wiling to hire them on a permanent basiLs. By 1986, of the total
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number of workers affected by the ptogram, 25% had taken early etirement. 35% had decided to participate
in EPF and the rest had been made redundantL"

In addition to the above, a number of general measures were Introduced in 1984485 to make the labor
market more flexdble. These measures included: (i) encouragement of fixed-term contracts and part time
employment, (ii) fiscal incentives to reduce firm's hbor costs, (ii) reduction in social security contribution
rates, (iv) granting of direct subsidies for the hiring of the youth, (v) early retirement age with full pension,
and (vi) relaxation of the rules governing layoffs. These measures played an important role in the recovery
of employment since 1985.18

D. The Impact of lndustrl Policy In Dedning Sectors

Despite the slow pace of the restructuring program, progress has been evident. Provisional estimates
through the end of 1986 on profitability and productivity in the sectors affected pointed to significant
improvements in the cash flow positions of all sectors (except shipbuilding, where the improvement was
marginal on account of weak sales), and an acceleration of productivity growth.1

The main elements of reconversion have been labor force reductions, sectoral mergers and specializa-
tion agreements, helped by subsidized credits, social security payment deferrals and major investment outlays.
The aim has been to sort out the financial mess in which many sectors existed, to create logical manufacturing
and marketing units and to do something for those adversely affected by the measures. Altogether 791 firms
have been involved, hiiduding 29 shipbuilding companies, 14 steel firms, 18 home appliances and 17 electronic
components companies, 683 textile firms, 10 fertilizer companies, and 20 finns in other sectors. By the end
of 1986, 77% of the planned 84,000 work force job losses had been achieved with particularly pronounced cut
backs in the shipbuilding, steel, and textile sectors, 66% of the investments had been made and 75% of the
envisaged credit granted (Table 1). Laid off workers have received generous redundancy pay, but efforts to
find new employment have not been particulary successful, though there are special employment and
investment incentives in some of the worst affected areas.*

Restructuring of enterprises under the control of INI proved to be successful By 1983, IN. acoounting
for some 15% of total industrial production, was registering annual losses equialent to 1% of GDP. As a
result of the privatization of several enterprises under its control, INIMs losses had been virtually eliminated
by 1987.
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TWO b NDUSTRIL RECONWEON PLN AND IMLE NTATiON

Emp4u.t

lnddwallok fare 28W349
T Reduction 83,763
Redutn by 12311M 64,184
Furdher reduio pland, 1987-90 2000

Iiwesunent Pus bn S ba

Made durn 198246 400 2.5
Plned duing 1987 125 10
Pimed duing 198 83 Q7

cd _& arateed Los

Grated up to 121311 248 1.5
Planned duing 1987488 84 Q7

Soue Hudsn and RudcanI .
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GREECE

A. Overview

In the early 198f s, faced with an increasing number of firms In finandal distress, the government decided to
intervene and implement policies for industrial restructuring. In 1983, Law No. 1386/1983 was passed specify-
ing the terms under which these firms would be taken over and their management transferred to the public
sector. The Business Reconstruction Organization (OAE) was established with a capital of 5 billion Dr and
assigned the task of rehabilitating or liquidating enterprises in financial trouble. The organization was also
gien access to bank credit for any necessaty additional funds.1 Since the Greek bankruptcy law only
contemplates liquidation proceedings and does not contain provions for corporate reorganization, the
operation of financially troubled enterprises can only occur through OAE intervention and management

Government assistance has mainly been provided to traditional Industries whose long term viability would be
otherwise compromised. Most of the firms clawsified by OAE as "problematice are large business units,
constituting a substantial component of the country's industrial network Although representing less than 2%
of the -total number of industri.i companies, they employ 7.2% of the total labor force and 11.5% of
productive capacity. Their average capital is seven times larger than that of other industrial firms. These
companies also have extensive links with other parts of the Greek industry, thus creating severe problems for
a number of small fims cooperating with them.2 Particularly large has been the support to textiles and paper
production, the sectors that include the biggest problematic enterprises. For example, problematic fims in
the textiles industry, employing 12,000 persons, represent nearly one-third of the total number of problematic
firms.3 Similarly, had the problematic firms been left to declare bankruptcy and cease operations, the paper
industry would have lost 60% of its productive capacity, 55% of its production and 75% of its exports.4 Other
sectors with flnancially distressed enterprises include wood, cork, and furniture industries, nonmetallic minerals
(glass, cement, ceramic, and marble industries), metal products, and shipbuilding.

Although the problematic firms taken over by the government have continued to make losses, almost
all of them are still in operation, thus raising questions about the effcacy of the government's program for
Industrial restructuring. Section B reviews the procedural aspects of government intervention in the operation
of problematic finrs, and the status of employment adjustment is discussed in section C. The economic impact
of industrial policy for problematic firms is highlighted In section D, followed by a discussion in section E of
the barriers to the rehabilitation of these enterprises.

B. Govenmena t Assstance Pogam

The process of OAE intervention starts with the filing of a petition for reorganization of a financially
troubled firm by a qualified interested party, such as shareholders, managers, labor unions, the Greek
Unemployment Fund, or public sector creditors and private creditors who are owed at least 20% of the debt
of the troubled enterprise, Once such a petition is received, OAE,reviews the application to assess the
viability of the enterprise.$ The fiing of a petition, however, does not result in an *automatic stay", meaning
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that duing the itvenlg piod, creditors can take over the debtor's assets Hower, once a petdtion is
approved and the enterpwse is In OAL's ontol, eve creditor with security Intemts in the assets of the
debtor canot reposes their colater or foredose thi security interests Seval complaints regarding
OAE%s operations have been filed with the Europea Commision (EC) and also with Geek courts by various
creditors and shaeholders wo claim that their property have been te subject of an uncompensted
expropriation (due to their inabilW to retrie their asses once OAE has assumed n magal responsibili-
ties). Thee complaints ar curtly unde investation by EC and pending decsons In Greek couts

Of approximat 250 applcatis received between 1983 and mId-1987, 44 were accepted by OAF.
Acceptance of a pedtion by OAE tesults in a supeion of debt and inter repayments for a perod of up
to 36 months Dring this period nw managem_ t (induding a new board of directors) is appointed by OAE
whose responsibity is to assess the economic vilty of the firms If the firm is considered viable, a
financial restrturing plan I immediat put into operation whih Involves conversion of part of the debt
of the enteprises into equity with the remainder of the debt being rescheduled. Through this capitdization
process, many banks, in paricoular the Nadonal Bank of Greece, have become the largest shareholders in the
problematic firms'

If firms are ultimately found to be nonviable, procedures are initiated to liquidate them. Of the 44
initial petitions apprved, 21 were subsequently found nonviable.' In 1986,5 of the nonviable frms were sold
at a public aucto In 1988 9 new fims we added to the nonviable list of enterprises and 2 fms were
liquidated by sale. In 1989,2 fims were reclassied as nonviable and 2 new fims were added to the list. As
of early 1990, OAE controlled 21 viable and 27 nonviable firms

Although nonviable fims are in principle subject to immeate liquidation, the liquidation process
can take a long dtme (sometimes years) under the Greek law. Liquidators are gie a salary during the entire
period that they are tryig to dispose of the property, thus giving them an incentie to delay the process. Of
couse enterprises that are the subject of ownerip disputes at courts cannot be liquidated anyway until the
dspute are resolved. Also, municipal authorities often claim the land on which the fim is built for the
purpose of building public parts, and this makes the job of atuacdng buyers for the firm more difficult. The
problem Is fuier excerbad by regulations that require the buyer of an enterprise to comply with exising
labor agreements and oblgations to the fm's employees Once a buyer is found, however, the proceeds are
to be distributed in the foliowing order expense of liquidation, unpaid waes (up to a maximum of two yeas'
wages), debts owed to publc bodies or Insurance companies, secured creditors, unpaid taxes, and fially
unsecured creditos Ihese plioritks are very diffent from those under the laws of most industrial counties
where tax clams are entirey nle and unpaid wage claims are treated the same as unsecured
creditors

C. E _#pKtA_jte

Due to the emplyment secudty provisi0on of the labor law in Greece, there have been virtually no
layof1 in the ailig indusies. In general, layoffs and redundandes are subject to governm t controL Large
entprises are required to notify the pgvnment of massive dimissl (defined as reductions in the labor
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fo exceedig 2% per month). Although the pg nment has reduced its intervention in such ases, the
Mnisty of Labor can prohibit proposed dismussas and plant cosures in order to prevent larg-scale
redundaniesThe economic effect of tese employent secudty prvisions has been to ince the cost of
labor. his has in tumr inreased unemployment by creatg inoen to hire fewer workers and to rely on
oveme in order to meet tem y iese in the wo load.

However, even If lay-offs were to be allowed, unemployment benefits in Oreece are low by both
interatonal stadads and In relation to wages and salaries in Oeece Redundancy payments are
differentited een white-collar and blue-collar workes Under the uations, white collar workers
recei about one month's salay per year of service. Te prisins for bluecollar workers are sigificantly
smaller, averaging about 5 days' pay per year of servik Therefore, unemployment benefits are not sufflicent
to alleviate social dislocations resultig from economic reastuting and consequently bave lncreased
resistance of labor unions to larg-scae layoffs°

Also, there are no proisons for reaining or relocation of displaced workers. Legslation has been
in prepartion for a fund for retaing of laid-off worbers, but it has not been introduced as yet

B. T e Impat Idstrial Polgcy for Probenlec Bftrprbs

Almost al of the problematic firms have been kept in operation by state-controlled banks or other
official hitutions through extension of credit lines beyond economically waranted limits Y Because of their
extsve indebtness to the banklng sector, the widesprad distress of industrial companies has had an adverse
impact on the soundnes of Greek banks, especialy the major state-controlled commerci banks that acoount
for over 70% of the Greek deposit and loan marks Also, by absorbig a great part of the credit flows to
the industry, they have ptevented the development of other, possbly more efflicent actvtles' In general,
political crteria hae influenced credit allocation decisions throughout the postwar era Whether nment
interntion or the banks are most to be blamed for ineffcent credit allocation is a controversial issue. It
is clear, however, that loans have been ranted to companies without reference to their business perflormance.14

As mentioued before, as of early 1990, 27 fims categorized as nonviable had not been liquidated.
Only 7 enterprises had been sold since 1983,2 of these to OAF.irsel Together, the 21 viable enterprises bave
registered losses in evey year of the period 1963-89. Over the period 1983-86 the loss aveaged about 314
of 1% of GDP. The reductin of losses by half in recat yeas has been soley the result of capital
resucturing in the form of debt equity cnesons since 196.

Because of their role in suppordng problematic enterprises, banks have undermined considerably the
soundness of their Inmesment portfios They have exch d a large part of the bad debt for equity (often
at book vale rater than market values) in these enterpries as well as for governmt guanteed bonds
issued by OAF. They also ha cauried out extnsiv rescheduling of loans, including a three year
postponement of debt service, and have provided new financal support For example, the NatonAl Bank of
Greece (the mjor creditor of prbemat enterpises) has invsted almost twice its equity capital in industril
companies, the greatest part of it in ailing one Its 10 largest holdings, representiag 157% of its equity bae,
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are in major industrial flrms whc have been maing losses since the benAning of the crisis In addition, the
bank holds 65.6 bIlion Dr In bonds issued by OAR" In 1987, the bank rported proviions for bad debt
amouting to 39 billion or 93% of its equity base (share capital and reerv). Tis figure, however,
underestimates the real magnitude of nonperforming loans since the 1987 annual report of the bank also states
that the bank had conveed nonpebmlng loans of 122 billon Dr into equity and also had suspended interest
accrual on another 100 billionm In exchange for issuing bonds as wel as cash transfers to the enterprises,
OAE also has acquired equity in the enter ises. Hower, the frms have continued to register losses, which
have been fnanced by goverment grants to OAE (amounting cumulatively to 1.5% of the average GDP
during 198449) and new bank credits (mainly by the National Bank) to OAE and its enterprises under a
government guarantee. In the event, even the new bank assets have largely proved nonperforming; in
partiular, OAE's payments on its bond obligations have been postponed and its interest capitalized, as the
banks have refrained from activating government guarantees in the difficult fiscal situation. As a result, OAELs
financial needs for 1990-mainly to finance projected losses of problematic enterprises and to service its
overdue and current debt obligations to banks-were estimated at 2.5% of projected GDP.

L Reasons for Failr o Industr Polc for Problematle Enterprises

There are several reasons for the lack of progress in the rehabilitation of problematic enterpries in
Greece. The desire by the government to prevent layoffs, forward and backward linkages with other industries
and fims, as well as defence and other political considerations have played an Important role in keeping the
problematic enterprises in operation.

The rehabilitation process has been significantly hampered by the Greek labor law which virtually
assures workers the right to continued employment in an OAE.operated enterprise irrespective of the financal
condition of the enterprise. Total employment in the 21 viable firms has remained about 24,000 during the
period 1983-89, of which about one third are considered redundant. Tbe poor perfmance of these
enterprises and the faild attempts to privatize them are there partly attributable to government
constaints on labor layoffs

Given the lack of managerial skills (even among the new management appointed by OAE), conditions
have failed to improve. In genera a considerable number of Greek fitms do not employ professional
manages Firm are administeed by ter owners, who in many cases lack the appropriate background,
qualifications and managerial rence Inadequate management is an acute problem in the public sector
at large, including banks and enterprises under public controL The appointment of professional managers is
a necsry condition for ensuring the future efficient administration of viable problematic firms In an effort
to attract efficient managers to firms undet public sector control, the rules putting a relatively low ceiling on
top salary levels have been parially relaxed.

Furtmore, there have been no efforts to reorganize the existing operations of the problematic
enterprises. Being under financial distress for many years, these companies have not made adequate
investments In new machinery and tberefore their capacity is obsolete. Promoting efficiency and reduciag
producton costs requires extive replacement of machinery and reconsideration of exis8t production
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structures. In some of the latgest problematic firms, part of their operation could become profitable while
the rest have poor prospects. Reducdg the production of some products or even completely abandoning them
may be the best solution in some cases.17

'he large Size of the problematic firms also has been a batrrer to development. Decentization of
management with the aim of Inaeasing flexibility and specialization of the emerging smaller units has been
one of the goals of OAE For example, one of the largest fims In the texties industry-employing over 7,2O0
workerhas been divided into ten smaller units taking into account the regional distribution of plants and
product differentiation. There are similar plans for other large problematic finrs."

In an effort to address the continuing problms of the ailing enterptises, the new gonment has
recently amended the law govening the operation of OAF. Utder the amended law, OAE's management of
enterprises is limited to a period of at most 9 months. During this management period, OAE is required to
prepare a plan for reorganization and present it to the shareholders and creditors who wil vote on It
separately. If 60% of each shareholders and creditors approve the plan, the temporaty management of OAE
is terminated and the enterprise is returned to private management. Failing such approval, the firm would
be liquidated under court supervision. The bankruptcy court is required to appoint a liquidator within 5 days,
who is to conduct the first public auction within 6 months of his appointment. The bankruptcy court is
authorized to extend the term of appointment of the liquidator for a maximum additional period of 6 months.

The Government also has undertaken a revaluation of the viability of all the enterpries under OAE's
control, and no new enterprises have been taken over. In 1991, six of the viable firms were listed in the
Athens Stock Exchange where new shares would be sold. The procedure for registering another three were
under way. Although the intention of the new government is to scale back the size of the public sector,
whether the ownership of viable firms wiUl be totally transferred to the private sector is still not clear. It is
probable that some of them (those considered to be of strategic importance) wfll remain under direct state
controL'9 Also, several auctions have been held to sell the assets of some of the nonviable enterprises;
however, none of the important enterpises have been sold. Therefore, much renains to be done to
restructure or close down enterprises In distress and remove their burden from the Greek banking system.
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